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Abstract

$e main question this thesis addresses is whether auditory word recognition proceeds di-

rectly from the input to the lexicon or whether there is a prelexical level of processing where

segmental units are recognised.

In the %rst part, I situate the question in a wider context of representational issues, and show

that it is a crucial question because it allows us to distinguish two broad types of word recogni-

tion models: what may be called direct- and mediated-accessmodels. A review of the research

literature addressing this question shows that existing experimental results are inconclusive.

$e second, experimental, part of the thesis addresses the research question with a lexi-

cal learning paradigm. English-speaking subjects are %rst trained to recognise novel words

that contain a non-native speech sound (a voiceless bilabial fricative); they then perform two

tasks designed to determine whether they have acquired prelexical representations for the non-

native segment.$e tests used are repetition priming and phonetic categorisation.

$e results of the repetition priming task are consistent with direct-access models; but for

methodological reasons they have to be regarded as inconclusive. $e results of the phonetic

categorisation task favour mediated-access models.$ey also suggest that the representations

used at the prelexical level of processing are more likely to be position-speci%c segmental rep-

resentations rather than syllable rhymes.

$ese results are compared with those of other studies.$ey are consistent with a growing

body of evidence that auditory word recognition involves a prelexical level of processing where

segmental representations are recognised.
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Introduction

Auditory word recognition is the study of how words are recognised from the acoustic speech

signal. $e recognition of words is an important and probably necessary step in the compre-

hension of spoken language. It is a common assumption that human listeners possess a men-

tal lexicon were words are stored in an accessible form, together with the syntactic, semantic

and pragmatic information necessary to comprehend what is being said by the interlocutor.

Questions arise about the form of these lexical representations, and about whether words are

recognised directly from the acoustic signal or whether smaller, sublexical units are required

for word recognition to be possible.

$e present thesis asks the following four questions about the lexicon and the process of

word recognition.$e second question is the one I will address experimentally.

1) Are lexical representations (i.e. the words in the lexicon) unstructured wholes, or are
they composed of smaller, sublexical representations (such as syllables, phonemes or
distinctive features)?

2) Does the speech signal map directly onto these lexical representations, or are there pre-
lexical levels of processing?

3) If a prelexical level of processing exists, do the representations used at the prelexical level
correspond to the sublexical representations used in the lexicon?

4) How abstract are the representations used at any given level of processing?

In Part I, I will further elaborate and explain these questions (Chapter 1 and Chapter 2),

show why I think question 2 regarding the existence of a prelexical level of processing deserves

our greatest attention (Chapter 3), and consider what the research literature has to say about

it (Chapter 4). I will conclude that the question whether word recognition is direct or indirect

has not yet been answered su*ciently, and that additional research is therefore needed.

Part II reports my attempt to undertake this additional research. $e method used was a

word learning paradigm, where English-speaking subjects were made to acquire novel words

that contained the non-English voiceless bilabial fricative /F/, and were then tested on whether
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they had formed prelexical representations for the non-native sound. Chapter 5 describes the

general design of the experiment. Chapter 6 reviews some previous studies that have used the

tasks chosen as my test tasks (repetition priming and phonetic categorisation); this is meant

to justify and elucidate my use of these tasks. Chapter 7 then describes how the design was

implemented, and Chapter 8 states the predictions about the test tasks. Chapters 9 to 11 %nally

present the outcome of the experiment, separately for the training task and the two test tasks.

Part III is a discussion of the outcomes of the experiment. I will %rst discuss the results on

their own terms, and then relate them to the %ndings of other studies. I conclude that auditory

word recognition is more likely to be indirect than direct: the process of word recognition

seems to require a prelexical level of processing where units smaller than words are recognised.

I will further conclude that these pre- and sublexical units appear to be segments; and they are

unlikely to be phonemes but rather position-speci%c allophones.



Part I

The research question
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In the four chapters of Part I, I will develop the research question sketched in the introduction,

and then discuss the relevant research literature.

Chapter 1 reviews the major models of word recognition in order situate the present study

in a wider context, and to provide a basis for the theoretical discussion that follows in the next

two chapters. Chapter 2 describes the main representational dimensions along which models

of auditory word recognition can be classi%ed. Chapter 3 presents typology of possible word

recognition models, and then narrows it down to the ones that are theoretically well-founded.

Wewill see that the research question of this thesis, namely whether auditory word recognition

is direct or indirect, has the potential to distinguish between the main model types. Chapter 4

reviews relevant studies that have addressed the question of the direct or indirect nature of au-

ditory word recognition.$e review suggests that additional research is justi%ed – particularly

if it employs a di)erent experimental paradigm.





1 / Models of auditory word recognition

$e purpose of this chapter is twofold. My %rst aim is to give a brief overview of common

models of word recognition and speech perception. $is overview is neither comprehensive

nor very detailed; it focuses on the representations that are used in the models, and its purpose

is to give a 1avour of the issues involved, so that the next two chapters will be easier to follow.

$e second aim is to motivate the research presented in this thesis – i.e. determining whether

auditory word recognition is direct or indirect – in the context of models of word recognition.

Readers who are familiar with the models introduced, or who are convinced of the impor-

tance of the question may wish to proceed directly to Chapter 2. $e models considered are

the word recognition models Cohort, Trace, and brie1y Shortlist and parsyn (§1.2.1); the Mo-

tor $eory, Direct Realism, and auditory theories of speech perception (§1.2.2); Klatt’s lafs,
Hintzman’s minerva 2, and Kirsner et al.’s (1987) record-based model of word recognition

(§1.3); and, to provide a general framework, Pisoni and Luce’s (1987) sequential linguistic ac-

count of word recognition (§1.1).

1.1 A sequential account of word recognition

Pisoni and Luce (1987) suggest that auditory word recognition can be broken up into four

main stages of processing: (1) auditory, (2) phonetic, (3) phonological, and (4) a higher-order

stage. Apart from the initial auditory stage, these stages of processing closely correspond to the

representations used in the linguistic analysis of language; we can therefore also regard Pisoni

and Luce’s discussion as providing a linguistic account of auditory word recognition.1

Auditory processing. Auditory processing is obligatory and not speci%c to spoken language.

It has two components: peripheral auditory analysis and central auditory analysis. Peripheral

auditory analysis takes place in the cochlea and the auditory nerves, and it produces either

1See Studdert-Kennedy (1974, 1976) for similar suggestions.
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a neuro-acoustic or psychoacoustic representation of the incoming speech signal (or some

combination of both). Central auditory processing is assumed to extract more speci%c pieces

of information from the peripheral representation – such as its spectral structure, fundamen-

tal frequency, intensity, etc. – and to pass them on to short-term sensory memory. Pisoni and

Luce call the pieces of information extracted speech cues.

Phonetic processing. $is is the %rst speci%cally linguistic stage of processing. Pisoni and

Luce suggest that at this stage, speech cues are mapped onto a set of phonetic featureswhich are

grouped into feature bundles that represent phonetic segments. Several speech cues typically

map onto one phonetic feature, for example the spectral distribution of the release burst of a

stop consonant and the shape of the formant transition of any preceding or following vowel are

both cues to the phonetic feature ‘place of articulation’. As this example illustrates, the speech

cues of one phonetic feature can occur at di)erent time points in the auditory representation

of the speech signal. Phonetic features, and by implication phonetic segments, thus need to be

abstract. For segmental representations this means that a sequence of phonetic segments does

not correspond to linearly ordered and non-overlapping stretches of the speech signal. It is at

this stage of processing that the problem of lack of invariance mentioned in the introduction

is addressed in Pisoni and Luce’s account. More about this later in §1.2.2.

Phonological processing. At this stage, phonetic segments and features are transformed

into phonological segments, i.e. phonemes.$is entails that all predictable allophonic variation

is discarded: phonetic features that can be predicted from the presence of other features are

deleted. In the case of English stop consonants, the feature [± aspirated] may be le+ out at this

stage because it can be predicted from the feature [± voice] and the position in the syllable.

Pisoni and Luce further suggest that the output of this processing component may not just be

a linearly ordered sequence of phonemes, but may be hierarchically ordered to form syllables.

Higher-order processing. In Pisoni and Luce’s framework, higher-order processing refers

to any processing at and above the lexical level. Two things have to be done at this stage: (i) the

mapping of phonological representations onto lexical representations (word recognition), and

(ii) the retrieval of the information associated with the recognised lexical item (lexical access)

for further processing by the higher-level language processing mechanisms.

$is account of auditoryword recognition byPisoni andLuce (1987) is unusual in that it tries to

be explicit about the whole process of word recognition from the acoustic signal to the lexicon

and beyond. Most accounts either concentrate on the problem of lack of invariance (models of
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speech perception), or start with a phonological representation and focus on lexical processing

(models of word recognition). We will look at these two types %rst (§1.2), before considering
alternatives that, contrary to the sequential account, present a storage solution instead of a

processing solution to the problem of lack of invariance (§1.3).

1.2 Mediated lexical access

1.2.1 The top half: word recognition models

Wewill %rst look at the Cohort model, because it is the earliest model that was targeted speci%-

cally at auditory word recognition; and then at Trace, because it is the %rst andmost in1uential

connectionist model and thus established a new state of the art in word recognitionmodelling.

Cohort

Marslen-Wilson’s Cohortmodel (Marslen-Wilson andWelsh, 1978,Marslen-Wilson andTyler,

1980) was the %rst word recognition model that was proposed speci%cally with auditory word

recognition in mind, as opposed to the recognition of written words or word recognition in

general.

$e Cohort model assumes that access to the lexicon occurs as early as possible. When a

word stimulus is being perceived, all lexical entries that match the initial part of the stimu-

lus (the word-initial cohort) are activated in parallel. As more of the stimulus is heard, the

word-initial cohort is winnowed accordingly until a single candidate remains; in which case

the word has been recognised and lexical access (i.e. the retrieval of information related to the

the recognised word) begins.2

$e winnowing process does not only take account of bottom-up information (from the

speech signal) but also makes use of all the available top-down information. So if a word can-

didate does not %t the syntactic, semantic or pragmatic requirements that its position in the

utterance demand – e.g. if the candidate is an noun when a verb is required – it will likewise

drop from the cohort. Top-down reduction of the cohort explains whywords can be recognised

before they become acoustically unique.

With regard to representational questions the original Cohort model was deliberately non-

committal. Its main focus was the time course of auditory word recognition. Nevertheless, for

practical purposes at least, representational assumptions had to be made, andMarslen-Wilson

and Welsh (1978, p. 56) suggest that a cohort is determined by the initial 150–200ms of the
2In more recent incarnations of the Cohort model, the activation level of candidates that stop matching the input
gets reduced, and words are recognised by comparing the activation levels of the two most highly activated
candidates (Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1990).
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input and later even speak of the ‘initial segment of the incoming word’ (p. 60). We can there-

fore agree with Pisoni and Luce (1987, p. 41), who claim that the Cohort model assumes that

both input and segmental representations are based on phonemic units.

Trace

$e earliest connectionist model of auditory word recognition, Trace (McClelland and Elman

1986; also Elman and McClelland 1984), has three layers of representations corresponding to

features, phonemes and words. $e units, or nodes, on each layer can be understood to form

hypotheses about the input: phoneme units represent hypotheses about the segment currently

processed, word units about the word, etc. A unit on each of the layers is linked to all other

units on the same layer by mutually inhibitory connections: e.g. the /p/ unit on the phonemic

layer will inhibit the /t/ unit on the same layer, and so on. Units on di)erent layers that are

consistent with each other are connected by mutually excitatory connections: e.g. the /p/ unit

will be connected to all words that have a /p/ in the current position.$ese connections make

themodel very interactive. Not only can units at a lower level activate units at a higher level, but

also the other way around: a word unit that receives top-down (i.e. syntactically, semantically

or pragmatically determined) activation will in turn activate lower-level representations that

are consistent with it, and these will then inhibit representations on their own level.$rough its

top-down excitatory links, Trace can account for lexical e)ects on sublexical processing, such

as phoneme restoration.

While Trace uses phonemes and features as intermediate units of representation, other units

could have been used. McClelland and Elman could have chosen syllable units instead of

phoneme units, or even distributed representations (where perceptual objects are represented

by patterns of activation across nodes) instead of local ones (where perceptual objects are

represented by the processing units themselves). But as with the Cohort model, this inher-

ent openness of Trace with regard to the units of representation has to be given up in any

implementation. As input representations to their model McClelland and Elman use featural

representations based on a segmental transcriptions.

Conclusions

Word recognitionmodels are o+en (deliberately) vague about the nature of the representations

used, particularly about the nature of the input representations.$is is deliberate because the

focus has been more on the processing architecture than on representational questions.

Nonetheless, lexical representations are generally assumed to be composed of smaller units,

most commonly phonemes. In the Cohort model (and also in the Neighbourhood Activation
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model; see Luce et al., 1990, Luce and Lyons, 1998) this is implicit in the way the competitor

set of a lexical representation is computed from phonemic transcriptions. In Trace, the lexicon

is the network of word-, phoneme- and feature-nodes; consequently lexical representations

can be regarded as composed of phonemes and ultimately features in Trace. Shortlist, another

recent connectionist model (see Norris, 1994), also assumes that lexical representations are

composed of phonemes.3

$e input to the models are in most cases strings of phonemes. $e recent parsyn model

(Luce et al., 2000) is the exception: its input are strings of allophones.$e choice of input rep-

resentations is sometimes solely due to convenience, as in the Cohort model, and sometimes

it is theoretically founded, as is the case for parsyn where allophonic representations are pro-

posed tomodel putative e)ects of phonotactic probability. In general, models tend to use input

representations that are segmented into the same units that are also used to segment lexical

representations; and in most models this unit is the phoneme.$is general tendency is made

explicit by Norris (1994, p 225): “[W]hatever form the input to the model takes, there must be

an explicit form-based lexical representation of words expressed in the same vocabulary. $e

form-based representation is essential for the working of the model because the competition

mechanism depends crucially on being able to align lexical candidates with the input.” In other

words, the input to the model must be speci%ed in a form that is commensurate with the way

that lexical representations are speci%ed. I will revisit this requirement in the next chapter.

1.2.2 The bottom half: speech perception models

One of the main goals of models of speech perception is to solve the ‘problem of lack of in-

variance’, i.e. to deal with the variability in the way the same phoneme is produced, both across

and within speakers. A major point of contention in this %eld has been whether the objects of

speech perception are acoustic or articulatory in nature.

Pisoni and Luce’s (1987) account of word recognition described at the beginning of this

chapter is an example of an auditory theory of speech perception andword recognition.Models

such as this one have also been referred to as information-processingmodels (see e.g. Goldinger

et al., 1996), because they tend to have several levels where information extracted from the

speech signal is processed and transformed. $ere are many models of this kind: Studdert-

Kennedy (1974, 1976), Oden and Massaro (1978), Diehl and Kluender (1989), Nearey (1990),

Kluender (1994), Ohala (1996).

Slightly di)erent but also stressing the acoustic/auditory nature of speech perception is Ste-

3Unlike Trace, Shortlist is an autonomous and not an interactive model; and it uses a more realistic way of mod-
elling the time course of auditory word recognition.
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vens’ theory of acoustic landmarks (Stevens and Blumstein, 1978, Blumstein and Stevens, 1979,

1980, Stevens, 1989 and particularly Stevens, 2002). $e central idea is that because of the

structure of the vocal tract and the way speech is produced, it contains acoustic landmarks

(discontinuities, peaks and valleys in the spectral representation) that are su*cient to identify

distinctive features and ultimately segments. Stevens and his co-workers claim that, despite the

large amount of variance, the speech signal contains enough invariant information to identify

abstract units.$e acoustic landmarkmodel of speech perception thus %ts well into Pisoni and

Luce’s account of word recognition.

$e major alternatives to the auditory models are the Motor$eory (Liberman et al., 1967,

Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) and Fowler’s Direct Realist model (Fowler, 1986, Fowler and

Rosenblum, 1991). Both these models distinguish proximal from distal objects of perception;

they agreewith the auditorymodels that the proximal objects of speech perception are auditory,

but the distal objects, they claim, are vocal tract gestures or intended gestures in the case of the

revised Motor $eory (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985). To accept gestures as the objects of

perception could solve the problem of lack of invariance, if the gestures could be shown to be

invariant; gestures can also easily explain the integration of multiple cues into a single percept,

as well as trading relations between these cues (even across modalities). Gestures could, for

example, explain the famous McGurk-e)ect, where images of velar plosives combined with

the sound of bilabial plosives produces an alveolar percept. $is %nding is di*cult to explain

for a purely auditory theory.

While theMotor$eory and the Direct Realist model could solve these problems, their pro-

ponents have so far failed to explain how the direct perception of distal vocal tract gestures is

possible. Even in a spatial domain, where it make sense to say that we are perceiving physi-

cal objects and not sensory data (the light that is re1ected o) the object and impinges on our

retina, the sounds that emanate from the object, etc), our perceptual apparatus arguably still

has to recover the object from the sensory data. In addition, it is not obvious that articulatory

gestures (or mental states about these gestures) are indeed distal objects of perception in the

same sense that, say, apples, people and trees are.

1.2.3 The whole: mediated lexical access

Whether articulatory gestures can be the appropriate objects of perception need not further

concern us. What is important for our purpose is that all speech perception models discussed

so far assume that the objects of perception are smaller than words (features, segments or ar-

ticulatory gestures), and that all word recognition models discussed assume that the input is a

string of smaller units (segments or features).$e two types can thus complement each other
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nicely. Speech perception models can provide the input to word recognition models, while

solving the problem of lack of invariance. Word recognition models can focus on lexical acti-

vation and the competition between lexical representations.

I will refer to this division of labour as mediated lexical access, and call the corresponding

type of model amediated-accessmodel.4 How to best de%ne the termmediated, is discussed in

the next chapter, particularly §2.6.

1.3 An alternative solution: direct lexical access

In this section I will discuss an alternative type of word recognition model where access to

the lexicon is direct, i.e. without a stage of processing where smaller units such as features or

segments are recognised. I will start with an early model that was developed speci%cally with

auditory word recognition in mind (§1.3.1) and then look at two general memory models that

can be used as models of the mental lexicon (§1.3.2). $e presentation of these alternative

models will be a bit more detailed, mainly because they are less well known than the models

discussed so far.

1.3.1 Lexical Access from Spectra

Klatt with his Lexical Access From Spectra (lafs) model (Klatt, 1979, 1989) proposes that

there are no intermediate stages of processing, and that lexical representations are compared

directly with the (transformed) speech signal. Klatt assumes that the signal is transformed into

a spectral representation. Lexical representations therefore need to have a spectral form too:

they are sequences of normalised spectral templates.

In the 1979 version of the model, the whole lexicon is one large network. Paths through

this network represent words and utterances. Initially, the nodes in the network correspond to

phonemes.$ese will then be replaced by phonetic nodes with the help of phonological rules;

e.g. the word and is represented by its phonological form /ænd/ which will be replaced by

its possible phonetic realisations (e.g. [ænd], [@n] or [n
"
]). Finally, each of these nodes will in

turn be replaced by a subnetwork of spectral templates.$e spectral templates themselves are

based on diphones, so that they encode the transitions between adjacent phonetic nodes. An

utterance such as ‘put it down’ is thus represented by the templates for the [silence-p] diphone

followed by the templates for the [p-U] diphone, followed by the templates for the [U-t] diphone,

followed by the [t-I] diphone, etc.

In order to compare lexical representations and input representations, a spectral similarity

4McLennan et al. (2003) were, to my knowledge, the %rst to usemediated access in this way.
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(or distance) metric is required. $e path through the network which is most similar overall

will be the word or sentence that is recognised. Note that while Klatt’s model uses segments

(phonemes, conditioned allophones) for the initial construction of the network of spectral tem-

plate, these units are not used in the recognition process.

Klatt’s model grew out of research on spoken word recognition by machine, where imple-

mentational detail is very important. For our present purpose, however, it is the general the-

oretical principle embodied in lafs that is of interest. Instead of trying to ‘undo’ contextual

variation at di)erent levels of processing (as suggested by Pisoni and Luce 1987) Klatt suggests

compiling the variation into the lexicon; i.e. instead of having one (phonemic) lexical repre-

sentation per word, Klatt’s model has as many representations as there are di)erent phonetic

realisations.$e problem of lack of invariance is thereby bypassed. Another advantage of this

approach is that decisions are not made too early. Since there is no segmental level of pro-

cessing, wrongly identi%ed segments will not cause word recognition to fail, as they may in a

sequential model such as Pisoni and Luce’s.

In the models discussed earlier lexical access is mediated; in Klatt’s model lexical access is

direct. And while the former solution to the problem of lack of invariance may be called a

processing solution, Klatt proposes a storage solution: variation is not undone previous to lexical

access, but is retained and used to enable lexical access.

1.3.2 Multiple-trace models

Amore radical interpretation of the storage solution can be found in various forms ofmultiple-

trace (or exemplar) memory models. Multiple-trace models postulate that every experience

will leave a trace in memory that resembles the experience; new experiences are identi%ed and

categorised by comparing them with all the traces of previous experiences. Several multiple-

tracemodels have been proposed (e.g.Medin and Scha)er, 1978, Feustel et al., 1983, Hintzman,

1984, Nosofsky, 1988, Kirsner et al., 1987, Kruschke, 1992, Estes, 1993). I will only present two:

Hintzman’sminerva 2model (Hintzman, 1984, 1986, 1988), as an example of a pure exemplar

model; and Kirsner et al.’s record-based model of word recognition (Kirsner et al., 1987), as an

example of a model where memory traces also retain the products of previous analyses.5

Minerva 2

Minerva 2 is amodel ofmemory. It represents experiences in terms of sets of properties.Mem-

ory traces are records of experiences and retain, though not necessarily perfectly, the con%g-

uration of properties that constituted the experiences that caused them. An experience %rst
5Minerva 2 has been applied to speech by Jusczyk (1993), Jusczyk (1997, ch. 8), and Goldinger (1998).
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creates a trace in primary or short-term memory, which then sends a probe (or retrieval cue)

to secondary or long-term memory. $is probe activates all memory traces residing in long-

term memory in proportion to their similarity to the probe; the total activation of all traces is

sent back as an ‘echo’ to short-term memory.$e intensity and content of this echo determine

how the new experience is identi%ed.

When amemory trace is activated by a probe, its activation level will spread to all its proper-

ties, even those that are not shared by probe and trace.$is has the consequence that the echo

that is sent back to short-term memory may contain properties not contained in the probe

and thus not in the experience itself. It is in this way that minerva 2 can account for associa-

tive learning and abstraction: associative learning is explained by echoes that contain di)erent

properties than their experiences, and abstraction by echoes which are more generic than the

experiences.

Formally, minerva 2 works as follows. Experiences produce traces; these are represented as

vectors of the integers +1, ≠1 and 0. Each position in such a vector represents one property,

with +1 indicating that the property is activated, ≠1 that it is inhibited, and 0 means that the

property is neither activated nor inhibited. $e probe is represented by the vector Pj , and all

the traces stored in long-term memory are collectively represented by the matrix Tij , where

i = 1 . . . n stands for the set of all traces and where j = 1 . . . m refers to the number of

properties.

$e similarity of the i-th trace to the probe is de%ned as

Si =
1

NR

NR
ÿ

j=1

PjTij , (1.1)

where NR is the number of properties that are relevant to the present comparison. Each

property of the i-th trace is multiplied by the corresponding property of the probe.$is yields

+1 if they are either both +1 or both ≠1, ≠1 if the property of the probe and the trace have

opposite values, and 0 if either trace or probe have the value 0 for that property. Summing over

all properties yields the total activation level of trace Ti, and dividing by NR normalises this

value.

$e activation of the i-th trace by the probe is de%ned as

Ai = S3
i . (1.2)

$e power function is required to make traces that are similar to the probe have a much higher

activation level than traces that are less similar to the probe, thereby increasing the signal-to-
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noise ratio of the resulting echo.

$e echo has both an intensity I and a content Cj . Echo intensity is given by

I =
m

ÿ

i=1

Ai; (1.3)

i.e. the intensity of the echo is equal to the total activation level of all traces. And echo content

is given by the vector

Cj =
m

ÿ

i=1

AiTij . (1.4)

Notice that echo content is computed by property: the echo content of the j-th property is

de%ned as the sum of the activation of all instances of that property in Tij ; hence echo content

is a vector with one value per property.

Since echo intensity is determined by the total amount of activation in long-term memory,

it can be regarded as a measure of the familiarity of the probe: more familiar experiences will

produce a higher echo intensity than less familiar or new experiences. Echo content, on the

other hand, is a measure of the speci$city of the echo. If only a small number of traces that

share much of their properties with the probe are activated, the echo content will be speci%c

and similar to the content of the probe. If a large number of traces are activated – including

many that only share some properties with the probe vector – the echo content will be much

more di)use and dominated by those properties that are shared by most traces, resulting in a

more generic or abstract echo.

Minerva 2 is a pure exemplar model, as it does not propose any abstraction processes at

the time of storage, such as the formation of category prototypes. One of the main purposes

of minerva 2 was the demonstration that e)ects that are normally interpreted as evidence for

abstract mental categories can be accounted for entirely on the basis of non-abstract represen-

tations (Hintzman, 1986).

Kirsner et al.’s record-basedmodel

Like minerva 2, this record-based model of word recognition (Kirsner et al., 1987) assumes

that every experience produces a memory trace and that new experiences are categorised by

comparing the trace produced by the experience to all traces in long-termmemory.Where the

two accounts di)er, however, is in their assumptions regarding what is stored in a memory

trace. Whereas in minerva 2, traces consist only of experiential properties, Kirsner et al. pro-

pose that memory traces (or records, as they call them) may also contain information which is
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more abstract, such as a phonemic analysis of the input.

In the record-basedmodel, experiences produce descriptions. Descriptions can be compared

to %les: they are places where information about something – in the present case experiences

– are stored. Descriptions stored in long-term memory, are called records. $e content of de-

scriptions and records are codes. Codes are similar to minerva 2’s properties, except that they

are not restricted to experiential properties. In the record-basedmodel codesmay be produced

at di)erent levels of analysis. A record of a word that has been perceived in the past will, at least,

contain codes referring to its sensory shape (auditory in the case of spoken words and visual

in the case of written words); but in addition to this sensory information it may also contain

phonemic, graphemic or morphemic codes, depending on the kind of analyses that have been

performed when the experience was %rst processed.

When a new experience is made, the description it produces will be compared to the records

stored in memory, and its categorisation will depend on its similarity to these records. Because

records contain (or may contain) information gathered on many di)erent levels of analysis,

the categorisation of new experiences will not only depend on the experience itself but also on

kinds of analyses that are carried out.

Despite the numerous di)erences between Hintzman (1986) and Kirsner et al. (1987), there

are three properties that they both share and that, therefore, may be regarded as de%ning char-

acteristics of multiple-trace or exemplar models of memory:

1) Categories are represented in memory not by one single representation but by a collec-
tion of representations.

2) $ese representations are copies or traces of previous experiences.

3) Representations are combined and experiences categorised on the basis of similarity be-
tween the traces.

Minerva 2 is the more radical multiple-trace model of the two, because it does not use any

process of abstraction. E)ects that look like they are due to abstraction are explained as experi-

ences that produce generic echoes.$is is themain claim embodied inminerva 2: that amodel

without active abstraction can nonetheless account for most, if not all, seemingly abstract be-

haviour.What makesminerva 2 very attractive as a model of word recognition is that it allows

us to determine how far a pure multiple-trace model can take us in explaining perceptual and

cognitive phenomena that seemingly involve abstraction.

Several models based on minerva 2 have been proposed in speech perception research

(Jusczyk, 1993, 1997, Goldinger, 1998). In all of these implementations, words are stored in
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long-termmemory as traces instead of as abstract representations. Johnson (1997) uses a sim-

ilar model (Nosofsky, 1988) to account for the perception of vowels. His implementation pro-

poses that vowels are stored as collections of exemplars and not as abstract or prototypical

phonemic representations. $is makes it possible that exemplars of di)erent sizes could be

used in parallel, corresponding to the processing stages of a serial model; for instance a lexical

level where words are stored as exemplars, and a segmental level where exemplars correspond

to phonemes.

Multiple-trace models may seem rather implausible: surely we cannot store all our experi-

ences in all their detail?$is alleged implausibility is alleviated by the fact that multiple-trace

models also take account of forgetting. In minerva 2, for example, stored traces lose strength

over time and their properties eventually revert to zero. While every experience indeed leaves

back a trace, we do not need an in%nite amount of storage space, thanks to the process of for-

getting.

In addition, experiments which presented subjects with stimuli from di)erent speakers have

shown that details about a speaker’s voice are retained over a long time (e.g. Craik and Kirsner,

1974, Schacter and Church, 1992, Palmeri et al., 1993, Church and Schacter, 1994, Goldinger,

1996). In the task used by Craik and Kirsner (1974) subjects had to classify words as new (i.e.

not presented before) or old (i.e. presented before). If %rst presentations and repetitions were

by the same speaker, repetitions were more accurately identi%ed as old than when they were

presented by di)erent speakers. $is basic %nding has been replicated with di)erent kinds of

tasks and many more speakers; it has also been shown to be fairly long-lasting (e.g. Goldinger,

1996). $ese e)ects of speaker voice do not prove that access to the lexicon has to be direct

and not mediated, but they at least make a direct account where whole words are stored in the

lexicon as %ne-grained auditory representations plausible.

Finally as e.g. the studies by Hintzman (1986, 1988) and Nosofsky (1988) have demon-

strated, multiple-trace models can account for many e)ects which appear to involve abstrac-

tion. Multiple-trace models are therefore not only plausible, but they are also in principle ca-

pable of explaining abstractive and symbolic behaviour.

1.4 Conclusions

In the preceding pages, I have discussed two radically di)erent ways of approaching auditory

word recognition. Within these two broad types there is considerable variation between mod-

els, and word recognition models can be classi%ed according to other criteria not discussed

in this chapter (e.g. whether they are interactive or autonomous). Two aims have guided this
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discussion.$e %rst was to present a survey of word recognition and speech perceptionmodels

that focuses on representational issues. $e second was to demonstrate that the question my

thesis tries to address, namely whether auditory word recognition is direct or indirect, is rele-

vant to existing models of auditory word recognition.$e two types of models we have found

are best described asmediated- and direct-accessmodels.

Mediated-access models propose that auditory word recognition is a process that involves

several stages of processing. $is has been explicitly formulated by Studdert-Kennedy (1974,

1976) and Pisoni and Luce (1987), among others; and it is presupposed by the standard division

of labour between speech perception models (which mainly address the problem of lack of

acoustic invariance) and word recognition model (which assume that problem to be solved,

and focus on issues of lexical activation and competition). Mediated-access models attempt

what I have called a processing solution to the problem of lack of invariance, and to speech

perception and word recognition in general.

Direct-accessmodels have no stages of processing intervening between the input and the lex-

icon; instead they propose that lexical representations have a form which makes them directly

comparable to input representations.$is is what I have called a storage solution to the problem

of lack of invariance. Instead of having an intermediate stage of processing that produces units

that provide invariance (such as phonemes or features), the storage solution solves the prob-

lem of lack of invariance by retaining the variance in the lexicon, either by compiling it into

the lexical representations (Klatt’s lafsmodel) or by storing traces of all previous occurrences

(multiple trace models such as minerva 2).





2 / Descriptive dimensions

$e previous chapter presented a short overview of models of auditory word recognition with

particular attention to representational question.$e present chapter follows on from this and

takes a more systematic look at representational issues in auditory word recognition. $e ul-

timate goal is an inventory of the theoretical options available in the form of a typology of

auditory word recognition models (see Chapter 3). To get there, we need to identify the rele-

vant dimensions along which word recognition models and the representations they use can

be classi%ed.

To facilitate the discussion, I will %rst introduce a generic model of spoken word recognition

with a prelexical and lexical level of processing. $is model is not set up in competition to

the models described in Chapter 1, but only as a tool to highlight representational issues.$e

model therefore focuses on the representations used and not the processes involved in word

recognition.

2.1 A generic model of auditory word recognition

$e generic model represented in Figure 2.1 has four stages or levels of processing: auditory,

prelexical, lexical and postlexical, each having some form of representation of the acoustic

signal as its input and another, transformed, representation as its output. It is somewhat rem-

iniscent of the linguistic model of Pisoni and Luce (1987), except that the generic model in

Figure 2.1 has only one (segmental) prelexical level, while Pisoni and Luce’s model has two:

one featural and one segmental.$is di)erence is not crucial for the following discussion.

At the auditory stage the incoming acoustic signal is transformed into an auditory represen-

tation, determined by the properties of the human hearing apparatus. At the prelexical level

segmental representations (phonemes or phones) are extracted or recognised. At the lexical

level, these segmental representations are assembled into lexical representations. Words that

have been recognised are then passed on to the higher (i.e. syntactic, semantic and pragmatic)
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processing modules; this is the postlexical stage.
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Figure 2.1: $e generic model of auditory word recognition. For an explanation of the di)erence be-
tween processing stages and processing levels see the running text.

$e model distinguishes processing stages from levels of representation.$is di)erence will

be explained further in §2.6. For the present the following description should su*ce.$e term

processing stage is the broader; it refers to whatever can be regarded as a distinct step of pro-

cessing.$e auditory processing stage, for example encompasses all transformations that take

place in the auditory system.

$e prelexical and lexical levels are also processing stages; but in addition they are stages at

which units of a particular size and abstractness are being recognised. At the prelexical level,

these units are segments, but could also be smaller units such as features or larger units such

as syllables; and at the lexical level the units are words. Because stretches of the speech signal

need to be recognised as being one type of unit and not another – e.g. a /b/ as opposed to a /p/

or an /f/, or the word cat instead of cap – we require a memory store for each of these stages of

processing, where the units available for recognition reside. What distinguishes a level from a

stage is thus that a recognition process takes place, and the existence of a corresponding store.

Figure 2.2 shows in schematic formhow the genericmodel should be understood to process

an incoming speech signal.$e %rst step is the auditory processing of the acoustic signal. We

may assume that the incoming signal is transformed into a continuously updated auditory
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spectrum.Readersmay substitute their preferred auditory representations and transformations

here: the important thing is that at the auditory stage, no units of any size are extracted from

the signal; the signal is merely transformed according to the constraints of the human auditory

system.
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Figure 2.2: Processing steps: (1) auditory transformation; (2) segment recognition; (3) word recogni-
tion; (4) higher-level processing

$e extraction of units takes place at the next stage, the prelexical level of processing. In the

diagram, the units that are extracted or recognised are segments; these may be phonemes or

phones. Recognition takes place by comparing the continuously updated auditory spectrum

against spectral templates stored in a segment store, one for each segment. Again, any other

suitable process may be substituted for this. $e output of this operation is a sequence of ab-

stract segmental representations. We can extend the prelexical level to incorporate units both

smaller or larger than the segment. For example, we could split it into two levels: a level of fea-

ture recognition followed by a level of phoneme recognition. What is important is that at the

prelexical level a continuous signal is transformed into a string of sublexical units.$ese units

need not be linguistic units, but in most models they are; in our illustration, they are segments.

$e third step is the recognition of words from sequences of segments.$e word recogniser

module takes the string of segments that the phoneme recogniser produces and compares them

to the lexical items stored in theword store or lexicon.$e stored lexical items can be conceived
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as pairs of phoneme strings and lexical representations, where a lexical representation would

consist of all the information that is required to further process the recognised word (i.e. syn-

tactic, semantic and pragmatic information).

Once a word has been recognised, the information associated with it is communicated to

the higher processing modules that constitute the postlexical processing stage.$is is the last

of the four steps identi%ed in Figure 2.2, and will not be dealt with here.

I want to reiterate that the purpose of the generic model just described is solely to facilitate

the discussion of the descriptive dimensions; it is not meant to embody any theoretical claims.

$e most important descriptive dimensions will be whether the model has a prelexical level or

not (see §2.6); this means that the prelexical level in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 is a point of

contention and should not be understood as an essential ingredient of the generic model.

2.2 Descriptive dimensions: overview

Whendescribing anything, it is obviously important to choose appropriate descriptive terms, as

they determine both the substance and the limits of the description. Choosing inappropriate

terms may have severe consequences; in the worst case it can be an obstacle to an adequate

description.$ere are no hard and fast rules about choosing descriptive terms; it is only when

we try to apply them that we can see whether our choices have been fruitful.

$e descriptive terms and dimensions used in this thesis are based on the following four

questions (repeated from the introduction):

1) Are lexical representations unstructured wholes, or are they composed of smaller, sub-
lexical representations, such as syllables, phonemes or distinctive features?

2) Does the speech signal map directly onto these lexical representations, or are there pre-
lexical levels of processing?

3) If a prelexical level of processing exist, do the representations used at the prelexical level
correspond to the sublexical representations used in the lexicon?

4) How abstract are the representations used at any given level of processing?

In our discussion of multiple-trace models we came across another relevant issue, which shall

be our %+h question:

5) Do representations at any given level consist of a single summary item, or are they col-
lections of individuals (traces or exemplars)?
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Based on these questions, I propose three representational dimensions (i–iii) and one architec-

tural dimension (iv):

i) abstract/concrete: the degree to which a representation is abstract or concrete;

ii) exemplar/summary: the degree to which a representation is a collection of exemplars or
a summary representation;

iii) structured/unstructured: whether a representation is structured into smaller units or
remains unstructured;

iv) prelexical levels: whether prelexical levels are needed for auditory word recognition.

Note that the term dimension is used in rather loose way, as only the %rst two are continuous.

$e fourth, architectural, dimension is essentially a yes-no question: is there a prelexical level

or isn’t there? For the third, several layers of structuring are possible.$e %rst three are called

representational dimensions because they describe representations and can be applied to any

type of representation regardless of size or stage of processing they are used at.$e architectural

dimension refers not to representations but to the structure of whole models; that is why it is

called architectural.

I will %rst discuss the three representational dimensions. To avoid confusion, it is important

to realise that the term representation can refer to two things (see the generic model in Fig-

ures 2.1 and 2.2): %rst, the input or output of a processing stage (e.g. the auditory spectrum

that is the product of the auditory stage, or the segments that is the output of the prelexical

stage); and secondly, what is stored in memory. $e later type of representation consists of

pairs of the former, i.e. an auditory spectral template and its corresponding segment, or a se-

quence of segments and their corresponding lexical representation. I will generally use the

term representation in the %rst sense, because it is the more widely applicable.

2.3 The abstract/concrete dimension

Models of word recognition may di)er with regard to the abstractness of their representations,

particularly their lexical representations. Most models use relatively abstract lexical represen-

tations, mainly strings of phonemes. Klatt’s lafs model, on the other hand, has lexical rep-

resentations that are very close to the auditory representations of the acoustic input: spectral

templates. We need to de%ne abstractness in a way that covers these cases and corresponds to,

but also elaborates upon, the common usage of the term.

$e coremeaning of abstract is ‘distant from physical reality’. When wemake an abstraction,

a description (or in our case representation) is made less complex by omitting detail – detail
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which can be considered super1uous and irrelevant for the kind of descriptionneeded.$e core

meaning of abstraction is thus a reduction in complexity. $e complexity of a representation

is de%ned by:

a) the number of independent, i.e. unrelated, variables used to de%ne a representation: the

more variables used, the less abstract it is;

b) the number of independent variables in the whole domain (i.e. the whole language); this

number may be the same or higher than that in clause a, but never lower;

c) the number of distinct values that the variables in clause a and b can take.

$at this de%nition captures the usual meaning of abstract can be seen with the help of the

examples listed Figure 2.3, which shows four levels of abstractness, with row 1 being the most

and row 4 the least abstract. Let us start with phonemes and phones (the phonetic realisation

of phonemes) %rst – as shown in row 2 and row 3 – as they are the most familiar.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of the abstract/concrete dimension. Representations get less abstract as we move
down from row 1 to row 4. Rows 2 and 3 show phonemes and (allo-)phones, respectively. Row 1 gives
the most abstract segmental representations possible, and row 4 shows representations which are more
concrete than phones.
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Let us assume a hypothetical language with only three consonantal phonemes, /k/, /g/, and

/N/, all listed in row 2.$e phonemes are described using the six features±cons (consonantal),

±son (sonorant), ±cor (coronal), ±ant (anterior), ±cont (continuant) and ±voice (voic-

ing).1 Let us further assume that the voiceless stop /k/ has got the three allophones listed in

row 3: [k] (unaspirated), [kh] (aspirated), and [k’] (ejective). To describe these allophones or

phones2 we need two additional features; let us call them ±spread (for spread glottis) and

±constr (for constricted glottis).3 $is is an illustration of clause a of the de%nition. To de-

scribe /k/ we need two features less than to describe e.g. [kh]: therefore, /k/ is more abstract

than [kh].$is is as we want it to be.

An phone can never be described using less features than its corresponding phoneme: to

describe [kh] we need at least as many feature as we need to describe /k/; but this is not true

for any randomly selected pair of phones and phonemes. Let us assume that our hypothetical

language only has one vowel phoneme /a/, with the two allophones [a] and [e].4 To distinguish

the phoneme /a/ from the consonants, we only need one feature, namely ±cons. To describe

the two phones we need two features: ±cons, and ±hi (high) to distinguish the two phones

from each other.$is means that we need only two features to describe the phone [a], but three

features to describe the phoneme /k/. Clause a of our de%nition would imply that the phone is

more abstract than the phoneme.$is is not what anyone would want to claim, however; what

we want to say is that all phonemes are more abstract than all phones.$is is what clause b is

needed for.$e overall numbers of features needed to capture all phones in a language cannot

be lower than the number of features required to capture all phonemes, because no language

can have fewer phones than phonemes as each phoneme has by de%nition at least one phone.

To understand why clause c of the de%nition is needed, we have to compare the featural rep-

resentations of phonemes and phones with the formant-value representations shown in row 4

of Figure 2.3. Let us assume that like the representations in the previous rows, these also rep-

resent segments, but using only two variables: %rst formant (F1) and second formant (F2). By

1$e features used here go back to Chomsky and Halle (1968), and have since become known as the spe feature
system. Note that in this hypothetical case the features ±cor, ±ant and ±cont are redundant; only the three
features ±cons, ±son and ±voice are required for a unique description of all the consonant phonemes of the
language.

2I use the terms allophones and phones in the followingway: phone refers to the phonetic realisation of a phoneme;
allophone refers to the special case where a phoneme has two or more noticeably di)erent phonetic realisations
which may be conditioned (such as clear and dark /l/ in most varieties of English) or in free variation (such as
the various ways in which syllable-%nal /t/ may be produced in British English). See e.g. Trask (1996) or Clark
and Yallop (1995, pp. 91–99) for brief introductions.

3$ese termswere introduced byHalle and Stevens (1971), but have been appropriated into the spe feature system.
Chomsky and Halle (1968) used the terms heightened subglottal pressure and ejection instead.

4No such language exists.$eminimumnumber of vowels seems to be three; smaller numbers have been reported
but also disputed. See e.g. Maddieson (1984, p. 126).
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clause a these representations are less complex, and thus more abstract, than the featural rep-

resentations in rows 2 and 3, which use six and eight variables respectively – or three and %ve if

we only count non-redundant features. Most speech scientists would probably want to regard

an F1/F2-representation as more concrete than a representation in terms of phonetic features,

because an F1/F2-plot allows the very precise location of vowels in an acoustic space. Clause c

of the de%nition (the numbers of values that a variable can have) takes care of this. F1/F2-values

can be regarded as continuous, while distinctive features are binary.

I hope to have shown that the de%nition of abstractness in terms of complexity captures and

elaborates upon the common meaning this term has in phonetics and phonology. Two points

remain. $e %rst is that the de%nition has three parts, and it is a fair question how the parts

combine and which takes priority. $is is partly a practical issue. If we want to distinguish

phonemes from phones, then clause b is the most relevant (as we have just seen). If we wanted

to determine which of two allophonic representations should be regarded as themore abstract,

then clause a is most relevant. And if we want to compare di)erent acoustic representations,

we need a combination of clause a and clause c.

$e second point is that our de%nition of abstractness is continuous, going from the fully

concrete – the acoustic signal itself – to the fully abstract – a purely symbolic representation.

Such a purely symbolic representation is shown at the very top of Figure 2.3.$e only di)er-

ence between this and the phonemic representation in row 2 is that phonemic, or distinctive,

features tend to still have a phonetic interpretation, i.e. they can be related to properties of the

speech signal. $e features used in row 1, on the other hand, are meant to be devoid of any

phonetic content. $eir purpose is to distinguish and group the units on this level of repre-

sentation: we can say that A is distinct from B because A is ≠— while B is +—, and that A has

more in common with B than with C, etc.$is purely formal de%nition would be the highest

possible level of abstraction, as it would only use asmany features as are required to distinguish

di)erent representations.

2.4 The exemplar/summary dimension

$e exemplar/summary dimension describes representations in terms of whether they are sin-

gle objects or collections of objects. A vowel phoneme such as /i/ can be represented by pro-

totypical (or mean) F1- and F2-values, as illustrated on the le+ side of Figure 2.4, row 2; this

would be a summary representation of that phoneme. Alternatively, /i/ could be represented

more directly by the F1- and F2-values of all instances of /i/ heard so far, as illustrated on the

right side of row 2; this would be an exemplar representation of /i/.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of the exemplar/summary dimension at di)erent levels of abstractness (see run-
ning text for discussion).

$e exemplar/summary dimension is more di*cult to de%ne than the abstract/concrete di-

mension. It is not clear whether it is a binary or continuous dimension. $ere is a sense in

which exemplar, as used here, is a gradient term: a representation consisting of two million

tokens is more exemplar than one consisting of only twenty. On the other hand the term sum-

mary calls for a categorical de%nition: either a representation is a sum or average of tokens, or

it is not.5

A simple way of dealing with this problem would be to regard representations that assign

two or more tokens to each type as exemplar representations, and representations with a one-

to-one relationship between tokens and types as summary representations.$is does, however,

not capture the essence of the exemplar/summary di)erence. A better de%nition would be one
5It would be possible to have exemplar representations whose exemplars are themselves summary representations;
e.g. when we take averages of ten F1-/F2-values and then store these individually.$is does not make the term
summary any less categorical, though.
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that regards exemplar representations as essentially open; even though there will be physical

limitations on storage, what makes a representation a genuine exemplar representation is that

it is always possible to add another exemplar to the stack, and this addition will make a di)er-

ence to the representation. $e more exemplars the representation contains, the smaller the

in1uence of a new token will be, but each individual token matters in the overall computation

of the type.6 A summary representation, on the other hand, is %xed: nothing can be added, and

the representation can only be changed by replacing it with a new summary representation. In

short, exemplar models are asymptotic and summary models categorical.

In the literature, exemplarmodels are o+en regarded as the opposite of abstractionistmodels

(explicitly by e.g. Tenpenny, 1995, Pallier et al., 2001, Pierrehumbert, 2003).$ere are reasons

for this, as we will soon see. But conceptually the two dimensions are clearly distinct, and ex-

emplar representations are not the opposite of abstract representations.

$is is obvious if we consider that exemplar and summary representations may occur at

di)erent levels of abstractness.$e vowel /i/ may be represented in a summary fashion not by

themean values of F1 and F2 (as in row 2 of Figure 2.4), but by amatrix ofmanymore acoustic

variables, such as formants, duration, the slope of formant trajectories, intensity, pitch, etc. (see

row 3 of the same %gure). Such a summary representation would clearly be more concrete, i.e.

closer to the auditory level, than collections of F1/F2-exemplars (as shown on the right side of

row 2). In short, for every summary representation there exists in principle a corresponding

exemplar representation with the same degree of abstractness.

Even though the exemplar/summary and abstract/concrete dimension are conceptually dis-

tinct, the two dimensions are not completely independent. While it is possible to keep exem-

plars of fully abstract representations, themore abstract the representations are the less variable

they will be, and the less sense it makes to store them individually as exemplars. To represent a

phoneme by hundreds or even thousands of exemplars of its featural description is quite point-

less, as these exemplars will all be identical. $is case is illustrated in Figure 2.4 on the right

side of the top row. In most models of word recognition, summary representations are also

fairly abstract representations – e.g. phonemes or phones – and this explains why exemplar is

o+en juxtaposed with abstract.

$e exemplar/summary dimension is a dimension that, unlike the abstract/concrete dimen-

sion, only applies to the pairwise representations as stored in memory, and not to the outcome

of a processing steps. Any representation of the signal at a given moment in time, and at what-

ever level of representation, will always be a token or exemplar. $e exemplar/summary di-

mension only applies to mappings of representations in memory (e.g. spectral templates and

6$e reader is referred back to the discussion of minerva 2 in §1.3.2.
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phonemes as in Figure 2.4, row 2); and it distinguishes one-to-one from one-to-many map-

pings or, as I have argued, open from closed representations.

2.5 The structured/unstructured dimension

$e structured/unstructured dimension describes whether a representation consists of smaller

building blocks, or in other words whether a representation is composed of sub-representa-

tions. Words, for instance, may be represented either as unstructured wholes or as strings of

smaller units, such as syllables or phonemes. I will refer to these sub-word units as sublexical

representations.

$e structured/unstructured dimension is a binary one: a representation either consists of

smaller units or it does not. What can vary, however, is

a) the size of these units;

b) whether there is only one level of sublexical analysis (e.g. words divided into segments)
or more than one (e.g. words divided into syllables, and syllables into segments);

c) whether the analysis is compositional in the sense that units on one level are fully struc-
tured into units of the next-lower level;

d) whether units on a single level are allowed to overlap or not.

$e following display illustrates point a (size of the representation) and point b (levels of

analysis):
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On the le+ hand side, we have a lexical representation that has one level of analysis, and the size

of the sublexical units is that of the segment (phonemes in this case). In the middle, we %nd

a lexical representation with two levels of analysis: syllables and segments. An unstructured

lexical representation is illustrated on the far right: the lexical item as a whole is represented in

memory as one single whole (a spectrogram in the example).

Compositionality (point c) can be illustrated with the following examples:
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$e le+-hand %gure shows a compositional representation: the word is fully composed into

syllables and these are in turn fully composed into phonemes.$e representation on the right

is not compositional.$e word both has a spectral representation and is divided into segmental

subunits; but the spectral representation is not itself composed of segments, or segment-sized

spectra.$e two representations are thus not on di)erent levels of analysis – though they di)er

in their abstractness. In amodel of word recognition, this would allow for parallel lexical access:

one route via phonemes, and the other directly from input to lexicon.

$e following display contrasts a non-overlapping analysis on the le+, where phonemes are

structured into atemporal features, with an overlapping analysis on the right, where the fea-

tures have a temporal duration and do overlap (as do e.g. the gestures used in Articulatory

Phonology; see Browman and Goldstein, 1992):
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$is is point d. Linguistic representations have traditionally been compositional and non-

overlapping: each level of representation is assumed to be exhaustively analysable in terms

of its next-lower level.7

$ere are many di)erent causes why lexical representations might be structured into sub-

lexical representations. Some of them have to do with the internal organisation of the lexicon:

the recognition of words may involve a search through a very large store of lexical items; this

search could be made much easier if the items were structured.$en, the higher-level process-

ing components may also require lexical items to be structured, e.g. into morphemes. Finally,

7Note that in recent non-linear phonological analyses, such as Autosegmental Phonology, this assumption has
been relaxed. An example of a representation that cannot be used for exhaustive analysis is themora as a unit of
syllable weight. Syllables have a certain number of morae depending on the structure of their rhyme, but cannot
be parsed into morae.
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if auditory word recognition centrally involves a prelexical level where sublexical representa-

tions are recognised, it seems inevitable that lexical entries are represented as strings of the

same type of sublexical representations: if a sequence of sublexical representations have been

recognised, they can then serve to select candidate words from the lexicon.

$is means that we can infer from the existence of sublexical representations as units of

recognition the existence of the same sublexical representations as units of lexical structure.$e

converse, however, is not the case. Because there are other reasons – for example the internal

organisation of the lexicon, or speech production – why lexical entries may be structured into

smaller units such as morphemes, syllables or phonemes, we cannot infer from the existence of

subunits in the lexicon that the same type of units will also be used as prelexical representations

in the recognition process.

2.6 Levels of processing

$e generic model (see Figure 2.1 again) is made up of both stages (auditory, prelexical) and

levels of processing (prelexical, lexical). In this section I will try to de%ne what distinguishes

a level of processing from a stage of processing, and I will introduce the di)erence between

direct- andmediated-accessmodels.

I use stage of processing as the more general term. A stage of processing can be any of the

steps that take us from the acoustic input to the comprehension of what has been said: any

processing that is done to the original acoustic input signal. By a level of processing, on the other

hand, I refer to a stage of processing where units of a particular temporal extension and degree

of abstractness are recognised; furthermore, for such a recognition process to be possible a

memory store is required. $ere are two reasons why levels of processing in the sense just

introduced are required in auditory word recognition: the %rst is the recovery of meaning, and

the second discreteness. Let us look at these issues in a bit more detail.

We are relatively free in what we want to call a stage of processing.$e generic mode of Fig-

ure 2.1 has an auditory stage of processing, but this stage could be split into sub-stages. It is

common to distinguish a peripheral from a central auditory stage (Pisoni and Luce 1987, see

alsoGreenberg 1996).Within both of these we could go further and identify smaller stages still,

from the moment when a speech wave impacts on the eardrum until some representation of

it – in the form of patterns of discharging neurons – reaches the auditory cortex. Similarly, the

postlexical stage of processing covers many distinct processes: syntactic, semantic and prag-

matic processing.

What I call levels of processing cannot be subdivided in this way. We can think of them as
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breaks or jumps in the processing of the speech signal. Such breaks are needed if the goal of

speech perception is – as is universally assumed – the recognition of units of meanings, i.e.

words. Words as the main units of meanings have two essential properties: (i) they connect

acoustic forms to meanings, and (ii) they are discrete.

Meaning cannot be recovered from the acoustic signal simply by transforming it, no matter

how many transformations are applied to the signal. To extract the meaning of an utterance, a

recognition process is required. And this recognition process depends on amemory storewhere

forms are paired up with meanings. $is can be taken as the basis for de%ning a level of pro-

cessing:

A level of processing is a stage of processing where something is being recognised as a unit of

representation, where a token is identi%ed as belonging to a stored type.

At least one level of processing is required for auditoryword recognition: onewhere auditory

forms are related to meanings (and associated syntactic and pragmatic properties). $e store

where these form-meaning pairs are kept is the mental lexicon. Whether a prelexical level of

processing, as depicted in Figure 2.1, is also required is debatable.$is level is di)erent from

the lexical level, as it does not involve the pairing of forms and meanings. It is a level of pro-

cessing, nevertheless, because it involves an instantaneous jump from a continuous acoustic

representation to a discrete representation. $is step also involves a recognition process that

requires a corresponding store.

In its simplest form the question whether prelexical levels of processing are required thus re-

duces to the following. Does the conversion from continuous to discrete take place in the same

step as the conversion from form to meaning, namely in the lexicon? Or does the continuous-

to-discrete conversion take place previous to the form-to-meaning conversion, on a prelex-

ical level? In principle, there could be many such prelexical levels of processing (e.g. features,

phones, phonemes, syllables, etc.), but obviously only one level is required to make the jump

from a continuous representation to a discrete representations. I will call models which pos-

tulate that a prelexical level of processing is necessary for auditory word recognitionmediated-

access models, and those which have no place for a prelexical level of processing direct-access

models (see Figure 2.5).

Now that the term level of processing has been de%ned and the di)erence between direct and

mediated lexical access introduced, a few additional remarks are in order. First, it is important

to realise that the way I use the term prelexical does not imply that prelexical processing has

to occur earlier than lexical processing; it only has to be logically prior. A level of processing is

logically prior to the lexical level if lexical processing, i.e. the recognition of words, requires the
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Figure 2.5: Direct- and mediated-access models. LTM stands for long-term memory. Based on the
generic model in Figure 2.1.

involvement of this level of processing. In addition, the units of processing at this level have

to be smaller than words. In sequential models – such as the one by Pisoni and Luce (1987)

discussed in the last chapter and the generic model illustrated in Figure 2.1 – logical priority

implies temporal priority: processing at the prelexical level will occur previous to processing at

the lexical level. But this is not the case with interactive models such as Trace (see§1.2.1).$is

is why a logical de%nition of prelexical is preferable to a temporal de%nition: because it is the

more inclusive.

A second question is what kinds of units count as prelexical ormediating units.$is is partly

an empirical question, and the short answer is ‘any unit that serves the purpose of mediating

between the acoustic signal and the lexicon.’ What, then, is the purpose of the prelexical level

of processing? One purpose I have already mentioned: the prelexical level can serve to trans-

forms continuous representations into discrete representations. Discrete representations have

the advantage of being more manageable than continuous representations, particularly if they

can be combined to form larger representations. If we allow phonemic prelexical representa-

tions, instead of having to have a continuous-to-discrete mapping for each lexical entry, one

mapping for each of the 40-odd phonemes of the English language will su*ce.

Another potential advantage of a prelexical level is that it may provide a solution to the prob-

lem of lack of invariance, the fact that the same phoneme is produced di)erently in di)erent

contexts. $is variation needs to be ‘undone’ in the recognition process – at least this is the

assumption of mediated-access models (see §1.2). $e prelexical level might be a better place

to undo this variation than the lexicon: because the variation is caused by the way speech is

produced, it should be constrained by phonetic or prosodic units (such as syllables, segments,

features or gestures) and not necessarily words qua units of meaning.8

8In the word production literature words or lemmas are obviously used as planning units (though Wheeldon
and Lahiri (1997) suggest that these units should be prosodic words), but it is generally recognised that they
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Given these two purposes, especially the problem of lack of invariance, it is not surprising

that most mediated-access models have chosen some well-established linguistic units as their

prelexical unit of processing, the most popular arguably being the phoneme (see my review

of word recognition models in §1.2). $e phoneme will also be the prelexical unit that my

experimental research focuses on (see Chapter 5). But I should add that prelexical units do not

necessarily have to be well-established linguistic units; they simply need to be a units which

are potentially capable of solving the problem of lack of invariance. $is requirement puts a

certain limit on the size and abstractness of the unitswe can reasonably consider.Givenwhatwe

know about speech production and perception it seems unlikely, for example, that an arbitrary

prelexical unit of 1ms duration could serve this purpose: it is simply too short to solve the

problem of lack of invariance. But again, this does not mean that only models with bona %de

linguistic units at the prelexical level would count asmediated-accessmodels.

have to be transformed into strings of phonemes; the grouping of phonemes into syllables and the use of pho-
netic features have also been proposed (see Levelt, 1999, for an overview). In the speech production literature,
phonemes do also o+en used (e.g. Guenther, 2003), but articulatory gestures have also been proposed (Brow-
man and Goldstein, 1992). And last, but not least, syllables, phonemes and features are some of the major units
of linguistic phonetic and phonological analysis – where these terms originated.
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$is chapter follows directly from the last. I will consider what types of word recognitionmod-

els are possible on the basis of the four descriptive dimensions introduced in Chapter 2.Wewill

set out with a list of potential models (§3.1.1), which is then narrowed down to the types that

make sense theoretically (§3.1.2 and §3.1.3). Based on the %nal list of model types, four ques-

tions will be identi%ed that allow us to distinguish between them (§3.2).$e question which is

most central will be whether there is a prelexical level of processing.

3.1 De!ning the model typology

3.1.1 A preliminary inventory of model types

In the preceding chapter we have identi%ed four descriptive dimensions for classifying mod-

els of auditory word recognition: the three representational dimensions abstract/concrete (de-

scribing the complexity of a representation), exemplar/summary (whether the representation

is open to accept new tokens, or whether it consists of a single summary description) and struc-

tured/unstructured (whether the representation is broken down into sub-representations); and

the architectural dimension direct/mediated (whether there are prelexical levels of processing).

Given these four dimensions, how many types of word recognition models are possible?

$e abstract/concrete dimension is continuous (and it can apply at any level of processing).

$ere are thus an in%nite number of possible model types. Even if we reduced this dimension

to only a small set of options, the number of possible models would still very large. For this

reason I will initially omit the abstract/concrete dimension from the discussion. Once we have

seen which combinations of the other three dimensions are meaningful, I will consider the

abstract/concrete dimension separately for each major type.

$e structured/unstructured dimension is binary. $e exemplar/summary dimension can

also be regarded as binary (see §2.4). $e direct/mediated dimension allows us to propose as

many prelexical levels as we like; but as we have seen in § 2.6 the main di)erence is between
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models with and models without a prelexical level. We will thus treat this dimension as binary

as well.

Without a prelexical level, exemplar/summary and structured/unstructured can combine in

four possible ways on the lexical level:

No. lexical representations
1 summary not structured
2 summary structured
3 exemplar not structured
4 exemplar structured

With a prelexical level of processing, the exemplar/summary and structured/unstructured di-

mension can be applied to both levels.$is will give use another 16 combinations (42):

No. lexical representations prelexical representations
5 summary not structured summary not structured
6 summary not structured summary structured
7 summary structured summary not structured
8 summary structured summary structured
9 summary not structured exemplar not structured
10 summary not structured exemplar structured
11 summary structured exemplar not structured
12 summary structured exemplar structured
13 exemplar not structured summary not structured
14 exemplar not structured summary structured
15 exemplar structured summary not structured
16 exemplar structured summary structured
17 exemplar not structured exemplar not structured
18 exemplar not structured exemplar structured
19 exemplar structured exemplar not structured
20 exemplar structured exemplar structured

3.1.2 Exclusion of impossible combinations

In this section, I will reduce the total list of possiblemodels to those thatmake theoretical sense.

For the sake of simplicity and clarity, this processes will be illustrated with the generic model

presented in §2.1.$is means that (i) if a prelexical level exists, prelexical representations will

be segments as in the model; and (ii) if lexical representation are structured, they will likewise

be structured into segments as in themodel. Asmentioned repeatedly in Chapter 2, other types

of representations would also be feasible.

Mixed representations will also not be considered in this model typology.$is has the con-

sequence that if I refer to a level of representation as, say, summary, I imply that there are no
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exemplar representations at the same level. Finally, we will concentrate on representations re-

quired for word recognition. So if, for example, lexical representations are decomposable into

some type of sublexical representation for some other reason than word recognition, we will

nonetheless consider the lexicon as unstructured for our purpose.

$e main principle of exclusion is straightforward: lexical and prelexical representations

have to be commensurate. In other words, the units that make up lexical representations should

of the same kind as the units that occur at the prelexical level of processing (see § 2.6).1 For

reducing our initial list of models, this principle has three applications:

1) Models with subunits at one level (in our case the lexical) that have no corresponding
representations at a lower level (in our case the prelexical) can be discarded; this excludes
types 2 and 4.

2) Because we only have one prelexical level in our typology, structured representations at
the prelexical level are useless; this excludes types 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20.

3) If lexical representations are unstructured, there is no reason to have a prelexical level;
this excludes types 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, and 18.

$is leaves us with the following six types:

No. lexical representations prelexical representations
1 summary not structured - -
3 exemplar not structured - -
7 summary structured summary not structured
11 summary structured exemplar not structured

†15 exemplar structured summary not structured
†19 exemplar structured exemplar not structured

Type 15 and type 19 are problematic because they both have to be extended to models with

mixed representations in order to work (see the following discussion).

3.1.3 The model typology

We will now look at all the remaining types so as to %nd out whether they indeed constitute

meaningful possibilities. In addition, I willmentionwhich of themodels described inChapter 1

may be subsumed under each type. For each type Iwill also brie1y discuss the abstract/concrete

dimension. It should be remembered that representations at both the prelexical and the lexical

level of processing are actually pairs of representations; and abstractness of the level will be

determined by the less abstract member of the pair.
1See the quote from Norris (1994) on page 23 about lexical representations and input representations having to
be expressed in the “same vocabulary”.
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Type 1 –

Summary and unstructured lexical representations, no prelexical representations

A model with summary and unstructured lexical but no prelexical representations is Klatt’s

lafsmodel. Lexical representations in lafs are summary as they consist of normalised spec-

tral templates: each lexical entry is speci%ed by a unique sequence of spectral templates. Even

though the word templates were originally constructed from diphone templates, these sub-

templates are not used on their own in word recognition. Lexical representation in lafs are

therefore not structured.

Because lexical representations have to be compared directly to the input representations in

this type of model, they must be of roughly the same degree of concreteness; they have to be

auditory or acoustic, in other words, depending on what we assume the input to be. lafs uses

acoustic lexical representations.

Type 3 –

Exemplar and unstructured lexical representations, no prelexical representations

A model of this type is a pure multiple-trace model. Such a model is characterised by only

having exemplar lexical representations and no prelexical level of processing. I call this a pure

multiple-trace model of word recognition, because in this model words can only be recognised

by comparing the input directly with the lexical traces. Minerva 2 can be used in this way.

Regarding the abstractness of lexical representations in this model, much the same can be

said as for the previous type: because lexical representations are directly compared to input

representations, they need to have a comparable degree of concreteness. In addition, exemplar

representations lose their raison d’être if they become too abstract: the more abstract a repre-

sentation is, the less is gained by storing many of its tokens, because the tokens will all be very

alike. Storage of multiple versions only make sense if the representations stored are concrete.

Type 7 –

Summary and structured lexical representations, summary prelexical representations

Pisoni and Luce’s (1987) model and themediated-accessmodels discussed in §1.2 fall into this
category. In this type, word recognition is not direct but mediated by a prelexical stage of pro-

cessing where subword representations (segments in our generic model) are recognised. Some

of the models discussed in §1.2 have more than one prelexical level; Trace, for example, has

both a feature and phoneme level.

Because there is a prelexical level of processing, lexical representations can be very abstract:
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the concrete-to-abstract mapping takes place on the prelexical level. If lexical representations

are structured into phonemes, for example, the phonemes must be represented at the prelex-

ical level in a form that makes them accessible from the signal. Models with more than one

prelexical level would make it possible that the concrete-to-abstract mapping takes place over

several processing steps.

Type 11 –

Summary and structured lexical representations, exemplar prelexical representations

$is type is identical to type 7, except for the use of exemplar instead of summary represen-

tations at the prelexical level. A model of this type would result from the combination of a

multiple-tracemodel of segment recognition, as e.g. proposed by Johnson (1997), with amodel

of auditory word recognition that takes segments as its input, such as Cohort or Shortlist.

In this type, lexical representations can again be very abstract. $e only condition is that a

multiple-trace recognition model can be built for the units from which lexical representations

are composed.

Type 15 –

Exemplar and structured lexical representations, summary prelexical representations

$e only way this combination of lexical representations that are exemplar and structured with

summary prelexical representation can possibly work is as a mixed model.$e summary pre-

lexical representations can only be used for word recognition if lexical representations were

composed from commensurate sublexical units. But because lexical representations are ex-

emplar, the lexicon would necessarily have to contain both summary and exemplar represen-

tations. Without summary lexical representations the prelexical level would be useless, and

without exemplar lexical representations this type would become identical to type 7 above.

As regards the abstractness of the representations in this type, the summary sublexical rep-

resentations in the lexicon can be abstract.$e exemplar lexical representations, on the other

hand would have to be concrete if they are to be used for word recognition.

Type 19 –

Exemplar and structured lexical representations, exemplar prelexical representations

$is last type is also problematic. Because it has exemplar lexical representations and a prelex-

ical level of processing, word recognition can take place along two di)erent paths. One path

goes via the prelexical level of processing, the second path would bypass the prelexical level
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and lead straight from the input to the lexicon. But then, if there are exemplar segmental rep-

resentations at the prelexical level the lexicon also has to contain summary segmental units.

$is means that, as for type 15, this model can only make sense as a mixedmodel that has both

summary and exemplar lexical representations.

With regard to abstractness, the same can be said as for type 15.

3.1.4 Conclusions from the model typology

We have seen that if we allow a maximum of one prelexical level of processing, there are six

possible types of word recognition models. Two of them would only be functional with mixed

lexical representations. Mixed models are not pointless, of course; on the contrary they might

even turn out to be the most adequate models. But from the point of view of the experimen-

tal comparison of model types, it is best to choose models that only di)er with regard to one

dimension at a time. Itmakes sense to compare amodel where lexical representations are struc-

tured with one where they are not structured. A mixed model with both structured and un-

structured lexical representations should only be considered if there is strong evidence that

both types of representations are required.

Disregarding the hybrid types 15 and 19 for methodological reasons, we are le+ with four

main types of word recognition models.$e model-by-model discussion of the abstract/con-

crete dimension has shown that, with regard to lexical representations, we can treat it as a

binary dimension too, if concretemeans ‘concrete enough for a direct comparisonwith auditory

representations’, and abstract ‘as abstract as the prelexical units allow’.

$ese, then, are the four categories (and the models that belong in each):

Summary direct-access model (type ): there are no prelexical representations; lexical repre-
sentations are summary and not structured, and they have to be concrete (lafs).

Exemplar direct-access model (type ): there are no prelexical representations; lexical repre-
sentations are exemplar and not structured, and they have to be concrete (multiple trace
models, such as minerva 2, applied to the lexicon).

Summary mediated-access model (type ): lexical representations are summary and struc-
tured, and can be abstract; prelexical representations are summary and have to be con-
crete (Cohort, Trace, Shortlist, parsyn).

Exemplar mediated-access model (type ): lexical representations are summary and struc-
tured, and can be abstract; prelexical representations are exemplar and have to be concrete
(multiple trace models applied to the prelexical level; see e.g. Goldinger, 1998).
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3.2 Research questions

$e four types of word recognition models can be distinguished by asking the following two

questions:

1) Is there a prelexical level of processing?

2) Are lexical/prelexical representations exemplar or summary?

$e %rst question distinguishes the twomediated- from the two direct-access types, the second

the two exemplar from the two summary types.$e second question can be asked of all levels

of processing; and because of this the %rst question is arguably the more important. We %rst

need to ask whether there is a prelexical level or not. If there is one, we should ask the second

question about the prelexical level; if there is no prelexical level, we have to ask it about the

lexical level.

Two questions we may also want to consider are:

3) Are lexical representations structured?

4) Are lexical representations concrete or abstract?

Question 3 may also help to distinguish mediated- from direct-access models. Mediated- but

not direct-access models require that lexical representations are structured.$e reverse is not

true, however: direct-access models do not rule out structured lexical representations. As has I

have mentioned, lexical entries may be structured into sublexical units for other reasons than

word recognition. $e same holds for question 4. Only mediated-access models are capable

of performing word recognition with abstract lexical representations. But again, there may be

other reasons why the lexicon should contain abstract representations – in addition to more

concrete ones.$ese two questions, while important, are therefore not crucial.

$ere are thus three questions we could ask to distinguishmediated- from direct-accessmod-

els (questions 1, 3 and 4), and one that distinguishes exemplar from summary models. Of the

three questions that distinguish mediated- and direct-access models, only the %rst is directly

about the existence of a prelexical level of processing; and it is thus the most important one.

What remains to be seen is whether it is possible to distinguish this question about prelexical

representations experimentally from the other two about lexical representations. In principle

this should be possible, because lexical representations that are both abstract and structured

may exist even without a prelexical level of processing. Questions 1 should thus be dissociable

from question 3 and question 4. Whether we can %nd an experimental paradigm that can tell

us whether there is a prelexical level of processing in auditory word recognition, I will consider

in Part II.
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3.3 Conclusions

$e question whether a prelexical level of processing is required for auditory word recognition

will be the main question of this thesis. As I hope to have made clear in this and the previous

chapter a prelexical level of processing, as I use the term, has the speci%c meaning of a stage of

processing where units smaller than the word are being recognised. I will only consider one

kind of representation, namely the segment, because it is the prelexical representation most

o+en used bymediated-accessmodels of auditory word recognition (see §1.2).
Another thing worth remembering from the discussion in this and the previous chapter is

that the two terms abstract and exemplar should not be regarded as opposites, as they refer to

di)erent representational dimensions. Abstractness is about complexity and the similarity of a

representation to the acoustic signal; the term exemplar should be understood in opposition to

summary, and is about di)erent ways of storing representations. We have also seen that highly

abstract exemplar representations are of little use, as storing a multitude of similar traces is

only useful if they are not completely identical.
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$is chapter contains a review of existing evidence regarding the existence of a prelexical level

of processing in auditory word recognition. I will present evidence from the following research

areas or experimental paradigms: form priming (§4.1), phonotactic probability (§4.2), repeti-
tion priming (§4.3), perceptual learning (§4.4) and subcategorical mismatch (§4.5).

We will see that there are two studies which present good evidence in favour of a prelex-

ical level of processing: Pallier et al. (2001), using repetition priming with Spanish-Catalan

bilingual participants; and McQueen et al. (2006), using perceptual learning.$e outcome of

Eisner and McQueen (2005), another perceptual learning study, moreover suggests that the

prelexical representations might be segmental. Some e)ects found in form priming studies

are consistent with a prelexical level of processing, but they do not demand it. In opposition

to these studies that favour direct-access models, Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) present

evidence from subcategorical mismatch which suggests that, at least in some circumstances,

lexical access appears to be direct.

I will draw two conclusions from this review.$e %rst is that the currently available evidence

is not yet compelling, and that further experimental studies are therefore justi%ed. Secondly, a

hybrid model that has both a direct and amediated recognition pathway could account for all

experimental %ndings.

4.1 Form priming

Priming will be presented in more detail and from a methodological perspective in the next

chapter. For the moment, I will only look at the claim that the facilitation found in form prim-

ing, particularly with primes and targets that share stimulus-%nal segments, has a prelexical

locus. My review of the evidence will come to a rather negative conclusion: while it is plausi-

ble to assume that some kinds of facilitative form priming has a prelexical locus, there is no

compelling evidence that %nal-overlap facilitation has to be prelexical.
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In form priming, subjects are presented with two stimuli in quick succession; the %rst is the

prime and the second the target, and subjects only respond to the target. Primes and targets

may contain identical speech sounds. What is measured is whether related primes facilitate

or inhibit the processing of targets relative to unrelated primes (which share no sounds with

their targets). Priming is measured both in terms of reaction time and proportion of correct

responses.

In general, form priming has produced inconsistent results; they will be discussed brie1y in

§6.1. What is relevant to the current question is the claim that some e)ects occur at a prelexical

level of processing. $is was suggested quite early on by Slowiaczek and Hamburger (1992),

who proposed that facilitation in form priming is a prelexical e)ect, while inhibition has its

origin in the lexicon. Speci%cally, facilitation was hypothesised to occur when the prelexical

representations used to access the target lexical representation are pre-activated by a related

prime; inhibition, on the other hand, is likely to be caused by the increased competition from

primed lexical representations.

$e claim that facilitation and inhibition in form priming have a di)erent cause and lo-

cus could indeed explain many of the apparent inconsistencies found in the literature. More

importantly for us, it could also provide evidence for the involvement of a prelexical level of

processing in auditory word recognition. Evidence in favour of a prelexical locus of certain

priming e)ects comes from two sources: (i) priming with pseudowords, and (ii) cross-modal

priming.

4.1.1 Pseudoword priming

Several studies have found that facilitation for %nal-overlap priming – where prime and target

share several %nal phonemes, o+en their rhymes – occurs with both words and pseudowords

(Slowiaczek et al., 2000, Dumay et al., 2001, Norris et al., 2002). $e argument in favour of a

prelexical locus of the e)ect goes as follows. Pseudowords do not have lexical representations;

therefore, e)ects that occur with pseudowords as well as words should have their locus outside

of the lexicon.

However, the experimental evidence from %nal-overlap priming is not entirely conclusive.

Norris et al. (2002) found that word primes facilitate pseudoword targets in a shadowing task

(where stimuli are repeated), but not in a lexical decision task (where word/non-word judge-

ments have to be made). In Dumay et al.’s (2001) study, the facilitation from pseudoword

primes was signi%cantly larger for word targets than for pseudoword targets.$ese results sug-

gest that %nal-overlap priming with pseudowords is not on a par with %nal-overlap priming

with words.
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In addition, only few studies have veri%ed whether the inhibitory e)ects found with initial-

overlap priming (where primes and targets share stimulus-initial phonemes) do not also occur

with pseudowords. Radeau et al. (1989) found that, in general, initial-overlap inhibition only

occurs if primes and targets are either both words or both pseudowords; but they also found

some evidence that word primes may inhibit pseudoword targets. Slowiaczek and Hamburger

(1992) did in general not %nd inhibition with initial overlap priming.1 But they did report

a non-signi%cant increase in reaction time for word targets preceded by pseudoword primes

when the amount of initial overlap was increased. $ese %ndings suggest that %nal-overlap

priming, which is assumed to be lexical, may also occur with pseudowords.

If inhibition does indeed occur with pseudowords, we could either conclude that inhibition

is non-lexical as well, or that pseudoword priming cannot, in general, be regarded as evidence

for a non-lexical locus of a priming e)ect. As there is independent evidence that inhibitory

priming has a lexical locus (Goldinger et al., 1989, Radeau et al., 1995, Dufour and Peereman,

2003), the second conclusion seems more warranted.

4.1.2 Crossmodal priming

An analogous argument can be made with regard to crossmodal priming. If a priming e)ect

occurs when the primes are visual and the targets auditory (or vice versa), we can conclude

that it cannot have a prelexical locus, because prelexical processing is assumed to be modality

speci%c. E)ects that show up in a crossmodal condition thus either have to be lexical, if we

assume a modality-neutral mental lexicon,2 or then postlexical.

Slowiaczek and Hamburger (1992) used crossmodal presentation with initial-overlap prim-

ing and found that inhibition can occur with crossmodal presentation. But in one of their

crossmodal conditions they also found signi%cant facilitation; but this was the kind of facili-

tation that Hamburger and Slowiaczek (1996) claim to be strategic. Dumay et al. (2001) used

crossmodal presentation with %nal-overlap priming, and failed to %nd any facilitative e)ect.

$ese results are consistent with the proposal that inhibition is lexical and facilitation prelex-

ical. But these result are hardly convincing; more evidence is needed for us to %rmly conclude

that cross-modal priming can only produce inhibition but not facilitation, and that facilitation

thus has to have a prelexical locus.

While being broadly consistent with the claim that facilitative e)ects have a prelexical locus,

1A %ndingwhich they later (Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1996) attributed to a large amount of strategic facilitation
caused by a high proportion of related trials and long inter-stimulus intervals; see §6.1.2.

2But consider Coleman (1998), who concludes from a review of neurological evidence that lexical representations
are likely to be auditory.
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the evidence frompseudoword priming and crossmodal priming does not allow us to conclude

that theremust be prelexical processing in auditoryword recognition. In the case of crossmodal

presentation, there have simply not been enough studies that have used this mode of presenta-

tion in form priming. In the case of pseudoword priming, there is more evidence available; but

the evidence is inconclusive, suggesting that both facilitation and inhibition may occur with

pseudowords.

4.2 Phonotactic probability

Probabilistic phonotactic facilitation – i.e. the faster processing ofmore common combinations

of speech sounds in word recognition – has been claimed to require prelexical representations

(Vitevitch and Luce, 1998, 1999, Luce and Large, 2001, Vitevitch and Luce, 2005). As with the

evidence from form priming, my conclusion will be rather negative. It seems not unlikely that

phonotactic properties of the speech signalmay a)ect word recognition.$e available evidence

is contradictory, however, and does not warrant the conclusion that there has to be a prelexical

level of processing where e)ects of probabilistic phonotactics occur.

Phonotactics is the study the combinatorial possibilities of the sounds of a language: which

sequences of phonemes are permissible and which are not. English, for example, can only have

clusters of three consonants in initial position where the %rst has to be /s/, the second a plosive,

and the third an approximant; similarly the sequences /ps/ and /pf/ are permissible onsets in

German but not in English. But phonotactics is not just a matter of what is permissible and

what is not: some permissible sequences are more common than others. It has been shown that

human listeners are aware of these distributional properties of sound sequences from a very

early age (Jusczyk and Luce, 1994, Vitevitch et al., 1997, Gathercole et al., 1999, Frisch et al.,

2000, Treiman et al., 2000, Stork, 2001, Coady and Aslin, 2004). Stimuli that have a higher

phonotactic probability – i.e. that contain more common combinations of speech sounds – are

preferred, and are processed faster and more accurately than stimuli with lower phonotactic

probability.

Assuming that phonotactic probability may a)ect word recognition, we would predict that

the higher the phonotactic probability of a stimulus, the faster will it be recognised. However,

phonotactic probability is correlated with lexical competition: words with higher phonotac-

tic probability (which means more common sequences of sounds) tend to be similar to more

words – and thus have more potential competitors – than words with a low phonotactic prob-

ability. We also know that a larger competitor set size slows down processing (e.g. Ta+ and

Hambly, 1986, Goldinger et al., 1989, Luce et al., 1990, Shillcock, 1990, Goldinger et al., 1992,
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Norris et al., 1995, Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, 2002, Dufour and Peereman, 2003). So here

we have a potential con1ict: phonotactic probability predicts facilitation where lexical compe-

tition predicts inhibition.

If we could demonstrate both e)ects in the same experiment, it would provide evidence that

there is prelexical processing in auditory word recognition. Presumably, two opposite e)ects

that occur simultaneously cannot originate at the same level,3 and thus if we %nd evidence

for their simultaneous occurrence, the two e)ects should have a di)erent locus. Since we have

reasons to believe that inhibition is caused by lexical competition, phonotactic facilitation has

to happen outside the lexicon. Finally, if the experimental task used is an online task, the locus

of the e)ect is likely to be prelexical – unless we have reason to believe that it might be caused

not by the word recognition process but by some additional, postlexical process.

$e two earliest studies that tried to demonstrate both phonotactic facilitation and lexical

competition in auditory word recognition (Vitevitch and Luce, 1998 and Vitevitch and Luce,

1999) used faulty stimuli. Lipinski and Gupta (2005) discovered that the sound %les used in

these two studies contained some leading silence, and that the duration of the auditory stim-

uli was not matched across the di)erent stimulus sets but covaried with competitor set size

and phonotactic probability.$is correlation of stimulus duration with phonotactic probabil-

ity makes it likely that the facilitation Vitevitch and Luce found with their pseudoword stimuli

was an artefact of stimulus duration, andmay not have been caused by phonotactic probability.

Lipinski and Gupta (2005) investigated this problem in a series of 12 experiments, using

three di)erent stimulus sets and a variety of experimental manipulations. In the %rst four of

their experiments they used the same pseudoword stimuli as Vitevitch and Luce (1998) and

Vitevitch and Luce (1999); in the next four the same stimulus types were re-recorded without

the leading silence; and in the last four experiments an entirely new set of high and low den-

sity/probability stimuli was used. Lipinski and Gupta also used two di)erent presentation rates

(either 1 or 4.5 s between stimuli), and in some experiments they digitally adjusted stimulus

duration to compensate for the remaining durational di)erences.4 In addition to these exper-

imental manipulations, reaction time was measured both from stimulus onset and stimulus

o)set; and with the onset data, both a one-way ANOVA as well as an ANCOVA with stimulus

duration as the covariate were performed.

3$is argument is plausible; but it is only valid if we assume that each level of processing can only support one
e)ect at a time. $is is a common assumption, and models of word recognition appear to be constructed in
concordance with it (in Trace, for example, connections between units on the same layer are only inhibitory),
but it might not be a necessary assumption.

4Note that Lipinski and Gupta (2005) discovered the problem with the leading silence while carrying out the %rst
series of experiments in an attempt to replicate the results of Vitevitch and Luce (1998) and Vitevitch and Luce
(1999).
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$e results were as follows. In the %rst four experiments, with rts measured from stimu-

lus onset, the %ndings of Vitevitch and Luce were replicated: the high phonotactic probability

(and large competitor set) stimuli were processed faster than the low phonotactic probability

(and small competitor set) stimuli. In the ANCOVA, however, duration was the only signi%-

cant factor, indicating that the original results are an artefact of stimulus duration. Measured

from stimulus o)set – thereby compensating for the di)erences in duration – the results went

in the opposite direction to that reported by Vitevitch and Luce: the low phonotactic prob-

ability stimuli were responded to faster than the high phonotactic probability stimuli. In the

second series of experiments, low probability stimuli were also responded to faster if measured

from stimulus o)set. When measured from stimulus onset, there was either no di)erence or

responses to low probability stimuli were again faster.$e third series produced a similar out-

come: measured from stimulus o)set, low probability stimuli were always responded to faster;

measured from onset there was either no di)erence or still an advantage for low probability

stimuli.

In none of the experiments where Lipinski and Gupta (2005) used newly prepared stimuli –

which therefore did not contain the original fault – did they %nd a facilitative e)ect of competi-

tor set size or phonotactic probability. Contrary to Vitevitch and Luce (1998) andVitevitch and

Luce (1999), this suggests that pseudowords are subject to the same inhibitory e)ects of lexical

competition as words: pseudoword stimuli with high phonotactic probability andmany lexical

competitors are processed slower than matched stimuli with low phonotactic probability and

few lexical competitors.

Vitevitch and Luce (2005) subsequently attempted to replicate their earlier results for pseu-

dowords with stimulus sets that were equated for duration. $ey found that, measured from

stimulus onset, responses to high probability/large competitor set stimuli were faster than to

low probability/small competitor set stimuli, as predicted by their account of phonotactic prob-

ability. $ey thus managed to replicate their earlier studies with properly matched stimulus

sets.

What could be the reason for the di)erence between the results of Lipinski andGupta (2005)

and Vitevitch and Luce (2005)? A likely candidate is a small but important di)erence in the

experimental task. Vitevitch and Luce’s subjects were given 5 seconds from stimulus onset to

respond, while in Lipinski andGupta’s experiments stimuli were presented with a %xed presen-

tation rate of 1 or 4.5 seconds. Vitevitch and Luce (2005) claim that these di)erences in proce-

dure can explain the di)erent outcomes.$ey tested their hypothesis for Lipinski and Gupta’s

shorter presentation rate, and also failed to %nd a signi%cant e)ect of density/probability on

reaction time.$ey suggest that the short presentation rate puts subjects under toomuch pres-
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sure, and that the increase in error obliterates the facilitative e)ect of phonotactic probability.

Vitevitch and Luce (2005) did not carry out any tests with the presentation rate of 4.5 sec-

onds, but they suggest that this longer rate may a)ord subjects too much time to respond, and

in this way may not have produced the desired e)ect. Indeed, in Lipinski and Gupta’s study

responses are between 100 and 300ms slower with the presentation rate of 4.5 seconds as com-

pared to Vitevitch and Luce’s study. $ey hypothesise that prelexical phonotactic e)ects may

be short-lived, and has thus already dissipated by the time the responses are made.

Vitevitch and Luce’s interpretation of the con1icting results is plausible, but there are nev-

ertheless some di*culties with it. $e %rst is that Lipinski and Gupta (2005) do not only fail

to %nd facilitative e)ects of phonotactic probability or competitor set size, they consistently

%nd inhibitory e)ects. $ese cannot be discounted as spurious. At the very least, we have to

conclude that the inhibitory e)ect of lexical competition is considerably more robust and per-

sistent than the facilitative e)ect of phonotactic probability.

Secondly, Vitevitch and Luce (2005) only report rts from stimulus onset, while Lipinski

and Gupta (2005) found consistent results for measurements taken from both stimulus onset

and o)set (though the e)ects were stronger when measured from the o)set). We do not know

whether Vitevitch and Luce would still have found facilitative e)ects if they had measured

rts from o)set. Given that their high probability stimuli were 10ms shorter than their low

probability stimuli and that the facilitation they found for high probability stimuli was only

14ms, this seems unlikely. Whether response times should be measured from stimulus o)set

or onset is an issue about which opinions di)er; but all else being equal, an e)ect that does not

depend on the measurement point deserves greater con%dence than one that does.

From the studies discussed so far we cannot conclude that e)ects of phonotactic probability

have been demonstrated beyond doubt. However, there was an earlier study (Luce and Large,

2001) in which phonotactic probability and competitor set size was varied orthogonally. $is

study was also carried out before Lipinski andGupta (2005) discovered that Vitevitch and Luce

(1998) and Vitevitch and Luce (1999) had used faulty stimuli; but because a di)erent stimulus

set was used in this study, we ought to give it the bene%t of our doubt.

Competitor set size and phonotactic probability tend to covary. A lexical representations

with many competitors will, all else equal, contain a more common combination of sounds

than a lexical representation with only few competitors. But in spite of this correlation, Luce

and Large (2001) managed to select a set of stimuli for which the two factors vary orthogo-

nally: large competitor sets were combined with both high and low phonotactic probability,

and likewise for small competitor sets. With this manipulation, Luce and Large managed to

%nd evidence for the simultaneous presence of competition and phonotactic probability for
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word stimuli. Overall, words with large competitor sets produced slower reactions than words

with few competitors, and high probability words were responded faster than low-probability

words. Lexical competition thus inhibits, and phonotactic probability facilitates the processing

of words.

Luce and Large (2001) did not %nd any reliable e)ects for pseudowords, however. Since

the phonotactic facilitation reported by Vitevitch and Luce (2005) were produced with pseu-

doword stimuli, this outcome deserves our attention. Luce and Large highlight that in three of

their four conditions, reaction times to words and pseudowords were almost identical, while in

the high phonotactic probability/small competitor set condition there is a signi%cant di)erence

of 30ms.$ey identify the high probability/small competitor set pseudowords as the culprits,

and suggest that for this condition their measure of lexical competition (i.e. neighbourhood

density) may underestimates the true amount of competition.

$is interpretation is problematic, because rather than the pseudowords in the high prob-

ability/small competitor set condition being unusual, it is the words in this condition that are

anomalous. For the high probability/small competitor set words, the mean reaction time was

674ms, while for all other conditions it was between 696 and 712ms, and thus considerably

slower.$e most reasonable interpretation of this pattern is that, in general, neither phonotac-

tic probability nor competitor set size produce an e)ect. Only in themost favourable condition,

when there is little competition and the phonotactic probability is high, do we %nd signi%cantly

faster reaction times. In other words it may be the faster reaction time in the high probabil-

ity/small competitor set size condition that is the root cause of both of the main e)ect for

words reported by Luce and Large (2001).5 If this is the case, we cannot take their results to

have shown that phonotactic probability has an e)ect on word recognition independently of

lexical competition.

In conclusion, the research into the e)ects of phonotactic probability on word recognition

produced some evidence that phonotactic probability may facilitate the processing of words

(Luce and Large, 2001) and pseudowords (Vitevitch and Luce, 2005). However, Luce and Large

(2001) and Lipinski andGupta (2005) did not%nd any phonotactic probability e)ectwith pseu-

dowords, and Luce and Large’s e)ect for words is really only based on their high phonotactic

probability/small competitor set size condition.$e only %rm conclusion that we can draw is

5You may object that we should %nd an interaction in this case. In theory, we should; but tests of interactions
have lower power than tests of main e)ects. In a 2◊2 design, for example, in order to demonstrate a main e)ect
of factor A, factor B can be disregarded, so that we are in e)ect splitting the data into two groups or cells: A1

and A2. In order to demonstrate the interaction A◊B, on the other hand, we in e)ect split the data into four
cells and compare whether the di)erence between A1 and A2 in B1 is di)erent from the di)erence between A1

and A2 in B2. As power is dependent on sample size, testing a main e)ect has a higher power than testing an
interaction because the test of the main e)ect is based on cells with larger sample sizes.
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that phonotactic e)ects, if they exist, are shorter-lived and less robust than the e)ects of lexical

competition.

In addition to the lack of compelling evidence, the assumption that phonotactic e)ects re-

quire sublexical representations may itself not be well-founded. It is true that phonotactic con-

straints – whether categorical or probabilistic – are most easily expressed in terms of phoneme

sequences; but this does not imply that they have to be coded in this way in the speech pro-

cessing system, nor that phonotactic probability needs to be computed prelexically. A lexicon

containing whole words may hold all the information required: subjects’ awareness of phono-

tactic constraints may be a form of generalisation over the whole lexicon without the need for

the existence of sublexical representations.

What would be problematic, though, for a model without prelexical representations is the

simultaneous occurrence of competition e)ects and phonotactic e)ects.$is may be explained

with just one level of processing, but an account with two levels of processing – one for each

e)ect – seems certainly more natural. But as we have seen, it is not clear that the two e)ects

really occur independently of each other.

4.3 Repetition priming

Two studies have used the repetition priming paradigm to address the issue of prelexical repre-

sentations in auditory word recognition: Pallier et al. (2001) with a bilingual Spanish-Catalan

population, and McLennan et al. (2003) using stop consonants produced in two di)erent reg-

isters (casually and carefully spoken).$e %rst study produces strong evidence for a prelexical

level of processing; although we may question whether highly 1uent bilinguals are typical.$e

second study presents con1icting results, but seems to favour a direct-access account overall.

Repetition priming, in the way I use the term, has twomain features that distinguish it from

form priming. First, the priming is covert in the sense that for the subjects there is no divi-

sion of stimuli into primes and targets; from the point of view of the experimenter, however,

stimuli are paired up as primes and probes. Secondly, in repetition priming there are normally

intervening stimuli between primes and probes; primes and probes may even be presented in

separate experimental blocks. More about the di)erent priming paradigms can be found in

§6.1.

4.3.1 Repetition priming in bilinguals

Pallier et al. (2001) used repetition priming –with primes and probes in the same experimental

block and using a lexical decision task – in order to determinewhether bilinguals have di)erent
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lexical representations depending on their dominant language. $ey studied two groups of

highly 1uent Spanish-Catalan bilinguals: Spanish-dominant and Catalan-dominant. Spanish

and Catalan have many lexical items in common, but Catalan has a larger phoneme inventory.

$e vowels /E/ and /O/ and voiced fricatives, such as /z/, occur in Catalan but not Spanish.

Catalan has thus minimal pairs that a Spanish does not have, such as /neta/ ‘granddaughter’ vs.

/nEta/ ‘clean, fem.’, /osos/ ‘bears’ vs. /Osos/ ‘bones’, and /kasa/ ‘hunting’ vs. /kaza/ ’house’.

Pallier et al. used three types of prime-probe pairs. Primes and probes were either identi-

cal (i.e. proper repetitions), common minimal pairs (e.g. /capa/ ‘cape’ vs. /cava/ ‘cellar’), or

Catalan-speci$cminimal pairs (e.g. /neta/ vs. /nEta/). Both groups of bilinguals are expected to

show facilitation for identical pairs, but not for the common minimal pairs because they have

separate lexical representations. Catalan-dominant speakers are expected to treat the Catalan-

speci%c minimal pairs exactly like the common minimal pairs. Spanish-dominant bilinguals

may also have acquired separate lexical representations for the Catalanminimal pairs, in which

case their performance would mirror that of the Catalan-dominant bilinguals. But if they have

not acquired Catalan-speci%c representations, we expect there to occur as much priming for

the Catalan-speci%c pairs as for the identical prime–probe pairs.

$e latter is what Pallier et al. have found. Identical pairs, but not minimal pairs, produced

signi%cant facilitation in the order of 60 to 90ms. Spanish-dominant subjects processed the

Catalan-speci%c minimal pairs just like identical pairs, and produced a comparable amount of

facilitation.$ese %ndings indicate that Spanish-dominant bilinguals indeed treat the Catalan-

speci%c minimal pairs as homophones.

$e signi%cance of this %nding for the issue of whether auditory word recognition is direct

or indirect is that only models with prelexical phonemic representations predict this outcome.

Catalan-speci%c minimal pairs, such as /osos/ vs. /Osos/, are treated just like identical stimuli

by Spanish-dominant bilinguals because the two sounds [o] and [O] both map onto /o/ prelex-

ically, and there is only one lexical representation /osos/. A model of word recognition that

does not have prelexical phonemic representations, but where the input is directly mapped to

the lexicon, predicts that there should not be any priming for non-identical pairs – or at least

signi%cantly less than for phonetically identical pairs.

$is repetition priming study has, tomy knowledge, not been replicated yet.Of particular in-

terest would of course be a replication with di)erent materials and with a di)erent population

(especially a di)erent language). But similar results have recently been reported by Sebastián-

Gallés et al. (2005), again with Catalan-Spanish bilinguals (see also Sebastián-Gallés et al.,

2006).$ey used a lexical decision task (without any priming) where the pseudowords di)ered

from actual Catalan words by one phoneme. $e change involved a contrast that was either
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common to both Spanish and Catalan (e.g. the pseudoword [L@n"sal] derived from the word

[L@n"sOl] ‘sheet’) or speci%c to Catalan (e.g. the pseudoword [g@"LeD@] derived from [g@"LED@]

‘bucket’). What Sebastián-Gallés et al. found was that Spanish-dominant bilinguals were more

likely to mistake these pseudowords for words than Catalan-dominant bilinguals.

4.3.2 Priming between stylistic variants

McLennan et al. (2003) used the repetition priming paradigm with stylistic variants of words.

In American English, the alveolar plosives /t/ and /d/ are both generally pronounced in inter-

vocalic position as a voiced alveolar tap [R]; butter is thus pronounced as [b2RÄ] in American

English.6 Since tapping is used with both voiceless and voiced alveolar plosives, neutralisations

can occur: ["greIRIN], for instance, can either be the word grating /"greItIN/ or grading /"greIdIN/.

Will such an ambiguous tapped realisation prime the corresponding non-tapped realisation

and vice versa? Or will tapped realisations only prime and be primed by other tapped real-

isations, and plosive realisations by other plosive realisations? In addition to alveolar stops,

McLennan et al. (2003) used casual and careful productions of stimuli with velar (e.g. bacon)

and bilabial (e.g. cabin) plosives, for which no tapping and no neutralisation occurs.

McLennan et al. (2003) presented primes and targets in two separate blocks, and used a shad-

owing task.$eir measurement of priming was di)erent from that used by Pallier et al. (2001).

$e latter subtracted rts to probes from rts to the corresponding primes, while McLennan

et al. used measures that they call the magnitude of priming and the magnitude of speci-

%city. Probes were primed by (i) unrelated primes in the control condition, (ii) phonologically

and stylistically identical primes in thematch condition, and (iii) phonologically identical but

stylistically di)erent primes in themismatch condition.$emagnitude of priming was then the

mean rt to matching probes minus the mean rt to the control probes. If the reaction time to

matching probes is signi%cantly faster, we can say that priming has indeed a facilitative e)ect.

In a case where there is priming in the match condition, the magnitude of speci$city becomes

of interest.$is is the mean rt to matching probes minus the mean rt to mismatching probes.

If matching probes are responded to faster than mismatching probes, we can conclude that the

stylistically di)erent variants are not treated as identical.

For stimuli containing alveolar plosives – for which there is neutralisation – McLennan

et al. (2003) found a priming e)ect but no speci%city e)ect. $is means that stimuli contain-

ing tapped variants prime and are primed by stimuli containing non-tapped variants about as

much as by identical stimuli. For stimuli containing non-alveolar plosives, both priming and

6$is sound is o+en called a 1ap and the corresponding phonological process as 1apping; however I follow Laver
(1994) and Trask (1996) in using the more appropriate tap and tapping.
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speci%city e)ects were found.$is suggests two things. First, alveolar plosives and non-alveolar

plosive use di)erent kinds of representations. Secondly, the results for the non-alveolar stimuli

are consistent with a direct-access but not with amediated-access account of word recognition:

a mediated-accessmodel with prelexical phonemic representations predicts that no speci%city

e)ect should occur – unless we want to postulate a model with as many prelexical represen-

tations as there are speaking styles. $e outcome with alveolar stimuli, however, seems to be

more consistent with amediated-access account.

As the evidence fromnon-alveolar stimuli favours a direct-access account, we need to explain

why prelexical representations seem to be used with alveolar stimuli. An obvious di)erence is

that velar and bilabial plosives remain plosives when produced casually, whereas alveolar plo-

sives are produced as taps. Plosives and taps are related in terms of their manner of articulation

(Laver, 1994, p. 224)., for examples, discusses taps under the heading of stop articulations); but

acoustically and auditorily, the voiced alveolar tap [R] is quite di)erent from a typical voiceless

alveolar plosive [t], so that alveolar plosives and taps need to be explicitly linked in some way.

Prelexical representations would provide such a linkage. McLennan et al. (2003) suggest that

the fact that tapping sometimes results in ambiguities may be another reason why prelexical

representations are used in words containing intervocalic alveolar stops.While these prelexical

representations cannot help to disambiguate the homophones, the existence of homophones

may draw attention to the special status of the alveolar tap.

Another study that looked at alveolar stops is Connine (2004). Instead of using a repeti-

tion priming paradigm she used what is known as a Ganong task (a+er its inventor). In this

task, subjects perform phonetic categorisations on acoustic continua whose end points di)er

in lexical status. It has been found (Ganong, 1980; see also Fox, 1984 and Pitt, 1995) that cat-

egorisation judgements are biased towards the end point of the continuum that is a word; this

is also known as a lexical bias e)ect. Connine (2004) used continua such as party–barty, for

which we expect more /p/ responses, or better–petter, for which we expect more /b/ responses.

For each such pair she used two di)erent continua, one where the /t/ was produced as the tap

[R], and another where it was produced as the plosive [t].

She found that the lexical bias e)ect was greater for the continuum that contained the tap.

Since the locus of the lexical bias must be the lexicon, this %nding shows two things. First, [t]

and [R] are not related to the same phoneme prelexically, or else the bias e)ect would have to

be the same. Secondly, the lexical entry of a word such party must contain the tap in some

form; the alveolar plosive, on the other hand, may not be encoded in the lexicon. Whatever

explanation we want to give for why we get more lexical bias with stimuli containing taps,

it must ultimately derive from the simple fact that the vast majority of intervocalic alveolar
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plosives are produced as taps inAmericanEnglish (Patterson andConnine, 2001).$ese results

are, moreover, contradictingMcLennan et al. (2003), who found that alveolar taps and plosives

are treated as identical.

4.3.3 Conclusion

$e results from the two repetition priming studies discussed are in con1ict. Pallier et al. (2001)

produce convincing evidence that – at least for their Spanish-dominant Spanish-Catalan bilin-

guals – prelexical phonemic representations are likely to be used in auditory word recognition.

What remains an open question, is whether this %nding generalises to other populations, even

to other bilingual populations. McLennan et al.’s (2003) %ndings suggest that – apart for the

special case of intervocalic alveolar stops – phonemes produced in di)erent speaking styles

are not equivalent; this is more consistent with a direct-access model. In the case of alveolar

plosives, however, tapped and non-tapped productions are treated as equivalent; this is more

consistent with a mediated-access account. $is result seems slightly doubtful, if we consider

Connine’s (2004) %nding that the Ganong e)ect is stronger for tapped than non-tapped pro-

ductions.

Unless we want to claim that Pallier et al.’s results for bilinguals are somehow anomalous,

the data from repetition priming favours a hybrid model, that has both a direct and an indirect

route from the input to the lexicon. In addition, the representations used at the prelexical level

appear to be phonemes, or at least segments.

4.4 Perceptual learning

Norris et al. (2003), Eisner andMcQueen (2005),McQueen andMitterer (2005) andMcQueen

et al. (2006) used the lexical bias e)ect to alter some of the lexical representations of their sub-

jects. $ey then veri%ed, among other things, whether this learning occurred at a prelexical

level. McQueen et al. (2006) present the clearest evidence to date for the necessity of prelex-

ical processing in auditory word recognition. Eisner and McQueen (2005) present evidence to

suggest that the scope of the e)ect may be segmental.

$e paradigm, %rst presented by Norris et al. (2003), works as follows. Subjects perform a

lexical decision task on a set of words and pseudowords. Some of the words contain an am-

biguous fricative that, in a pretest, has been shown to be perceived as halfway between a typical

Dutch /s/ and /f/. (All experiments have been carried out in Dutch.) One group of subjects –

we may call them the [s]-ambiguous group – hears the ambiguous fricative in stimuli that are

Dutch words only if the ambiguous sound is interpreted as an /s/ (as in e.g. naadelbos ‘pine
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forest’); all words ending in /f/ contain unambiguous labiodental fricatives.$e [f]-ambiguous

group hears the ambiguous sound in stimuli that are words only when the ambiguous sound

is treated as an /f/ (as in e.g. witlof ‘chicory’); all occurrences of /s/ are unambiguous.

$e point of this manipulation is to make the [s]-ambiguous group treat the ambiguous

sound as a, somewhat unusual, variant of a Dutch /s/, while the [f]-ambiguous group will treat

it as a, again unusual, variant of /f/.Whether this is the case can be tested with either a phonetic

categorisation task (Norris et al., 2003, Eisner and McQueen, 2005, McQueen and Mitterer,

2005) or a priming task (McQueen et al., 2006). By using test stimuli which subjects have not

heard in the training, one can also %nd out whether the learning generalises to new stimuli and

what the condition of the generalisation are.

Norris et al. (2003) used a four-steps [Ef–Es] continuum in their categorisation task. $e

[f]-ambiguous group categorised signi%cantly more tokens along the continuum as containing

an /f/ than did the [s]-ambiguous group. $ese results were compared with the performance

of several control group, to make sure that the observed shi+ in the category boundary was

indeed caused by a lexical bias and not a merely perceptual e)ect, such as selective adaptation.

Eisner and McQueen (2005) extended these %ndings by varying the identity of the speaker

between training and test. In their baseline experiment, they used the same (female) speaker in

the lexical decision and the phonetic categorisation task, and replicated the shi+ in the category

boundary found byNorris et al. (2003).$ey then changed the vowel in the [Ef–Es] continuum,

so that it was produced by a di)erent speaker; the fricatives were the original ones.$e category

shi+was still observed, regardless ofwhether the second speakerwas female (aswas the original

speaker) or male. If, however, the whole [Ef–Es] continuumwas produced by the male speaker,

no shi+ in the category boundarywas observed. If the fricatives in the training stimuli – only the

fricatives – were produced by the same male speaker who produced the continuum, a reliable

boundary shi+ was again observed.

We can draw two conclusions from these results: (i) that perceptual learning is speaker-

speci%c; and (ii) that its scope is the segment. $e lexical bias induced in the lexical decision

task only results in a boundary shi+ in the subsequent phonetic categorisation if the fricative

segment is produced by the same speaker in both tasks. If the phonetic context is changed from

training to test the e)ect still occurs, but not if the fricative itself is changed.

McQueen et al. (2006) took this argument in favour of prelexical segmental representations

one step further. Norris et al. (2003) and Eisner andMcQueen (2005) only showed that adjust-

ments to unusual pronunciations have a segmental scope, but not that they occur at a prelexical

level of processing.$e phonetic categorisation paradigm used in these studies does not allow

us to conclude that the locus of the adjustments is prelexical, because it is a metalinguistic task
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that may be performed either postlexically (i.e. a+er the words have been recognised) or out-

side the word recognition process. McQueen et al., therefore, used a di)erent task, one that

is much more likely to be informative about the lexical activation process itself: crossmodal

priming with a lexical decision task and an intra-stimulus interval of zero milliseconds.

$e training was identical to Norris et al. (2003). In the test, subjects had to perform lexical

decisions on visual targets preceded by auditory primes.$e targets were Dutchminimal pairs,

such as doof ‘deaf ’ and doos ‘box’.$ese targets were preceded either by related but ambiguous

spoken primes (doof/doos but with the ambiguous fricative used in the training) or by unrelated

primes (krop in the present case). Note that the words used in the test were novel words which

subjects had never before heard pronounced with the ambiguous fricative.Would these related

but ambiguous primes facilitate the processing of the targets relative to the unrelated primes? If

therewas facilitation, thenMcQueen et al. (2006) predicted that it would only occur if the visual

target ended in the consonant which the subject had heard in the ambiguous form during the

training task: the [f]-ambiguous group should show facilitation with related ambiguous primes

if the target ended in /f/, but not if it ended in /s/, and vice versa for the [s]-ambiguous group.

For the [f]-ambiguous group, the resultswere entirely as predicted: responses to visual targets

ending in ‘f ’ were facilitatedwhen preceded by a related prime, and for targets ending in ‘s’ there

was a non-signi%cant inhibition. $e outcome for the [s]-ambiguous group was inconclusive.

McQueen et al. suggest this is because all the ambiguous stimuli used in the training task were

derived from recordings of /f/-%nal words; they are thus likely to contain acoustic cues which

are inconsistent with the interpretation of the ambiguous fricative as being a realisation of /s/.7

McQueen et al. (2006)’s %ndings for the [f]-ambiguous training group indicate that pre-

lexical segmental representations are involved in auditory word recognition. $e ambiguous

fricatives were treated by this group as realisations of /f/, or else there would have been no

facilitation of visual stimuli containing the letter ‘f ’. And because subjects had never before

heard the test words with the ambiguous fricatives, the most plausible explanation is that the

perceptual learning did not a)ect lexical representations, but the prelexical representation of

/f/. A direct access-model seems incapable of explaining this outcome, because adjustments to

individual lexical representations cannot explain the generalisation of the perceptual learning

to novel stimuli.8

Taken together the studies using the perceptual learning paradigm provide the strongest ev-

idence yet that auditory word recognition requires segmental sublexical representations. $e

7Note that Norris et al. (2003), who used the same training stimuli, had already noted a tendency to interpret the
ambiguous fricatives as /f/.

8McQueen et al. (2006) refer to a study (not yet published at the time of writing) showing that a minerva 2-type
model cannot predict these results.
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experiments of Eisner and McQueen (2005) shows that when listeners have to deal with an

atypical pronunciation of a speech sound they make narrowly localised adjustments that are

moreover speaker-speci%c.$e fact that they are speaker-speci%c suggests that representations

are quite detailed and include information about the identity of the speaker, but the narrow lo-

calisation indicates that these detailed representations are not representations of whole words,

but are composed of smaller units which may have the size of the traditional segment. But

because a phonetic categorisation task was used in these experiments, we cannot conclude

that these segmental units function at a prelexical stage in word recognition – they could be

postlexical.

McQueen et al. (2006) improved on these results in two ways. First by using a task that

implies a prelexical locus, and secondly by showing that the adjustment made during training

generalise to words not encountered in the training, an outcome which is di*cult – if not

impossible – to explain for a direct accessmodel.

One could argue that a sound halfway between /f/ and /s/ is quite unnatural, since the two

fricatives have a place of articulation that involve di)erent articulators: lower lip against up-

per teeth for the labiodental /f/, and tongue blade against alveolar ridge for the alveolar /s/. A

pairing of /s/ with either /T/ or /S/ would seem more natural. I do not think that this issue of

naturalness is decisive – a+er all, most subjects had no problems treating the ambiguous frica-

tive as either an /f/ or an /s/, though there was a much higher rate of non-word responses to

the ambiguous s-words than to any other type of training words – in all experiments, even if

the ambiguous stimuli where not based on /f/-%nal words. In any case, it would be a desirable

to replicate the experiment of McQueen et al. (2006) with a di)erent ambiguous sound and

with language other than Dutch. McQueen and Mitterer (2005) used the perceptual learning

paradigm with vowels, but they used phonetic categorisation as their test task. What is needed

is a replication using the crossmodal priming paradigm or another online task.

4.5 Subcategorical mismatch

When a stimulus contains con1icting cues to the identity of one of its segments – e.g. one

cue suggesting that it is a /p/, the other that it is a /t/ – where will this con1ict be resolved?

In the lexicon as a direct-access model would predict, or at a prelexical level as predicted by a

mediated-access model? Several studies have used subcategorical mismatch to investigate this

issue. $e results are not clear-cut; however, they seem to favour a direct-access account or a

hybridmodel with both a direct and mediated access route.

In the following I will %rst survey the experimental data and then consider a computer sim-
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ulation of that data.

4.5.1 Empirical evidence

Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) cross-spliced stimuli so that they contained con1icting

cues to the place of articulation of the %nal consonant. For example, the word job was cross-

spliced from the onset and nucleus of /dZ6g/ and the coda of /dZ6b/. It is well known that the

acoustic cues to obstruent place of articulation are located partly in the obstruents themselves –

for plosivesmainly the release burst, and for fricatives the frequency distribution of the friction

noise – but also in the preceding vowel, particularly the formant transitions (see Hayward,

2000, pp. 174–207, or any other phonetics textbook).$e cross-splicing of /dZ6g/ with /dZ6b/

thus produces stimuli with con1icting cues to the place of articulation of the %nal obstruent:

the transitional cues in the vowel suggest a /g/ and the word jog, but the release burst will make

it apparent that the %nal consonant is a /b/, and that the word is job. Such con1icting cues –

also called a subcategorical mismatch – have been shown to inhibit processing relative to stimuli

without con1icting cues (Streeter and Nigro, 1979, Whalen, 1984).

$e stimuli that Marslen-Wilson andWarren (1994) used were not all based on words, as in

the example above; they could also be constructed from a word and a pseudoword or from two

pseudowords. Whether a mixed-lexicality stimulus will be heard as a word or a pseudoword

depends on the second cross-spliced component, as it is the consonantal cues that tend to

determine the %nal percept.$ree di)erent versions of each type of word or pseudoword were

produced. A word such as /dZ6b/ was created from (i) two realisations of /dZ6b/ itself, (ii)

from the words /dZ6g/ + /dZ6b/, or (iii) from the pseudoword /dZ6d/ and the word /dZ6b/. A

pseudoword such as /sm6b/ was created from (i) two realisations of /sm6b/ itself, (ii) from the

word /sm6g/ and the pseudoword /sm6b/, or (iii) from the pseudowords /sm6d/ + /sm6b/.$e

non-mismatching stimuli form the baseline relative to which inhibition is measured. Note that

of the other two stimuli, one is made from components with equal lexicality (both words or

both pseudowords) and the other from components that di)er in lexicality. See Table 4.1 for

a more detailed overview of the stimuli. Phonetically, the stimuli in each such triplet di)ered

in place of articulation only, and the %nal obstruents used were the voiced plosives /b, d, g/, the

voiceless plosives /p, t, k/, the voiced fricatives /v, z, Z, D/, and the voiceless fricatives /f, s, S, T/.

$is use of stimuli with components of di)erent lexicality allowedMarslen-Wilson andWar-

ren to test the di)erent predictions of mediated- and direct-access models. A mediated-access

model with segmental prelexical representations predicts that inhibition should occur regard-

less of the lexical status of the components, because the integration of the con1icting informa-

tion is predicted to take place at the prelexical stage of processing. On a direct-access account –
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Type Composition Example Percept Mismatch ma pred. da pred.

w1w1 word 1 + word 1 /dZ6b + dZ6b/ /dZ6b/ no baseline baseline
w2w1 word 2 + word 1 /dZ6g + dZ6b/ /dZ6b/ yes inhibition inhibition
n3w1 nonword 39+ word 1 /dZ6d + dZ6b/ /dZ6b/ yes inhibition inhibition

n1n1 nonword 1 + nonword 1 /sm6b + smob/ /sm6b/ no baseline baseline
w2n1 word 2 + nonword 1 /sm6g + smob/ /sm6b/ yes inhibition inhibition
n3n1 nonword 3 + nonword 1 /sm6d + smob/ /sm6b/ yes inhibition no inhibition

Table 4.1: Example stimuli from the subcategoricalmismatch experiments reported byMarslen-Wilson
andWarren (1994) andMcQueen et al. (1999), with predictions formediated- and direct-accessmodels.
Note that the only di)erence is in the nonword+nonword condition (n3n1) in the last row.$e results
of the experiments are shown in Figure 4.1. (Adapted fromMarslen-Wilson and Warren, 1994.)

because the integration of the con1icting information has to take place in the lexicon itself – a

mismatch should only result in inhibition if at least one of the components is a word. For the

third type of pseudoword stimulus (n3n1: /sm6b/ made from the two pseudowords /smOd/

+ /smOb/) a direct-accessmodel predicts no inhibition while amediated-accessmodel predicts

inhibition (see Table 4.1).$e predictions for the word stimuli are the same for both models;

they can thus be taken as a test of the subcategorical mismatch paradigm.

Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) found reliable inhibition due to subcategorical mis-

match only for stimuli ending in voiced plosives. Stimuli ending in fricatives did not produce

any inhibition at all. Stimuli with voiceless plosives produced a small, but non-signi%cant in-

hibition with the word stimuli and none with the pseudoword stimuli.10 $ese stimuli could

thus not be used to test the main hypothesis, as the occurrence of inhibition is its prerequisite;

thus the following discussion is only about the stimuli ending in voiced plosives.

Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) used lexical decision and phoneme identi%cation as

their test tasks. In the lexical decision experiment, mismatching words reliably produced inhi-

bition. Mismatching pseudowords only resulted in a signi%cant inhibition if the vocalic cues

suggested a word (w2n1) but not if they suggested a pseudoword (n3n1), as predicted by the

direct-access account. In the phoneme identi%cation experiment, Marslen-Wilson andWarren

found a signi%cant inhibition also for the stimuli created from two pseudowords (n3n1), but

it was also signi%cantly smaller than the inhibition produced by mixed-lexicality pseudowords

(w2n1) and the mismatching words.$e reaction time results of both experiments are shown

9Why there is a word 2 but a nonword 3, I do not know; this is the notation used by Marslen-Wilson andWarren
(1994) and all subsequent studies.

10$e explanationMarslen-Wilson andWarren (1994, p. 657) give for why mismatching transitions do not inhibit
the processing of fricatives and voiceless plosives is that for these sounds the place information of the conso-
nantal cues (friction and stop release) is so dominant that the mismatching transitional information is of no
consequence.
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in Figure 4.1 (broken lines).

$ese results indicate that – at least in the case of %nal voiced plosives – the con1icting infor-

mation from the transition and the release burst gets resolved in the lexicon. If the con1ict were

resolved prelexically, the inhibition caused bymismatching cues should not depend on the lex-

ical status of the components that provide these cues. Marslen-Wilson and Warren’s evidence

is thus consistent with direct-access and inconsistent withmediated-accessmodels. It does not,

however, show that there cannot be any prelexical phonemic representations in auditory word

recognition, but simply that there has to be a way in which sub-phonemic information can

bypasses these phonemic representations and directly in1uence lexical processing. A hybrid

model could thus also account for their data.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the subcategorical mismatch experiments: RTs for the stimulus types in the
di)erent experiments. mw (dashed lines) stands for Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994), mnc (solid
lines) for McQueen et al. (1999); lexical refers to the lexical decision task, phoneme to the phoneme
identi%cation task, and monitoring to the phoneme monitoring task. $e stimulus types on the x-axis
are described in Table 4.1.

McQueen et al. (1999) replicated and extended the %ndings of Marslen-Wilson andWarren

(1994) with Dutch stimuli.$ere main focus was not auditory word recognition but di)erent

theories of phonetic decision making, but their results nonetheless speak to the same issues as

Marslen-Wilson and Warren’s study. As Dutch does not have any word-%nal voiced plosives,

McQueen et al. carried out their replication with stimuli ending in voiceless plosives. $ey

managed to replicateMarslen-Wilson andWarren’s %ndings with the lexical decision paradigm
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(‘mnc lexical’ in Figure 4.1), despite using voiceless plosives.11 But with the phoneme identi-

%cation paradigm (‘mnc phoneme (Exp 1)’) and with a phonememonitoring task (‘mncmon-

itoring’), they found that inhibition may also occur for stimuli where both the transitional and

the stop release information suggest pseudowords, favouring a prelexical locus of integration.

But by adding %ller items that ended in fricatives and nasals (‘mnc phoneme (Exp 4)’), they

managed to replicated Marslen-Wilson and Warren’s results with the phoneme identi%cation

task, though there was still a large amount of inhibition with the n3n1 stimuli (see Figure 4.1).

Dahan et al. (2001) used subcategorical mismatch stimuli in an eye-tracking experiment

with the visual world paradigm introduced by Allopenna et al. (1998).$eir study focused on

the issue of lateral inhibition in lexical competition, and for this reason they only used the word

stimuli w1w1, w2w1 and n3w1. Because they did not consider the crucial n3n1 case, their

experimental results do, unfortunately, not speak to the issue of whether word recognition

is direct or mediated. It is interesting to note, however, that they conclude that eye-tracking

provides a more %ne-grained measure of lexical competition – that in addition sheds light on

the time course of processing – than the lexical decision paradigmused byMarslen-Wilson and

Warren (1994) and McQueen et al. (1999). Eye-tracking applied to subcategorical mismatch

should thus be an avenue worth pursuing.

$e combined data of the Marslen-Wilson and Warren and McQueen et al. studies appears

not to be consistent with either a direct- or a mediated-accessmodel.$ey could be explained

by a hybrid model or by a direct-access model where part of the phoneme identi%cation and

monitoring results from a postlexical process.

$e general pattern of all the experiments is very similar apart from the large overall di)er-

ences in reaction time, as can be seen in Figure 4.1. With regard to the crucial n3n1 condition,

there is one experiment (‘mw lexical’) in which there was no inhibition whatsoever, strongly

supporting the direct-access account where the mismatch is resolved in the lexicon. In three of

the experiments (‘mw phoneme’, ‘mnc lexical’, and ‘mnc phoneme (Exp 4)’) there was a sig-

ni%cant inhibition in the n3n1 condition, but the amount of inhibition was also signi%cantly

smaller than in the conditions where at least one of the cross-spliced items was a word; these

results are less clear-cut, but they can nonetheless be taken to support the direct-access account,

since at least some of the mismatching information has to be combined in the lexicon in order

to account for the di)erence between n3n1 and w2n1. Two of the six experiments support a

mediated-access account: in both ‘mnc phoneme (Exp 1)’ and ‘mnc monitoring’, there was as

much inhibition in then3n1 as in thew2n1 condition, suggesting that themismatch is resolved
11$is may indicate that the relative weight given to the vocalic and consonantal cues to stop consonant place of

articulation is language-speci%c, withmore weight being assigned to the transitional information inDutch than
in English.$ere may, of course, be other reasons for this di)erence.
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prelexically.

$ese con1icting experimental data could be explained a hybrid model. $is model would

have two integration sites for the con1icting acoustic information: a lexical site, which appears

to be the main integration site for the lexical decision task (and may also be used in other

tasks that foreground lexical processing); and a prelexical site, which appears to be used in task

such as phoneme identi%cation and monitoring which draw attention to sublexical units. If

such a hybrid model is the most adequate, we have to address the issue of how it copes with

everyday word recognition, i.e. word recognition that is not a)ected by the additional demands

of experimental tasks: will it be mainly direct or mediated, or will both ‘access routes’ be open

at all times?

Another model that could presumably account for the existing data is a direct-accessmodel

where phoneme identi%cation and monitoring would involve a postlexical stage of processing.

$is would explain why the di)erence between thew2n1 condition (inhibition) and the n3n1

(no or little inhibition) seems to occurmainly in the lexical decision tasks. It might also explain

why RTs in the lexical decision task were faster than in the other two tasks, particularly in

McQueen et al.’s 1999 study; though there may, of course, be other explanations for this fact.

4.5.2 Computer simulations

Before closing this section on the subcategoricalmismatch paradigm, let us look at a simulation

of the experimental data reported by Norris et al. (2000).$ey show that Merge – a model of

phonemic decisionmaking based on Shortlist (Norris, 1994), see Figure 4.2 – can simulate the

experimental data of Marslen-Wilson andWarren (1994) and McQueen et al. (1999). Because

Merge has a layer of phoneme nodes, Norris et al. claim that these simulations show that the

experimental data does not speak against models with prelexical representations, contrary to

Marslen-Wilson andWarren’s conclusion.$is claim is somewhat problematic, for two reasons.

First, it seems debatable whetherNorris et al.’s simulations really capture the experimental data.

Secondly, what kind of model, in my model typology, is Merge? I wish to argue that, even

though Merge has a prelexical stage of processing, it should not be regarded as a mediated-

accessmodel.

First, can we truly say that Norris et al. (2000) managed to model the experimental data, as

they claim to have done? Several commentators have pointed out that their choice of an ac-

tivation threshold of 0.20 in the simulation of the lexical decision data is arbitrary and lacks

independent support (Tanenhaus et al., 2000, p. 349); and that there is only a very narrow

window for the activation threshold (between 0.18 and 0.24) within which the experimental

data is adequately simulated (Gaskell, 2000, p. 330). Independent support for the parameter
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settings is obviously desirable, but we cannot reject simulations out of hand simply because

their parameter settings lack in support. In this particular case, however, where the value of

the threshold is so crucial to the outcome of the simulation, we require an explanation for why

it has to be 0.20 and not, say, 0.25. And in the absence of an explanation, we should at least

ask for a demonstration that the same value of 0.20 can also be used to simulate other speech

perception behaviour; should di)erent data require wildly di)erent activation thresholds, the

argumentative force of the simulation is much reduced.

Figure 4.2:$eMergemodel.$emodel contains three types of nodes: phoneme input nodes are shown
on the bottom le+; they are connected to the lexical node (top) and the phoneme decision nodes (right).
$e phoneme decision level merges information – hence the name of the model – 1owing from both
the phoneme input nodes and the lexical nodes. Note that there are no inhibitory connections between
phoneme nodes; there is thus no competition and also no decision process on this stage of processing
(see running text for further discussion). Taken from Norris et al. (2000, p. 313).

Another problem with Norris et al.’s simulation is, I think, the nature of the input.$e input

was always /dZ6b/, simulated on the phonemic input layer by the /dZ/ node becoming activated

at time slice 1, the /6/ node at slice 4, and the /b/ node at slice 7. In the non-mismatching case

the activation in these nodes would build up over three time slices, from an initial level of 0.25

to 0.5 to a %nal level of 1.0; the cross-splicing was simulated by giving the /g/ node an activation

value of 0.15 from slice 7 onward, and giving the /b/ node successive values of 0.25, 0.5 and

0.85 (instead of 1.00 in the non-mismatching case).$e di)erent types of cross-spliced stimuli

used in the experiments were simulated not by di)erent inputs, but by the lexical nodes that

were included in a simulation. To simulate thew1w1 andw2w1 conditions, for example, only

job and jog were included; for the crucial n3n1 condition the nodes were jov and joz. In other

words, the lexical status of the stimuli was not simulated on the input level but via the use of

either word or pseudoword nodes on the lexical level.

While I am not claiming to be an expert on neural network modelling, there seems to me
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some doubt about whether Norris et al. (2000) can claim to actually model the experimental

data, where the di)erence occurred in the acoustic input. Another, less crucial, issue regards the

simulation of themismatch. In the simulations, the con1icting information wasmade available

at the same time, with the /g/ node always being activated less than the /b/ node, while in

the experiment the acoustic information favouring /g/ arguably becomes available earlier (in

the transition as opposed to the release burst) and is initially stronger than the information

favouring /b/.

Given all these issues with Norris et al.’s 2000 simulations, it is not at all clear whether they

really have demonstrated that Merge can model the experimental data. And even if they have,

my second point is that the Merge model as used in their simulations should either be classi-

%ed as a form of direct-access model with a postlexical phoneme recognition module, or else

as a mediated-access model whose prelexical level is featural and not phonemic (again with a

postlexical phoneme recognition module).

My main reason for making this claim is that in Merge no phonemic decisions are made at

the input phoneme level; these decisions are made at a later stage that merges the information

from both the phoneme stage and lexical stage.$e input phoneme stage is thus not a level in

my sense of the word, since no decisions are made at this stage of processing: the phoneme

nodes simply pass on the con1icting information they receive from the cross-spliced stimuli

to the lexical level. In short, whether a /b/ or /g/ is present in the input is not decided at the

prelexical stage, but either at the lexical level (in lexical decision) or at the postlexical phoneme

decision level (in phonetic categorisation, phoneme identi%cation or phoneme monitoring).

Depending on what we assume the input to the model to be, this characteristics is consistent

with either a direct-accessmodel where the input is completely unclassi%ed or with amediate-

accessmodel that has a feature level prior to the phoneme stage of Merge.

To sum up this discussion of the subcategorical mismatch data, the evidence is equivocal

but seems to favour a direct-access account on balance. However, to explain the data from the

phoneme identi%cation andmonitoring task, the direct access route needs to be augmented by

amediated one, whichwould result in a hybridmodel. Alternatively wemight want to conclude

that the phoneme identi%cation and monitoring data are the result or a postlexical processing

module and do, therefore, not directly re1ect auditory word recognition.

4.6 Conclusions

$e studies reviewed in this chapter present evidence both for and against the involvement of

a prelexical stage of processing in auditory word recognition.
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Pallier et al.’s (2001) repetition priming experiment on Spanish-Catalan bilinguals and the

perceptual learning paradigm used by Norris et al. (2003), Eisner and McQueen (2005) and

especially McQueen et al. (2006) produced the most persuasive evidence that auditory word

recognition involves a prelexical level of processing. Eisner andMcQueen’s %ndings in addition

suggest that the sublexical representations used at this prelexical level could be segments.

$is prelexical stage of processing could also be the place where some form priming e)ects

and e)ects of probabilistic phonotactics occur. As we have seen in §4.1 and §4.2, however,
the evidence is not compelling in these two cases. Facilitative e)ects of form priming are well

established, particularly with %nal-overlap priming, but the evidence that they have to have

prelexical locus is much weaker.With regard to probabilistic phonotactics we have to conclude

that, at present, the data is contradictory, and it is unclear whether probabilistic phonotactics

a)ects auditory word recognition at all.

Other studies – McLennan et al., 2003 and Connine, 2004 looking at allophonic variation,

and Marslen-Wilson and Warren, 1994 using stimuli with mismatching phonetic cues – have

found that in some cases access to the lexicon may be direct and without recourse to prelexical

representations. Studies of speaker variation indicate that lexical representations must contain

quite detailed information about speaker identity (e.g. Craik and Kirsner, 1974, Schacter, 1992,

Palmeri et al., 1993, Church and Schacter, 1994, Goldinger, 1996).$ese results are also con-

sistent with the hypothesis that lexical access is direct; but as mentioned earlier (§1.3.2), they
do not prove that lexical access has to be direct.

$e existing research literature thus provides evidence consistent with both direct- andme-

diated-accessmodels. Either some of the reported %ndings are spurious or have another expla-

nation, or we have to conclude that an adequate model of auditory word recognition should be

a hybridmodel. It should have a prelexical level of processing where segments are recognised;

and consequently, lexical entries should also consist of segments. But at the same time the lex-

ical representations need to contain some more %ne-grained acoustic information than mere

strings of phonemes can contain; and there must be an alternative passageway through which

information may percolate up to the lexicon.

$ere are plenty of unresolved issues still. $e %rst is that the evidence for either type of

model is not overwhelming. $e study by Pallier et al. (2001) has not been replicated yet. In

the case ofMarslen-Wilson andWarren’s (1994) evidence for direct lexical access, we have seen

that their results have been quali%ed and the thrust of their argument weakened by McQueen

et al. (1999) and the simulations of Norris et al. (2000).$e perceptual learning paradigm has

withstood several replications (Norris et al., 2003, Eisner and McQueen, 2005, McQueen and

Mitterer, 2005, McQueen et al., 2006), but only the most recent of these studies has reported
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evidence that strongly speaks in favour of prelexical processing. Additional evidence seems

required still.





Part II

The experimental study
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In Chapter 3, I have argued that the the fourth of the descriptive dimensions – whether a pre-

lexical level of processing is required for auditory word recognition – is crucial if we want to

distinguish between types of word recognition models. $is is the question that I have ad-

dressed experimentally; and the outcome of this experiment will be presented in this second

part of the thesis.

$e experiment has a relatively complex structure. It consists of two training sessions, and

one test session with two di)erent test tasks: repetition priming and phonetic categorisation.

To make my presentation easier to follow, I will %rst present the basic design and discus what

is needed to implement the design (Chapter 5).$en I will brie1y review some of the literature

about the tasks chosen (Chapter 6). $is chapter is primarily intended as an introduction for

those not familiar with the tasks; but it will also serve as a justi%cation of why I have chosen

repetition priming and phonetic categorisation as test tasks.$en, in Chapter 7, I will describe

how I have decided to implement the design. Chapter 8 states the predictions that direct- and

mediated-access models make regarding the two test tasks.$e last three chapters present the

results of the experiment: Chapter 9 for the training, Chapter 10 for the repetition priming

task, and Chapter 11 for the phonetic categorisation task.
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$e main research question – whether a prelexical level of processing is necessary for auditory

word recognition – can be formulated in terms of two competing types of models, which in

Chapter 2 I have introduced as direct- andmediated-accessmodels.$e two types are illustrated

in Figure 5.1 (repeated from §2.6, p. 47).

a) direct lexical access b) mediated lexical access
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Figure 5.1: Direct- and mediated-access models. LTM stands for long-term memory. Square boxes
represent memory stores, ellipses processing mechanisms, and boxes with rounded corners represent
the objects on which the processing is carried out.

Notice the main di)erences between the two types. According to direct-accessmodels, word

recognition is a one-stage process where access is made directly from a suitably pre-processed

speech signal to the lexicon. Mediated-access models propose that word recognition is a two-

stage process where the recognition of words involves the recognition of smaller units. $ese

smaller units could be of various size; but I will focus on the segment becausemost models that

belong in themediated-access category at the least recognise some form of segmental prelexical

representations (see §1.2).1 $is di)erence in processing between the two types is mirrored

by a di)erence in what needs to be stored in long-term memory. Direct-access models only
1$e term segment, as used here, refers to the smallest temporal unit of speech. Crucially, it is not speci%ed for its
level of abstraction; the term segment thus encompasses both phonemes andphones.Phonemes are phonological
segments, and phones are phonetic segments.$e term allophone is also used to refer to phonetic segments, but
asmentioned earlier it is generally reserved for themore speci%c case where two ormore phones are realisations
of the same phoneme.
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require whole words to be stored, mediated-access models require the storage of both lexical

and sublexical representations – words and segments in our case.

$e di)erence in storage has obvious consequences for learning. In both types, new items

can be added to the lexical store, but only inmediated-accessmodels can learning occur in the

segment store as well.$is di)erence in learning is pivotal for my experiment. I will train sub-

jects to recognise a set of newwords that contain a non-native (i.e. non-English) speech sound;

this sound is the voiceless bilabial fricative [F]. On amediated-access account, these new words

can only be recognised successfully if subjects have acquired a segmental representation for the

new speech sound in addition to the lexical representations for the new words. In contrast to

this, direct-access models predict that recognition can be successful without the formation of

segmental representations.

To test these di)erent predictions regarding learning we need to do the following. A+er

subjects have shown themselves able to recognise the new words, we have to %nd out whether

by acquiring them they have also acquired segmental representations for the non-native speech

sound [F]. Two components are thus needed to carry out the experimental study as proposed:

1) an e)ective way of training subjects to recognise the set of new words; and

2) a procedure that allows us to determine whether segmental representations exist for a
speech sound.

$e %rst component is mainly a matter of practicality: can we %nd a training procedure

that is suitably e*cient and reliable? $e second is less trivial. As we have seen in our review

of previous research in Chapter 4, it is debatable what may count as legitimate evidence for

the existence of a perceptual unit in a given theoretical context and experimental condition.

I have identi%ed two procedures which – combined with the training procedure – should be

capable of providing su*cient evidence to answer our research question: repetition priming

and phonetic categorisation.

$emost important ingredient of the experimental study is, however, the training procedure.

$e experiment produces outcomes that I think are germane to auditory word recognition

because subjects acquire the non-native sound [F] by being trained to recognise words that

contain it.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will brie1y describe the training and test tasks. Some

background to the experimental methods will be presented in Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 will

provide a more detailed description of the experimental tasks and procedures.
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5.1 The training task

In two training sessions, participants were exposed to a set of four stimuli, in the form of two

minimal pairs. $e meaning of each stimulus was given by an image. Figure 5.2 presents all

auditory and visual training stimuli. Subjects had to learn to associate each word with its cor-

responding image; for this purpose, they received training in recognising and distinguishing

the words.

a) phonemic training group

/p@"kif/ /p@"kiF/ /tIn"def/ /tIn"deF/

b) allophonic training group

/p@"kif/

[p@"kif] [p@"kiF]

/p@"kiT/ /tIn"def/

[tIn"def] [tIn"deF]

/tIn"deT/

Figure 5.2: Minimal pairs used in the training sessions, with the image specifying their meaning.$e
phonemic training group will hear the [f]- and [F]-stimuli with di)erent images; the allophonic
group will hear them with the same image.

$ere were two di)erent training groups.$e phonemic group had to learn the four words

/tIn"def/, /tIn"deF/, /p@"kif/ and /p@"kiF/, where each word came with a di)erent image. Par-

ticipants were taught in this way to regard /tIn"def/ vs. /tIn"deF/, and /p@"kif/ vs. /p@"kiF/ as

minimal pairs, and to treat the non-English bilabial–labiodental fricative contrast as a distinc-

tive contrast. $e allophonic group was trained on the minimal pairs /tIn"def/ vs. /tIn"deT/

and /p@"kif/ vs. /p@"kiT/, where the phoneme /f/ had the two di)erent realisations [f] and [F]:

they heard /tIn"def/ half of the time as [tIn"def] and half of the time as [tIn"deF], and /p@"kif/

as [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF]. $is group thus learned to treat the non-English fricative [F] as an

allophone, or more speci%cally a free variant, of the English phoneme /f/. [f] and [F] count as

free variants of /f/ because they both occur in the same phonetic context, and there is thus no

conditioning factor; if there were a conditioning factor, they would be conditioned allophones.
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$e choice of free variation over conditioned allophony – which was one of convenience –

makes no di)erence to the predictions of the two model types; but it may make a di)erence to

the interpretation of the experimental outcome (as discussed in §12.3).2

Finally, a few remarks are in place about my choice of non-native speech sound. Bilabial

fricatives are not very common in the world’s languages. Voiced bilabial fricatives occur in

54 of the 451 languages in the upsid database and voiceless bilabial fricatives in 39 (see Mad-

dieson, 19843.). But bilabial fricatives are common among languages of the Niger-Kordofanian

(or Niger-Congo) family spoken in Western and Southern Africa. In these languages bilabial

fricatives o+en occur as conditioned allophones of /f/; but at least in Ewe, Siya, Logba (all

spoken in Ghana), Kwangali (Namibia), Urhobo (Nigeria), Tsonga, Northern Soto and Venda

(all South Africa) bilabial fricatives occur as phonemes (see Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996,

pp. 139–143, and Laver, 1994, pp. 253–255). Ewe, Urhobo, Tsonga and Venda are languages

that distinguish a voiceless bilabial from voiceless labiodental fricative – the pair used in my

training task. An example of a minimal pair from Ewe is /éFá/ ‘he polished’ vs. /éfá/ ‘he was

cold’ (where the acute accent indicates a high tone). Outside of Africa, Sinhalese (Sri Lanka),

Uzbek and several American and Papuan languages are also reported to have voiceless bilabial

fricatives (again according to the upsid database).

My reason for choosing a bilabial–labiodental fricative contrast despite its relative rarity is

twofold. First, I needed a pair where one is an English phoneme and the other a similar sound

that English speakers are unlikely to have ever encountered. Secondly, I wanted to have a pair of

sounds that can be distinguished auditorily but that can equally easily be treated as belonging

to the same phonemic category; more speci%cally, participants had to accept the new sound as

a (maybe slightly unusual) variant of an existing sound of English.$ere are, of course, plenty

of examples from the world’s languages of fairly di)erent sounds being treated as realisations

of the same phoneme – the English clear vs. dark l [l vs. ë] is a case in point. But this kind of

allophonic variation is acquired from birth, and it is not clear whether subjects would accept

large di)erences between newly introduced allophones in an experimental context where only

little exposure is to make a di)erence in a subsequent phonetic categorisation task. Bilabial

2Note the similarities and di)erences between my training task and the one use in the perceptual learning
paradigm (Norris et al., 2003; see §4.4). In the perceptual learning paradigm, subjects learn to treat an am-
biguous fricative sound as either being an /f/ or an /s/. In my training task, subjects in the allophonic group
also have to treat an unusual sound as belonging to an existing phonetic category (though the training proce-
dure is di)erent); subjects in the phonemic training group, on the other hand, are made to acquire an entirely
new category /F/.

3Note that Maddieson (1984) was based on an inventory of 317 languages; more were added later. $e ex-
panded database with 451 languages is available (at the time of writing) as a free set of ms-dos applica-
tions from http://www.linugistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/sales/so+ware.htm and in the form of a web interface from
http://web.phonetik.uni-frankfurt.de/upsid info.html
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fricatives are certainly similar enough to labiodental fricatives to be treated as identical by

native speakers of English, but can they also distinguished? Pilot experiments showed that they

can, and the outcome of the training task con%rmed this (see Chapter 9).

5.2 The repetition priming task

When subjects have acquired the four new words, they performed two tests: a repetition prim-

ing and a phonetic categorisation test.$e repetition priming test consisted of a lexical decision

task performed on a list of 360 stimuli some of which were identical or near-identical pairs.

$e term priming, and even the more speci%c repetition priming, is used to refer to several

di)erent experimental paradigms. In Chapter 6, particularly §6.1, I will discuss the di)erent
priming paradigms. Repetition priming as used in my experiment has three distinguishing

features. In all forms of priming, pairs of stimuli are related as primes and probes, and we study

the in1uence of the primes on the processing of the probes. Repetition priming is a kind of form

priming, i.e. primes and probes are related in acoustic, phonetic or phonological form but not

in meaning; this is the %rst distinguishing feature.$e second is that subjects have to respond

to all stimuli, which means that there is no overt distinction between primes and targets. And

the third feature is that probes do not directly follow their primes: there are stimuli intervening

between each prime-probe pair.

In my use of repetition priming, primes and probes were presented all in one block; and

participants were asked to perform a lexical decision task, i.e. they had to indicate for each

stimulus whether they thought it was a word of English or not. $ree types of prime-probe

relationship were used: the identical, unrelated and related conditions.

Priming relationship Examples

identical fr6f–fr6f, bI"fOf–bI"fOf

related bænf–bænF, t@"wOf–t@"wOF

unrelated brOf–brOp, @"l@Uf–@"l@Ut

Identical pairs were actual repetitions: prime and probe were physically identical. Related

pairs di)ered from each other with regard to their %nal segment only, and the di)erence in-

volved the non-native [f–F] contrast used in the training. Unrelated pairs also di)ered in

their %nal segment; one stimulus ended in [f] and the other in [p,t, or k]. $ey are called un-

related relative to the other two types: they were neither identical nor did they involve the

training contrast.

I de%ned priming as the reaction time to the %rst-occurring member of a pair minus the

reaction time to the second member. A positive value thus means facilitation, and a nega-
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tive value inhibition. $e related condition is of most interest, since it was the condition in

which the training contrast [f–F] occurred, and thus also the condition for which direct- and

mediated-accessmodelsmake di)erent predictions (see Chapter 8, particularly §8.1).$e other

two conditions functioned as control conditions and provided reference values: the identical

condition was taken as the operational de%nition of full priming, while the unrelated con-

dition de%ned the absence of a priming e)ect.$e unrelated condition thus provided a kind

of baseline, and the identical condition a ceiling; and between them they delimited the space

in which we can assess the results of the related condition.

5.3 The phonetic categorisation task

In the phonetic categorisation test (which was administered immediately a+er the repetition

priming test) subjects performed a categorisation task on two acoustic continua, an old and an

new continuum. Acoustic continua are made in a way that the quality of one of its segments

changes from one end of the continuum to the other, from a clear example of one phonetic

category to a clear example of another phonetic category. In our case the categories were the

labiodental fricative [f] and the bilabial fricative [F].

$e following two sets of continua were used:

a) position
old p@"kif–p@"kiF

new "fel@t–"Fel@t
b) vowel

old p@"kif–p@"kiF

new sAf–sAF

$e old continuum was derived from the training pair [p@"kif–p@"kiF], but two di)erent new

continuum were created. Both were based on pairs which (like the old continuum) spanned

the [f–F] contrast used in the training, but which (unlike the old continuum) subjects had

not heard before. In the %rst new continuum, the [f–F] contrast occurred in stimulus-initial

instead of stimulus-%nal position; this continuum is called the position continuum, because

the position di)ered from training to test. In the second new continuum, the [f–F] contrast

occurred in the same position as in the training but in a di)erent vocalic context; this contin-

uum was therefore called the vowel continuum. I explain why two new continua were used

when discussing the predictions of the two types of models (see §8.2).
What subjects have to do in a phonetic categorisation task is say to which category each

sound of the continuum belongs. For the old continuum, for instance, the question would

be whether they hear [p@"kif] or [p@"kiF].4 If phonetic categories exist for the sounds which

4Because subjects lack labels for the new /F/ category, I have chosen a categorical AXB task instead of a direct
categorisation or identi%cation task. See §7.5 for further explanation.
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form the continuum – the two fricatives [f] and [F], in our case – subjects’ performance will

be categorical, i.e. most sounds of the continuum will be unambiguously assigned to either

category. If the categorisation performance is continuous, we may say that the subjects lack the

relevant categories. A more formal de%nition of categoriality will follow in §8.2.1.





6 / Methodological review

$is second chapter of Part II presents a short review of some issues relevant to the experimen-

tal study. $e %rst two sections are relevant to the repetition priming task. I will %rst discuss

di)erent priming paradigms, show what is particular to repetition priming, and explain why I

have chosen repetition priming as a test task (§6.1).$en I will look at some determinants of

lexical activation and competition (§6.2). And in the last section, I will review phonetic cate-

gorisation (§6.3).
One purpose of this methodological review is to acquaint those readers who are not familiar

with either repetition priming or phonetic categorisation with the two paradigms. A second

purpose is to explain why I chose these two paradigms as test tasks, and to make the details

of their implementation (Chapter 7) easier to follow and comprehend. Readers familiar with

these topics can go directly to the conclusion (§6.4 on p. 112).

6.1 Priming paradigms in word recognition research

$ree types of priming paradigms are commonly used in research on auditory word recogni-

tion. $e terminology is slightly confusing, as the same paradigms go under di)erent names

and the same names are used for di)erent paradigms. I will refer to the three types as form

priming, indirect semantic priming and repetition priming.

6.1.1 The three major priming paradigms

In priming as an experimental paradigmwe ask how subjects’ response to a stimulus – normally

in the form of some judgement about that stimulus, or sometimes a simple repetition of the

stimulus itself – is in1uenced by their having heard another, similar stimulus before. Form

priming is the most straightforward type of priming and thus may serve as an illustration.

In form priming an auditory stimulus, to which subject do not have to respond, is presented

immediately before another auditory stimulus, to which subjects are asked to respond. $e
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two stimuli can be related to each other (e.g. they may contain the same phonemes) or they

can be completely unrelated. Performance in related trials is compared with performance in

unrelated trials: will subjects’ responses be faster and more accurate (facilitation) or slower

and less accurate (inhibition) in the related trials?$e %rst stimulus is called the prime, and the

second the target or probe.1

In general, priming paradigms are about how the processing of a stimulus (the probe) is

in1uenced by the presentation of an earlier stimulus (the prime), where prime and probe are

related in some way.$e paradigms di)er with respect to the following parameters: (i) the type

of relationship between prime and probe; (ii) the time interval between prime and probe; and

(iii) whether there is an overt distinction between primes and targets.1

In form priming (Slowiaczek and Pisoni, 1986, Slowiaczek et al., 1987, Radeau et al., 1989,

Goldinger et al., 1992, Slowiaczek and Hamburger, 1992, Radeau et al., 1995, Hamburger and

Slowiaczek, 1996, Goldinger, 1999, Slowiaczek et al., 2000, Spinelli et al., 2001, Dumay et al.,

2001, Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, 2002, Pitt and Shoaf, 2002, Norris et al., 2002, Dufour and

Peereman, 2003, Bölte and Uhe, 2004, McQueen and Sereno, 2005) an overt distinction be-

tween primes and targets is made, and subjects only have to respond to the target stimuli.$e

priming relationship is a phonological one: prime and target have some phonemes in com-

mon. Because primes and targets share phonemes, this is generally described as an ‘overlap’,

even though there is of course no physical overlap. Two types of overlap are distinguished: the

overlap can be in stimulus-initial or stimulus-$nal position. ‘Fish’ /fIS/ as a prime and ‘fog’ /f6g/

as a target have an initial overlap of one segment; ‘hat’ /hæt/ and ‘cat’ /kæt/ have a %nal overlap

of two segments (which in this case is also the syllable rhyme). Where there is a partial overlap

there also has to be a mismatch; the extent of the mismatch is not normally treated as an extra

variable in form priming, and the main explanatory variable is the extent of overlap.

Primes and targets are presented in immediate succession, with an interstimulus interval

of between 50ms and about 1 second.2 $e presentation of stimuli tends to be monomodal

(auditory-auditory), but in rare occasions crossmodal presentation has also been used (Dumay

et al., 2001, Bölte and Coenen, 2002). Crossmodal presentation allows for the prime and target

to be presented at the same time; but it has the drawback that either the prime or the target

1For the sake of clarity, I will restrict the term target to those cases where each trial contains two stimuli and
subjects are asked to respond to the second stimulus only; the stimulus to which they are to respond is the
target, and the one whose in1uence on the target we measure the prime. When there is no overt distinction, as
is the case in repetition priming, there can still be a set of stimuli which serve as primes and another set with
which we asses the e)ect of the primes; in this case will use the more general term probes for the second set,
and not targets.

2$e interstimulus interval (or isi) is measured from the o)set of the prime stimulus to the onset of the probe
stimulus. Alternatively, it is alsomeasured fromprime onset to probe onset; but in this case it ismore commonly
referred to as a stimulus onset asynchrony (soa).
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stimuli have to be presented visually, which makes the concept of a phonological relationship

between prime and target somewhat problematic (at least for English).

Indirect semantic priming (Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood, 1989, Connine et al., 1993,

Marslen-Wilson, 1993, Andruski et al., 1994, Marslen-Wilson et al., 1996, Bölte and Coenen,

2002) can be regarded as a combination of form priming and semantic priming. In semantic

priming, primes and targets are not related by form but by meaning. Prime and target may be

near synonyms (such as ‘blank’ and ’empty’), belong to the same semantic category (such as

‘herring’ and ‘mackerel’), or may be closely associated (such as ‘teacher’ and ‘pupil’). Seman-

tic priming becomes indirect semantic priming when we start to ask what will happen if we

make small changes to the form of the prime, e.g. use ‘plank’ or ‘tank’ instead of the seman-

tically related ‘blank’ as a prime for ‘empty’. If the presentation of ‘plank’ has an in1uence on

the processing of ‘empty’ this can only happen via the intermediary ‘blank’. We must assume

that the auditory stimulus /plænk/ not only activates the lexical representation plank but also

blank, which in turns activates all its semantically related representations, one of which is

empty; and when /"EmptI/ is subsequently presented as a target, it will be processed faster be-

cause it has already been activated by the prime.3 Because indirect priming is derived from

semantic priming by making small changes to the prime stimulus, it lends itself readily to the

study of whether and how mismatching input a)ects lexical activation. Indirect priming is

most o+en used crossmodally and with simultaneous presentation of prime and target; but in-

tramodal (auditory-auditory) presentation with short isi has also been used (Marslen-Wilson,

1993, Marslen-Wilson et al., 1996).

$e repetition or identity priming paradigm4 (e.g.Monsell, 1985, Schacter andChurch, 1992,

Palmeri et al., 1993, Church and Schacter, 1994, Goldinger, 1996, Luce and Lyons, 1998, Mon-

sell and Hirsh, 1998, Blumstein et al., 2000, Cutler and Donselar, 2001, Pallier et al., 2001,

McLennan et al., 2003) is quite di)erent from the two discussed so far. In form priming and in-

direct semantic priming, every target item has its corresponding prime, the prime immediately

precedes the target, and subjects only respond to the target stimulus. In repetition priming, the

main distinction is between stimuli which are repeated – either in a completely identical form

or with some small deviation – and those which are not. Repetitions are not normally imme-

diately adjacent to each other: primes and probes are o+en presented in di)erent experimental

blocks or session, or – if presented in the same block – there are several stimuli intervening

between a prime and its probe.

In general, repeated stimuli are processed faster than non-repeated stimuli. By itself this
3Note that the intermediary is itself never presented to the subjects; it is postulated in order to explain the spread
of activation from the prime representation to the target representation.

4Both terms are sometimes also used to refer to what I am calling form priming.
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%ndingmay not seem all that interesting; but repetition priming can be used as a test of whether

two non-identical stimuli are treated by the perceptual system as similar enough to produce

facilitation of a magnitude comparable to straight repetitions. It can thus be regarded as a test

to establish the functional identity of non-identical stimuli. By functional identity I mean cases

where two stimuli are treated as equivalent by the processing system, regardless of whether

they are physically identical or not. Repetition priming has been used in this way by the studies

discussed in §4.3 above (Pallier et al., 2001 and McLennan et al., 2003, among others; and this

is also how it will be used in my experiment.

6.1.2 Form priming and indirect semantic priming

Now that we have seen how priming works and what di)erences there are between the three

paradigms, it is time to consider the result produced by the paradigms and what they may

mean for auditory word recognition. $is overview is very brief; for additional information

the reader is asked to consult the original studies.

Form priming has produced many inconsistent results, particularly with initial overlap. As

Hamburger and Slowiaczek (1996) have shown, these inconsistencies are largely due to strate-

gic e)ects (response strategies or biases),5 and once these are taken into account, the outcomes

are more consistent.$e main %ndings are as follows:

1) Formpriming produces strong strategic e)ects.$ese occur for both initial-overlap prim-

ing (Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1996, Goldinger, 1999, Hamburger and Slowiaczek,

1999, Pitt and Shoaf, 2002, McQueen and Sereno, 2005) and %nal-overlap priming (Slo-

wiaczek et al., 2000, Norris et al., 2002, McQueen and Sereno, 2005). $ese strategic

e)ects are facilitative, and are larger the longer the interstimulus interval (isi) and the

higher the proportion of related trials to unrelated trials. But even with a very short isi

and a low relatedness proportion, facilitative strategic e)ects do not disappear entirely

(Goldinger, 1999, Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1999, Pitt and Shoaf, 2002).

2) Initial overlap priming produces an additional non-strategic e)ect. $is e)ect is facil-

itative if there is no mismatch later in the stimulus (Spinelli et al., 2001), but becomes

inhibitory if the prime mismatches the target in stimulus-%nal position (Radeau et al.,

1989, Goldinger et al., 1992, Radeau et al., 1995, Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1996, Gold-

inger, 1999, Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1999, Spinelli et al., 2001, Dufour and Peere-

5Strategic e)ects occur when subjects employ response strategies to deal with the demands of a task. Because
strategic e)ects are not generally informative about the process studied and it is therefore important to avoid
them, I will consider strategic e)ects in more detail later in §6.1.3.
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man, 2003; but compare McQueen and Sereno, 2005, who report non-strategic facilita-

tive e)ects with initial overlap priming).$ere is strong evidence that this e)ect is lexical

(Goldinger et al., 1989, Radeau et al., 1995, Dufour and Peereman, 2003).

3) Final overlap priming also seems to produce a non-strategic e)ect. $is e)ect is facili-

tative (Slowiaczek et al., 1987, Emmorey, 1989, Corina, 1992, Radeau et al., 1995, Slo-

wiaczek et al., 2000, Dumay et al., 2001, Norris et al., 2002). $e amount of facilitation

increases with the amount of overlap between prime and target (Slowiaczek et al., 1987,

Radeau et al., 1995, Dumay et al., 2001, Norris et al., 2002), and rhyme overlap appears

to be the strongest predictor (Slowiaczek et al., 2000). It has been suggested that %nal

overlap facilitation has a prelexical locus (Slowiaczek and Hamburger, 1992, Slowiac-

zek et al., 2000), but, as we have seen in §4.1, the evidence – while consistent with this

assumption – is not compelling.

Finding 2 – that initial overlap priming is inhibitory if a mismatch occurs later in the stimu-

lus – and %nding 1 – that there are facilitative strategic e)ects with form priming – can explain

why the early results for %nal overlap priming were inconsistent. If an experimental task is

highly susceptible to strategic e)ects, strategic facilitation may cancel out or even dominate

the inhibitory e)ect of initial overlap; but if we reduce the potential for strategic processing –

by reducing isi and the proportion of related trials – we should %nd more inhibition. $is is

what has generally been found (Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1996, Goldinger, 1999, Dufour

and Peereman, 2003). In the case of %nal overlap priming, on the other hand, both the non-

strategic and strategic e)ects have the same direction: they are both facilitative. $is would

explain why results have been more consistent with %nal than with initial overlap priming.

Indirect semantic priming has produced the following results:

1) Priming with semantically related items leads to facilitation: this is the de%ning char-

acteristics of semantic and associative priming (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971, Fischler,

1977, Neely, 1977; for recent overviews see Lucas, 2000, Hutchison, 2003).6 Small chan-

ges to the formof the semantically related primeswill reduce priming: this is how indirect

priming works.

2) Changes to the $rst segment of the prime of less than two phonetic features may still

result in facilitation, but a change of more than two features makes the facilitation dis-

appear (Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood, 1989, Connine et al., 1993, Marslen-Wilson,
6Note that most of the studies which have used semantic priming have been carried out with visual and not
auditory stimuli.
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1993, Marslen-Wilson et al., 1996).7 Whether facilitation is produced and the size of the

e)ect also depend on when the target is presented relative to the prime and the mode of

presentation.

3) Changes to later segments produce similar reductions in the facilitative e)ect of semantic

priming (Connine et al., 1993).

4) Whether indirect semantic priming produces strategic e)ects is not known. However,

semantic priming can be subject to strategic e)ects (Neely, 1977, Seidenberg et al., 1984;

see also Lucas, 2000). $e changes made to the stimuli in indirect semantic priming

may conceal the relationship between prime and target; in this case we would not expect

strategic e)ects. Whether this is true for small changes (of two features or less) is not

clear.$e very short isi (o+en 0ms) may also help to reduce strategic processing.

Despite obvious di)erences, form priming and semantic priming agree that lexical priming

e)ects are facilitative. A semantically related prime will speed up the processing of a target

stimulus, and so does a fragment prime that shares initial phonemes.$emechanisms involved

are di)erent, in that the relationship between primes and targets is a semanticallymediated one

in indirect semantic priming. $is explains why even a small change to the prime can make

the facilitation disappear, as it can sever the semantic relationship between prime and target.

In form priming, we have seen that an initial-overlap prime with subsequent mismatch results

in inhibition instead of facilitation. $is may be explained as follows. Without mismatch, the

prime activates similar lexical representations, among which the lexical representation of the

target: this speeds up the processing of the target. With a mismatch, the target representation

could be deactivated and one of its closest competitor become highly activated, both of which

would slow down the processing of the target.8

6.1.3 Strategic e"ects in priming

One other important %nding is that form priming, and presumably also indirect semantic

priming, is subject to strategic e)ects. Strategic e)ects need to be distinguished from auto-

matic e)ects (see Goldinger et al., 1992, Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1996, Goldinger, 1999,

Hamburger and Slowiaczek, 1999, Norris et al., 2002, McQueen and Sereno, 2005).

7$ese studies have used the paradigm with crossmodal presentation (auditory primes and visual targets). See
Tabossi (1996) for an overview of the paradigm.

8$ere is evidence to suggest that both competition fromahighly activated competitor representation (Gaskell and
Marslen-Wilson, 2002, Dufour andPeereman, 2003) and deactivation of the target representation (Frauenfelder
et al., 2001) may contribute to the inhibitory e)ect of initial-overlap priming with mismatch.
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Automatic e)ects are e)ects that are assumed to re1ect the process under study – auditory

word recognition in the present case. Strategic e)ects are the result of a response strategy or

response bias that subjects develop in order to deal with the demands of an experimental task.

Take for example an initial-overlap priming experiment that uses a shadowing task (where

subjects are asked to repeat the target stimulus as quickly and accurately as possible). If the

proportion of related trials is high, subjectsmay anticipate the target when they hear the prime;

i.e. they expect the initial phonemes of the target to be the same as that of the prime, and

prepare themselves to utter these phonemes.9 $is will speed up their responses in related

trials and slow them down in unrelated ones, resulting in a large facilitative e)ect for related

trials. $is e)ect, however, is due to a response strategy and does therefore not provide us

with any information about word recognition – at least not any unambiguously interpretable

information.

Because automatic e)ects are those which are essential to word recognition, we expect them

not to be signi%cantly a)ected by experimental manipulation that alter subjects’ expectations,

and neither by other extraneous changes. Strategic e)ects, on the other hand, are likely to be

a)ected by such changes, particularly those that alter expectations. Two manipulations which

are known to a)ect subjects’ expectations are changes to the interstimulus interval (longer isi

a)ord subjects more time to prepare their responses), and the proportion of related to unre-

lated trials (a high proportion of related to unrelated trials makes it more likely that subjects

notice the relatedness, and it also makes response strategies more bene%cial). Changes to the

interstimulus interval and the relatedness proportion can thus be used as tests for the presence

of strategic e)ects: if facilitation increases substantially with longer isi and higher proportion

of unrelated trials, the e)ect is at least in part strategic.10

In theory, strategic e)ects are clearly di)erent from automatic e)ects, and there are tests for

determining whether an e)ect is strategic or not. But because strategic e)ects can occur along

with automatic e)ects, they can be hard to identify in practice. Form priming is a good case in

point. Since strategic and automatic e)ects in initial overlap priming with mismatch go in op-

posite directions, early studies tended to report null results. Circumstances where strategic and

automatic e)ects have the same direction, as is the case with %nal-overlap priming, will pro-

duce fewer ambiguous outcomes. But in these circumstances, it is di*cult to be sure whether

an e)ect that has been shown to be strategic does not also has an automatic component.

9Subjects need not be aware of the strategy they employ; in such a case it may be preferable to speak of response
biases instead of strategies.

10Another way to check for strategic processing is to look at unrelated trials. Strategic processing which results
in a facilitation in related trials should come at a cost in unrelated ones: subjects’ responses will be inhibited,
because their strategy does not work in these cases. See Goldinger (e.g. 1999).
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To conclude this short excursion about strategic processing,we can conclude that (i) strategic

e)ects depend on subjects employing some form of response strategy or bias, and (ii) strategic

e)ects can be identi%ed by making changes that a)ect their usefulness and the likelihood of

their occurrence. It is not clear whether priming experiments can be designed in a way that

makes strategic e)ects disappear completely. Current evidence suggests that, at least in form

priming, this may not be possible (Goldinger, 1999, Pitt and Shoaf, 2002, Norris et al., 2002).

6.1.4 Repetition priming

As I have described in §6.1, repetition priming is very di)erent from the other two paradigms.

In form priming and semantic priming, subjects are presented with prime-target pairs, while

repetition priming is not an overt priming task: subjects are just asked to perform a certain

task (such as lexical decision) on a list of stimuli, some of which happen to be repetitions or

near-repetitions from a previous experimental block or fromwithin the same block. Repetition

priming has produced the following %ndings:

1) $e repetition of a stimulus will result in facilitation; this is the basic phenomenon of

repetition priming.

2) Small di)erences between the prime occurrence and the probe occurrence of a stimulus

may either produce a similar amount of facilitation as a straight repetition, or they may

signi%cantly reduce the amount of facilitation or make it disappear entirely. Di)erences

between primes and probes that have been studied involved:

• the task, i.e. the same stimuli are presented in di)erent tasks (Monsell, 1985, Schac-

ter and Church, 1992, McLennan et al., 2003);

• the identity of the speaker, i.e. the same items are spoken by di)erent speakers

(Schacter andChurch, 1992, Palmeri et al., 1993, Church and Schacter, 1994, Gold-

inger, 1996, Luce and Lyons, 1998);

• the exchange of whole segment (Pallier et al., 2001, McLennan et al., 2003);

• prosodic properties of the stimuli, e.g. stress, pitch, intonation pattern (Church and

Schacter, 1994, Cutler and Donselar, 2001);

• etc.

3) At least in one case, inhibition has been reported (Monsell and Hirsh, 1998); this exper-

iment used prime-probe pairs similar to the ones used in form priming, i.e. with some

(initial or %nal) overlap and a mismatch of several phonemes in length.
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Two interpretative problems arise from this brief overview.$e %rst is what perceptual mech-

anism can explain the basic fact of facilitative repetition priming, the second whether %nding

3 (inhibition) can be reconciled with the facilitation found in the other studies.

$e mechanism that is responsible for repetition priming is likely to be di)erent from the

mechanism that explains the other two types. Form priming and indirect semantic priming ap-

pear to re1ect the activation of lexical representations (or maybe of sublexical representations

in the case of %nal-overlap priming). It is assumed that by the time the target is presented, the

activation caused by the prime stimulus has not yet dissipated and can in1uence the recogni-

tion of the target. E)ects of repetition priming – where the distance between prime and probe

is at least several seconds, o+en minutes, and in some cases even days or weeks – cannot be

explained by the same mechanism.

Two mechanisms have been proposed.$e %rst suggestion is that repetition priming is the

result of long-lasting changes to lexical representations (Morton, 1969, 1979, Monsell, 1985).

$ese changes may take the form of a lowering of the recognition threshold of the lexical rep-

resentation, or an increase in its resting activation level, or some other strengthening of the

lexical representation relative to its competitors. An alternative interpretation claims that rep-

etition priming does not depend on long-lasting changes to lexical representations but has an

episodic basis, i.e. it involves the recall of the speci%c event or episode in which the stimu-

lus has been encountered (Jacoby, 1983).11 Reports that repetition priming occurs even if the

priming task is di)erent from the test task (Monsell, 1985; see also McLennan et al., 2003) are

incompatible with repetition priming being episodic in this sense. Monsell and Hirsh’s (1998)

%nding that repetition priming can also result in inhibition through lexical competition also

favours the %rst, lexical account.

$is brings us to the second problem: how to combine the inhibition found by Monsell

and Hirsh (1998) with the facilitation found in the other studies. If we accept that repetition

priming is caused by long-lasting changes to lexical representations, it is easy to see how these

di)erences can come about. If the probe is an exact or near repetition of the prime, we %nd

facilitation because the probe representation has been strengthened by the presentation of the

prime stimulus. If probe and prime di)er by several phonemes, as was the case in Monsell and

Hirsh (1998), then the representation that has been strengthened by the prime stimulus is dif-

ferent from the probe representation and is, in general, one of its close competitors; this will

result in inhibition.

11Note that episodic is also sometimes used to refer to the lexical-trace or exemplarmodels described in §1.3.2; this
is not the meaning it has here.$e term episodic as used here goes back to Tulving (1972), who distinguished
two distinctmemory systems: semanticmemory (i.e. knowledge) from episodicmemory (i.e. records of speci%c
events).
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Finally, we need to consider the issue of strategic processing again. We have seen that form

priming and semantic priming are susceptible to strategic processing, because subjects can

make use of the prime to anticipate the target and therefore plan their response.$is will result

in faster responses when their expectations are met, but in slower responses when they are

not met. With repetition priming this kind of response strategy cannot develop, since primes

and probes are not overtly paired. But are there other possibilities for response strategies to

develop?

Response strategies depend on regularities, and one obvious type of regularity is the presen-

tation of primes and probes with a uniform distance, i.e. with the same number of intervening

stimuli. In a lexical decision task, for example, if subjects know that the next trial will be a

repetition of an earlier stimulus, they may prepare their response based on the response they

have given the %rst time. If regularities such as this one are avoided when designing the exper-

iment, repetition priming should be less susceptible to strategic processing than the other two

paradigms, where primes and targets always form overt pairs.12

6.2 Factors that a"ect auditory word recognition

In this section I want to give a brief overview of the factors that in1uence auditory word recog-

nition, in an attempt to determine which factors need to be taken into account in my own

study, and how to best control for them.

Some of the main determinants of the speed and accuracy with which words are recognised

in experimental studies are:

1) the frequency of the word (Ta+ and Hambly, 1986, Slowiaczek et al., 1987, Goldinger
et al., 1989, Luce et al., 1990, Marslen-Wilson, 1990, Magnuson et al., 2003);

2) the uniqueness or recognition point of the word (Ta+ and Hambly, 1986, Gaskell and
Marslen-Wilson, 2002, Gaskell and Dumay, 2003);

3) the number of its competitors (Goldinger et al., 1989, Zwitserlood, 1989, Luce et al.,
1990, Shillcock, 1990, Norris et al., 1995, Vitevitch and Luce, 1998, 1999, Dufour and
Peereman, 2003); and

4) the frequency of these competitors (Luce et al., 1990, Marslen-Wilson, 1990, Vitevitch
and Luce, 1998, 1999).

While all these e)ects are well established, it is not clear which is the best way to measure

or model them. For example, the uniqueness point and number of competitors of a word are

12Note that in the literature on repetition priming, strategic processing does not generally seem to be regarded as
a major problem.
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obviously correlated: all else being equal, the later the uniqueness point of a word the more

competitors it will have.

6.2.1 Measures of competitor set size and frequency

With regard to competitor frequency and competitor set size, at least three di)erent measures

have been proposed: the mean lexical frequency of the competitor set (Luce et al., 1990), the

lexical frequency of the target’s strongest competitor (Marslen-Wilson, 1990), and the number

of competitors weighted by their frequency (Luce et al., 1990, Vitevitch and Luce, 1998). Bard

and Shillcock (1993) have shown that all theses measures are strongly correlated. $e reason

for this is that competitor sets are highly skewed with regard to lexical frequency: competitor

sets tend to have only few high-frequency words (o+en just one) and a vast majority of low-

frequency words. $e high-frequency words thus dominate the competition; and as long as

they are included in a measure – and all the above measures include them – it will capture

most of the competition occurring.

Bard and Shillcock (1993, p. 268) argue that from a theoretical point of view the number of

competitors weighted by their frequency is the most appropriate measure, because it subsumes

measures that only take account of either competitor frequency or competitor set size. But for

practical purposes, we can also conclude that it will not normally matter which measure of

lexical competition we use, as long as we use one such measure. $e correlation between the

measures is not perfect, however, and it is possible to tease apart the e)ect of frequency and

competitor set size by orthogonally varying the two variables.$is has been done by Luce et al.

(1990, pp. 129).), who report a small frequency e)ect in addition to an e)ect of set size. $is

does not, however, invalidate the argument that for more typical stimuli the di)erent measures

of competition are highly correlated, and that it therefore is of little concern which one we

choose.

6.2.2 De!nitions of the competitor set

A similar argument can be applied to the issue of how to de%ne the competitor set. $ere are

two prominent de%nitions. $e cohort de%nition includes only competitors that match from

word onset: the word-initial cohort as it is called (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 1978, Marslen-

Wilson, 1990).$is is a dynamic de%nition of the competitor set, because the set gets smaller

as more of the stimulus is presented.$e second de%nition, which we may call the neighbour-

hood de%nition, compares the overall similarity of lexical representations (Luce, 1986, Luce

et al., 1990, Luce and Lyons, 1998). In most applications of the concept, similarity has been

operationally de%ned as an edit distance of one, i.e. the neighbourhood of a given word con-
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sists of all words that can be derived from it by a deletion, addition or substitution of a single

phoneme. Computed in this way, the neighbourhood de%nition is static, and it does not take

into account the fact that competition starts before all of the stimulus has been heard (Dufour

and Peereman, 2003).

Both de%nitions have empirical support. Ta+ andHambly (1986), Zwitserlood (1989), Shill-

cock (1990), Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (2002), Dufour and Peereman (2003) and Gaskell

and Dumay (2003) have used the cohort de%nition to demonstrate competition e)ects. Gold-

inger et al. (1989), Luce et al. (1990), Allopenna et al. (1998), Vitevitch and Luce (1998) and

Vitevitch and Luce (1999) have used the neighbourhood de%nition for the same purpose.$ere

also have been some more direct comparisons. Allopenna et al. (1998) have used eye-tracking

and a visual world paradigm to demonstrate that objects whose name shares the rhyme but not

the onset with the name of the object to be identi%ed will be %xated when that name is played;

they thus seem to act as competitors. It is doubtful, however, whether these %ndings tell us

much about normal word recognition. In Allopenna et al.’s visual world task, only four objects

were presented at any one time. Such a small set of objects encourage subjects to consider all

objects present as potential competitors, and the paradigm may thus greatly overestimate the

strength of rhyme competition.

Another direct comparison of the two de%nition was recently carried out by Newman et al.

(2005).$ey carried out Ganong-type phonetic categorisation experiments13 and lexical deci-

sion experiments. For the phonetic categorisation tasks they used pseudoword continua whose

end points di)ered in the size of their competitor sets. It has been found (Newman et al., 1997)

that listeners tend to interpret ambiguous items more o+en as belonging to the category with

more competitors. In the 2005 study, the end points had di)erent competitor sets, but they

did not have any competitors with a shared onset; any e)ect found must therefore be caused

by rhyme similarity, and would be evidence for the neighbourhood account. In one of their

phonetic categorisation experiments, Newman et al. found a signi%cant bias towards the end

point with more competitors.

In the %rst of their lexical decision experiments, Newman et al. (2005) compared two sets of

pseudowords, one of which had more competitors according to the cohort de%nition and the

other according to the neighbourhood de%nition.$ey reported a higher accuracy for the set

with more cohort competitors.$ere were, however, no e)ects on reaction time. In the second

lexical decision experiment, two groups of subjects were exposed to two di)erent stimulus sets

each. For the one group they matched in terms of neighbourhoods and di)ered in terms of co-

13Ganong (1980) used acoustic continua whose end points di)ered in their lexicality (word vs. pseudoword) to
show that there is a lexical bias, i.e. a bias to interpret a stimulus as a word.
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horts, for the second group they di)ered in terms of neighbourhoods but matched in terms of

cohorts. In this experiment, Newman et al. found a signi%cant di)erence in reaction times only

when the two sets di)ered in terms of neighbourhoods.$ere were, however, no e)ects on ac-

curacy. Both lexical decision experiments suggest that the neighbourhood de%nition captures

more of the actual competition than the cohort de%nition.

Newman et al. (2005) have thus found evidence that the neighbourhood de%nition of com-

petitor sets may be themore adequate.$ere are again some reasons to question whether these

%ndings apply to the normal word recognition process. First, the reported e)ects were not very

robust.14 Secondly, the di)erences were also not very large (e.g. only a 4% di)erence in accu-

racy in the phonetic categorisation experiment), which suggests that the cohort de%nition also

accounts for a substantial part of the actual competition. More importantly still, in order to

carry out their experiments, Newman et al. needed competitor sets for which the cohort and

neighbourhood de%nitions produced very di)erent set sizes. Such competitor sets are arguably

highly atypical.With typical sets, cohort and neighbourhood set sizes are similar enough so that

the predictions they make are at least qualitatively identical. $is as has again been noted by

Bard and Shillcock (1993, 245).

To illustrate this point, consider the study by Dufour and Peereman (2003). $ey used a

de%nition of the competitor set that comprises all the words that have the same length as the

target and share its two initial phonemes. With this de%nition, Dufour and Peereman’s large

competitor sets contained an average of 12.6 competitors, and their small sets 3.2 competitors

(a ratio of 3.9:1). With the original cohort de%nition (sharing of the %rst phoneme, regardless

of length) the two groups contain 653 and 96 competitors on average (6.8:1). And with a neigh-

bourhood de%nition, the averages are 35 and 20 competitors (1.8:1). While the set sizes vary

considerably with the de%nition used, the relationship between the sets remains unchanged:

the larger sets are signi%cantly larger regardless of de%nition.

It thus seems that for most practical purposes either de%nition of the competitor set can be

used. We may speculate that the reason why both de%nitions have something to contribute is

that each captures an essential part of the activation and competition process.$e cohort de%-

nition is dynamic and is therefore a de%nition that seems to correspond better to the activation

processes, as it takes into account the changing nature of the competitor set.$e neighbourhood

de%nition, on the other hand, is likely to be a better measure of how similarity is computed in

the lexicon. If this hypothesis is correct then a combined de%nition would bemost appropriate:

one where the competitor set changes as the speech signal unfolds, but where all competitors

14Only one of two phonetic categorisation experiments produced a signi%cant e)ect; and the two lexical decision
experiments showed an e)ect either only on accuracy or only on reaction time, but never both.
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compete to the extent that they are similar with the probe stimulus and with each other.

As with the earlier issue of how lexical competition should be measured, for practical pur-

poses it is of little consequence howwe de%ne the competitor set.$ere are interesting theoret-

ical issues re1ected in the di)erent de%nition, as we have seen; but for our current purpose the

most important conclusion is that while lexical competition should be taken into account when

designing word recognition experiments, it is of less concern which of the two approaches we

use.

6.3 Phonetic categorisation

$e second paradigm I have decided to use as a test task is phonetic categorisation.$is section

introduces the phonetic categorisation paradigm to those not familiar with it. It also explains

why I have chosen to use a categorisation or identi%cation task only, and no additional dis-

crimination task.15

A typical phonetic categorisation task proceeds as follows. Subjects listen to a set of stimuli

that form an acoustic continuum.$is continuum goes from a clear case of one speech sound

to a clear case of another speech sound via several intermediate, ambiguous sounds. Normally

the continuum is made by varying only one phonetic feature or acoustic parameter such as

voice onset time (vot) or place of articulation. If we wanted to study vot, for example, we

could use the two syllables /ba/ (very short or even negative vot) and /pa/ (long vot) as the

end points of the continuum; for the intermediate stimuli vot would vary in small steps from

the /ba/ value to the /pa/ value.16 Before listening to the stimuli from this continuum, subjects

are given two labels (‘BA’ and ‘PA’, or ‘P’ and ‘B’ in the example) which they are asked to apply to

the stimuli they hear.$eir responses can be displayed as a categorisation function. Figure 6.1

presents an example of a categorisation function of the /b–p/ voicing contrast in English (taken

from Lisker and Abramson, 1970).

Why can this task be used as a test task in my experiment? Remember that what is needed

is a task that can tell us if subjects in the phonemic training group but not those in the allo-

phonic group have formed a phonetic category for the new [F] sound.$is information could

15For this task, both the terms identi$cation and categorisation have been used in the literature. E.g. Repp (1984)
uses identi$cation in accordance with the categorical perception literature, and McQueen (1996) uses categori-
sation. In Detection&eory it is common to use identi$cation when there are as many types of stimuli as there
are possible responses; when there are more types of stimuli than possible responses, the term categorisation is
used (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005, p. 113). If we want to follow this usage, then it would be better to speak
of categorisation instead of identi$cation, because there are commonly only two (or maybe three) responses and
at the very least half a dozen of distinct stimuli.

16Voice onset time is the temporal di)erence between the release of a stop consonant and the onset of voicing of
the following vowel; this is why stops have to be presented with following vowel (or sonorant). In general speech
sounds are presented embedded in syllables or even polysyllabic stimuli.
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be provided by categorical perception. Categorical perception in its most general sense is the

phenomenon that a continuous series of stimuli (such the acoustic continuum of the phonetic

categorisation task) is perceived as discontinuous when it crosses the boundary between two

categories (Repp, 1984, p. 252f).

a) categorisation function

b) discrimination function

Figure 6.1: Categorical perception. Categorisation function and discrimination function of English
subjects for a synthetic [b–p] continuum. Taken from Lisker and Abramson (1970) and Abramson and
Lisker (1970).$e numbers of subjects were 12 (categorisation) and 5 (discrimination).

6.3.1 Categorical perception

$e original and best-known operational de%nition of categorical perceptionwas developed by

the Haskins Laboratories and is in terms of a categorisation and discrimination task.$ere are

several di)erent discrimination tasks (see e.g.Macmillan et al., 1977,Macmillan andCreelman,

2005, ch. 9). All of them use pairs of sounds from the continuum, with a %xed distance or

step-size between them; they di)er with regard to how the discrimination is performed. In
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the simplest task, the same-di)erent task, subjects are presented with stimuli that contain two

signals;17 the signals are either identical or di)erent, and subjects have to indicate whether they

hear them as identical or di)erent. In an ABX or AXB task, subjects are presented with three

signals, two of which (A and B) are again the pair taken from the continuum and the third (X)

is identical with either A or B; subjects are asked to indicate whether X is identical to A or B. In

an oddity task subjects are given stimuli with three signals, one of which is di)erent from the

other two, as in an AXB task; but now they have to indicate which signal is the odd one out.

Discrimination tasks result in a discrimination function (see Figure 6.1, bottom), and the

Haskins de%nition of categorical perception relates the discrimination function to the categori-

sation function: perception is categorical if the discrimination performance is close to perfect

across the category boundary as de%ned by the identi%cation function, and at chance level

within a category (Liberman et al., 1957; see also Repp, 1984, pp. 251–254). In other words,

discrimination is constrained by the categories available in the sense that subjects cannot dis-

criminate within the bounds of a category. In the example in Figure 6.1 (taken from Lisker

andAbramson, 1970, Abramson and Lisker, 1970) this relationship between categorisation and

discrimination indeed holds. But notice that the discrimination performance with the 2-step

continuum only reaches about 90% across the category boundary; and the 4-step continuum,

which comes closer to eliciting an ideal performance across the boundary, produces a within-

category performance for /p/ that is somewhat better than chance.

$e categorical perception paradigm could be used as a test in my experiment in the follow-

ing way. We let subjects perform a categorisation and a discrimination task on an [f–F] con-

tinuum. $e prediction (at least of the mediated-access model) would be that the phonemic

group would show categorical perception and the allophonic group would not, because only

the former have learnt to treat regard [F] as a category distinct from [f].$is would mean that

only for the phonemic training group would the discrimination performance be constrained

by their categorisation performance.

$e Haskins de%nition of categorical perception is attractive because it is clear and oper-

ational. It does have some major drawbacks however. $e %rst is that the de%nition is not

speci%c enough. Discrimination performance depends heavily on task factors (Repp, 1984,

pp. 259–272 for an overview). Tasks di)er in their sensitivity: with more sensitive tasks per-

formance tends to be fairly continuous (Schouten et al., 2003, Gerrits and Schouten, 2004),

suggesting that categories put no absolute constraints on discrimination performance.$is is

a problem for the Haskins de%nition; but one that could in principle be solved by being more

17It is common to refer to the whole (pair, triplet, etc.) as the stimulus and the individual sounds that subjects have
to compared as signals.
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speci%c about which task has to be used, and with what interstimulus interval, etc.

$e second problem is that not all speech categories are perceived equally categorically. Vow-

els, for example, tend to have amore continuous discrimination function than stop consonants

(Fry et al., 1962, Stevens et al., 1969, Pisoni, 1973, 1975).18 But even for stop consonants –

which appear to be the most categorically perceived speech sounds – it seems that discrimina-

tion performance is less categorical when stops are presented in syllable-%nal position than in

syllable-initial position (Rapahel, 1972, Miller et al., 1979).$at not all categories produce cat-

egorical perception as de%ned in the Haskins way, is very problematic. If for a large number of

categories, categorisation performance is not predictive of discrimination performance, than

the Haskins de%nition of categorical perception is not appropriate as a test for the existence of

categories.

In response to this second problem, we might say that we do not need to worry about cat-

egorical perception not being a universally applicable test for the existence of categories, as

long as it is a test that works for the kinds of categories we are looking at, namely fricatives.

Fricatives have produced con1icting results (Repp, 1984, p. 286f). Some studies found fairly

categorical discrimination performances (May, 1981, Repp, 1981b), but within-category dis-

crimination has o+en been better than chance (Fujisaki and Kawashima, 1969, 1970, Healy

and Repp, 1982). We thus cannot know whether the Haskins de%nition would work in the case

of [f–F] continua.

Finally, it has also been claimed that discrimination performancemay be determined by psy-

chophysical factors; and that rather than discontinuities in discrimination performance being

a consequence of category boundaries, languagesmaymake use of existing psychophysical dis-

continuities when ‘choosing’ their categories (Pastore et al., 1977, Stevens, 1981, Pastore, 1987,

Stevens, 1989). If this is true, the Haskins de%nition of categorical perception would not only

fail for certain types of categories, it would be completely inadequate.

6.3.2 Phonetic categorisation without discrimination

Wedo not need to go as far as to entirely reject theHaskins de%nition of categorical perception,

even if there are reasons for doing so (see e.g. Macmillan, 1987, Massaro, 1987); but it is clear

that it is not a goodway of determiningwhether a new category has been formed by the subjects

ofmy two training groups. A common practice is to only use a phonetic categorisation task and

to compare the categorisation functions of di)erent continua, the same continuum in di)erent

18$e situation is complicated by the fact there also are di)erences in how sounds are a)ected by changes in task
factors. Pisoni (1973) has shown that vowel discrimination becomes less categorical with longer isi, while stop
consonant discrimination remains relatively stable.
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contexts, or the same continuumwith di)erent populations. Di)erent continua have been used

in trading relations (e.g. Summer%eld and Haggard, 1977, Fitch et al., 1980) and lexical bias

experiments (e.g. Ganong, 1980, Fox, 1984, McQueen, 1991); di)erent contexts have been used

in selective adaptation experiments (e.g. Eimas and Corbit, 1973, Sawusch and Jusczyk, 1981);

and the use of di)erent populations included comparisons of adults and children (e.g.Nittrouer

and Studdert-Kennedy, 1987, Mayo and Turk, 2004), native speakers and learners (e.g. Flege

and Hillenbrand, 1986, Flege, 1992), humans and animals (Kuhl and Miller, 1978), but also

of groups that have undergone di)erent training regimes (e.g. Pisoni et al., 1982, Norris et al.,

2003).$is is the case in my experiment as well.

What researchers tend to look for in these cases are shi+s in the location of the category

boundary.$is can be best exempli%ed with a trading relations experiment. Fitch et al. (1980)

constructed synthetic [slIt] and [splIt] continua by varying the duration of the silent interval

a+er the fricative. If the interval exceeded a certain duration – thus indicating a stop closure

– subjects would interpret the stimuli as ‘split’. For the continuum based on [splIt], which had

vowel transitions appropriate for a /p/, the category boundary between ‘slit’ and ‘split’ responses

occurred at a lower silent duration than for the continuum based on [slIt], which lacked vowel

transitions that cued /p/.

Norris et al. (2003), with their perceptual learning paradigm, have shown that making two

groups acquire di)erent lexical biases, results in di)erent category boundaries on an [Ef–Es]

continuum (as discussed in detail in §4.4). My experiment is similar to this paradigm, as it also

involves training; but it di)ers in that the training is meant to make one of the group acquire a

new phonemic category rather than to induce a lexical bias. What I am looking for in the pho-

netic categorisation task is, consequently, not a shi+ in the location of the category boundary,

but a between-group di)erence in the degree of categoriality of the responses. How I measured

di)erences in categoriality is described in §8.2, and problems in interpreting categorisation

performance in §12.3.4.

6.4 Conclusions

I have chosen repetition priming as my main test task, because it is the only task that has been

used explicitly as a test for what I have chosen to call functional identity, i.e. as a test for whether

two physically di)erent stimuli are treated as the same by human listeners (see e.g. Pallier et al.,

2001, McLennan et al., 2003). Form priming would be di*cult to adapt for this purpose, partly

because of the con1icting results, but mainly because even small overlap between primes and

targets will produce an e)ect. An additional drawback is that form priming has been shown to
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be very susceptible to strategic processing. Indirect semantic priming could be used as a test

for functional identity – a prime which causes as much facilitation as the actual semantically

related prime can be regarded as functionally identical to it – but, tomy knowledge, it has never

been used in that way. It would also be slightlymore di*cult to implement, because of the need

to have semantically related prime-probe pairs.

My brief discussion of strategic processing has shown that repetition priming does not en-

courage strategic processing, as long as we avoid regularities in the construction of the test lists

which could be used to anticipate the lexical status of stimuli (I will be using a lexical decision

task). How I have tried to avoid such regularities is explained in §7.4.
$e discussion of factors that in1uence word recognition has shown that we should take

lexical competition into account, but that it does matter less how we de%ne the competitor set

and how wemeasure competition. Because my test stimuli are all pseudowords that diverge on

the last segment from real words (§7.4.1 spells out the reason for this), I have chosen a cohort

de%nition, andwillmeasure competition by the lexical frequency of the closest competitor.$is

seemed to be the most natural way of controlling for competition, given the way test stimuli

have been selected and constructed.

Finally, in the section on phonetic categorisation, I hope to have shown why I consider pho-

netic categorisation without a discrimination task the most appropriate way of testing for the

existence of phonological categories for the speech sound [F] introduced in the training. My

choice of task (categorical AXB), and how I will compare the training groups with regard to the

degree of categoriality of their performance, is explained in §7.5 and §8.2.
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$is chapter describes how I have implemented the experimental design. I %rst describe the

recruitment of participants (§7.1), followed by the equipment (§7.2), then present the training

task (§7.3) and the two test tasks (repetition priming in §7.4 and phonetic categorisation in

§7.5). A brief comment on the statistical methods used (§7.6) will complete the chapter.

7.1 Participants

A total of 68 participants took part in the study (not including several pilot experiments).$ey

were recruited through an advertisement on the University of Edinburgh’s Careers Service web

page, and were all students at the University of Edinburgh. Participants were paid a total of 15

pounds for taking part in the whole study: £3 each for the two short training sessions, £5 for

the longer test session, and the remaining £4 as a bonus for %nishing the experiment.

$e study was run in three separate series of experiments, each consisting of two training

sessions and one test session. Because the phonemic training was expected to be harder – as

this group had to learn to distinguish minimal pairs spanning a non-native contrast – more

participants were initially assigned to the phonemic group in all three series.$e aim was to

end up with equal numbers of subjects in both training groups.

A total of 33 participants took part in the %rst training session of Series 1, which was carried

out in February 2006; 14 were assigned to the allophonic and 19 to the phonemic group.

Five subjects of the phonemic group were excluded a+er the %rst session because they did not

meet the criteria for inclusion (described below in §7.3.2). $is means that a total of 28 – 14

in each group – took part in the Series 1. All subjects in this series performed the phonetic

categorisation test with the position continua.

Series 2 took place in May 2006. It was begun with a total of 29 participants, 11 in the al-

lophonic and 17 in the phonemic group. Five subjects were excluded from the phonemic

group, and one subjects in the allophonic group failed to turn up for the second training
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session. Series 2 was thus completed by 22 participants – 12 in the phonemic and 10 in the

allophonic group. All subjects that took part in the second series did the phonetic categori-

sation task with the vowel continua.

Series 3 was run because not enough subjects could be recruited for Series 2 (which took

place during the exam period). I also tried to achieve equal numbers of subjects in the training

groups as well as for the two sets of AXB continua. Series 3 took place in July 2006, and was

begun with 10 subjects in the allophonic and 11 in the phonemic group.$ree subject in the

phonemic group had to be excluded a+er the %rst training session, resulting in 10 participants

in the allophonic and 8 in the phonemic group. $ree subjects from the phonemic group

were tested with the position continua and 5 with the vowel continua; in the allophonic

group the corresponding numbers were 3 and 7, respectively.

$e aim of equal numbers in the training groups could thus be met: there were 34 par-

ticipants in both the allophonic and the phonemic training group. Half of each group were

tested on the position andhalf on thevowel continuum.All 68participantswere self-declared

monolingual native speakers of English, and none of them reported any hearing de%cit.$eir

average age was 21 years and 1 month (sd = 2 years, 1 month); 49 were female and 19 male.

Participants spoke various dialects of English; a rough classi%cation revealed 24 speakers of

Southern British English, 15 Scottish English speakers, 13 Northern British English, 8 North

American English (usa and Canada), and 8 speakers of other varieties (the majority Northern

Irish, but also New Zealand and one speaker from Hong Kong). Roughly half the participants

(38) knew at least one foreign language. None of the participants was a student of linguistics,

and none spoke any languages that have bilabial fricatives.

7.2 Equipment

All experiments were carried out in the speech perception laboratory of the department of Lin-

guistics and English Language at the University of Edinburgh.$e laboratory consists of four

sound-attenuated and identically equipped booths. $e experiments were run with E-Prime,

version 1.1.4.1, the stimulus presentation and data collection so+ware of Psychology So+ware

Tools (PST), on Dell Optiplex GX 110 computers. Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally

over Sennheiser EH 2270 closed headphones, and visual stimuli on Iiyama TXA 3823 MT

monitors. Data were collected either via Dell Quiet Key keyboards or PST’s serial response

boxes with Audio-Technica ATR 20 dynamic unidirectional microphones for the collection of

oral responses.

All auditory stimuli were recorded in the recording studio of the Department of Linguis-
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tics and English Language at the University of Edinburgh. Recordings were made directly to

hard disk with a sampling rate of 48 kHz (the default). Because E-Prime can only accommo-

date a limited number of sampling frequencies, the sound %les had to be resampled at 44 kHz

(44,100Hz). Also for compatibility all recordings were stored in the WAV sound %le format.

Editing of sound %les was carried out with Syntrillium So+ware’s Cool Edit Pro, version 2.1,

and Paul Boersma and DavidWeenink’s Praat, several versions (Boersma andWeenink, 2006).

7.3 The training task

All three series began with two training session.$e purpose of the training was that subjects

would successfully acquire their four training words. $is section describes how the training

stimuli were selected and the training procedure that was used.

7.3.1 Materials

a) phonemic training group

/p@"kif/ /p@"kiF/ /tIn"def/ /tIn"deF/

b) allophonic training group

/p@"kif/

[p@"kif] [p@"kiF]

/p@"kiT/ /tIn"def/

[tIn"def] [tIn"deF]

/tIn"deT/

Figure 7.1: Minimal pairs used in the training sessions, with the image that speci%es theirmeaning.$e
phonemic training group will hear the f- and F-stimuli with di)erent images; the allophonic group
will hear them with the same image.

Figure 7.1 (repeated from p. 89) presents the auditory stimuli of both the allophonic and

phonemic training group, and their meanings, i.e. the images that participants are shown with

each auditory stimulus. $e pairing of auditory and visual stimuli required the phonemic

group to treat [p@"kif] vs. [p@"kiF], and [tIn"def] vs. [tIn"deF] asminimal pairs; theallophonic
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group was trained to regard them as free variants of the words /p@"kif/ and /tIn"def/ (see §5.1).

Auditory stimuli. $e crucial distinction between the members of each minimal pair oc-

curred in stimulus-%nal position. $is was a requirement of the repetition priming task (the

reason is given in §7.4). Apart from the stimulus-%nal di)erence, members of each minimal

pair had to be identical, or else subjects would have been able use some of the other di)erences

to distinguish between them. $is would have defeated the whole point of the training: the

acquisition of words that di)ered only with regard to the [f–F]-contrast.
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Figure 7.2: Auditory training stimuli. Spectrograms of the training pair [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF]; time in
milliseconds on the x-axis and frequency in kilohertz on the y-axis. Note that the two spectrograms are
identical up until the %nal fricative (from about 570ms onwards).

Only one version each of [p@"ki...] and [tIn"de...] served to create the six auditory training

stimuli. Figure 7.2 illustrates this for theminimal pair [p@"kif] vs. [p@"kiF]: both spectrograms

are identical except for the %nal fricative. figure 7.3 shows a spectral slice through the two

fricatives. Note that [F] has a lower intensity overall, a steeper decline as we move towards the
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a) [f] from p@"kif b) [F] from p@"kiF
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Figure 7.3: Auditory training stimuli. Cepstrally smoothed spectral slices through the stimulus-%nal
fricative of the training pair [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF]; frequency in kilohertz on the x-axis and sound pres-
sure level in dB on the y-axis. Note the di)erent shapes of the two spectra, and the overall lower intensity
and steeper decline in intensity of [F] as compared to [f].

higher frequencies, and also a somewhat di)erent shape with a clear second peak around 11

to 12 kHz.$e stimulus-%nal fricatives [f], [F] and [T] themselves were also the same in both

minimal pairs and the allophonic variants.

All auditory stimuli were recorded by the author. Recordings were made in the recording

study of the Department of Linguistics and English Language (see §7.2 for details).

Visual stimuli. Because the words used in the repetition priming task were English words, I

thought it necessary to introduce the novel words as (uncommon) English words, too. In order

to achieve this, the visual stimuli could not be images of objects for which the participants

already had a word. I therefore chose four images of plants taken from a monograph on the

1ora of Sri Lanka (Bond, 1953). Participants were told that the words they were going to learn

were used in Sri-Lankan English to refer to local varieties of plants, and that the images are

drawings of these plants (see the Consent Form in Appendix C).

$e images themselves were chosen to be visually distinctive, so that distinguishing and

recognising the images was in itself not hard. As subjects had to learn only four new word, I

did not think it necessary to empirically establish visual distinctiveness. Neither participants’

performances in the training sessions nor their informal feedback suggested that the distinc-

tiveness of the visual stimuli was a problem. $e images were presented to the subjects on a

white background with a height of 7.5 cm (corresponding width between 4 and 4.5 cm), and

at a viewing distance of 50 to 60 cm.
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7.3.2 Procedure

At the start of the the %rst training session, participants were given an Informed Consent form

to complete (see Appendix C). $ey were informed that they were going to learn four words

that were used in a variety of English spoken in Sri Lanka as names of local plants, and that

they subsequently had to perform two tests that would assess their acquisition of these new

words.1 Once participants had agreed to take part in the study by completing the form and

signing it, they were given a short demonstration of the training procedure. Participants then

had the opportunity to ask further questions before they were guided to their individual booth

to start the training task.$ey did not have to perform any practice trials.

Pilot studies run to compare di)erent training procedures had indicated that the acquisition

of the novel words was most successful with a sequence of alternating exposure and practice

blocks. In the exposure blocks participant simply listened to one auditory stimulus at a time

while being presented with the corresponding image. $e minimal pairs were presented in

immediate succession so as to draw participants’ attention to their di)erence. In the practice

blocks participants would see all four pictures at once, would be played an auditory stimulus,

and then had to select the image that corresponded to the word they had heard. Finally, they

received immediate feedback about the correctness of their choice; and if their response had

been incorrect, both the correct auditory stimulus and their incorrect choice were repeated

together with the corresponding images.

$e phonemic group received 8 practice blocks with 24 trials per block, each preceded by an

exposure block of 16 trials. Subjects in this group thus performed a total of 320 trials (8◊40).

$e allophonic group had to complete 8 blocks of 40 exposure and 40 practice trials, or a

total of 640 trials (8◊80). Training sessions lasted about 20 to 25 minutes for the phonemic

group, and for the allophonic group 30 to 35minutes. If both training groups had received the

same number of exposure and practice trials, the allophonic group would have heard the

crucial stimuli – i.e. [p@"kif], [p@"kiF], and [tIn"def], [tIn"deF] – half as o+en as the phonemic

group.$e di)erent numberswere thus chosen to ensure that the overall exposure to the crucial

di)erence was approximately the same for both training groups. But because feedback was

given and because the phonemic group generally made more errors than the allophonic

group (at least initially), it was not possible to make the amount of exposure exactly equal.

Feedback was necessary because it was crucial to the success of the training procedure.

As my aim was not to assess the e*cacy of the training procedure, but to ensure that sub-

jects could successfully recognise the four training words, participants who did not achieve a
1Incidentally, one of the language spoken in Sri Lanka (Sinhalese) does have voiceless bilabial fricatives; and the
images were indeed those of local plants.
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predetermined success rate in the %rst session were excluded from the rest of the experiment.

Participants could only continue to the second training session if they got more than 80% cor-

rect identi%cation, simultaneously for all stimuli, in at least one of the practice blocks.$emain

reason for excluding subjects who did not reach this level of performance a+er the %rst training

session was to makes sure that only subjects who had a good chance of learning the four words

were included in the study. $e purpose of the whole study is not to assess the e*ciency of

the training procedure, but to compare subjects of equal pro%ciency in the tests. More impor-

tant than the value of the cut-o) point of 80% was the requirement that subjects had to exceed

it simultaneously with all stimuli. Without this requirement, it would have been possible for

subjects to concentrate on one stimulus at a time, e.g. by always choosing the same images for

all /tIn"def/ and /tIn"deF/ stimuli during one block and then the second image during another

block.

7.4 The repetition priming task

$e purpose of the repetition priming task was to determine whether the two training groups

treated stimuli containing the new speech sound [F] di)erently. $e predictions that direct-

andmediated-accessmodels make regarding the repetition priming test task will be described

in §8.1.
Stimuli containing the new sound [F] were paired with stimuli containing [f]; this was the

related priming condition. In addition there were two baseline conditions: an identical

condition, where stimuli containing [f] were paired with themselves, and an unrelated con-

dition, where they were paired with stimuli containing voiceless plosives, as the following ex-

amples illustrate:

Priming relationship Examples

identical fr6f–fr6f, bI"fOf–bI"fOf

related bænf–bænF, t@"wOf–t@"wOF

unrelated brOf–brOp, @"l@Uf–@"l@Ut

$e following sections describe the considerations that went into the selection of the test stim-

uli, and the choice of %ller items and the construction of stimulus lists.

7.4.1 Selection of test stimuli

Position of the crucial di"erence. Why did the crucial di)erence between stimulus pairs

occur in %nal position? $e short answer is that if the crucial di)erence had occurred in any
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other position, it could result in one and the same stimulus having di)erent deviation points

for the two training groups.$e deviation point is to a pseudoword what the uniqueness point

is to a word: it is the point where it deviates from all words in the mental lexicon. It is thus the

point at which it becomes possible to reject a pseudoword stimulus as a non-word in a lexical

decision task.

In the case of stimuli containing the bilabial fricative [F], the position where [F] occurs

may determine the deviation point for the phonemic training group, because for them /F/ is

a phoneme. For the allophonic group – for whom [F] is just a variant of /f/ – the position of

[F] should, on the other hand, have no e)ect on the deviation point. As an example consider

the pseudoword [frenk]. It deviates from its lexical neighbours, such as e.g. friend, friendly and

French, at the last segment. For subjects in the allophonic group the corresponding related

stimulus [Frenk] would have its deviation point equally on the last segment. For a subject in

the phonemic group there is the possibility that the deviation point is on the %rst segment

instead, as there are no words in that subject’s mental lexicon that begin with [F].

Such a di)erence would mean that reaction times for the two groups could not be directly

compared, because what looks like a genuine group di)erence might simply be an artefact of

the di)erence in the location of the deviation points. $is might not be a problem, because

we are concerned not with absolute reaction times but with reaction time di)erences between

the %rst and second occurrence of the members of a priming pair. But as we saw with the ex-

ample of [frenk] and [Frenk] above, for the allophonic training group related pairs would

have identical deviation points, whereas for the phonemic training group deviation points of

related pairs would di)er.

To avoid this shi+ in the deviation point due to the occurrence of [F], the deviation point and

the position of [f] and [F] had to coincide.$is could be accomplishedmost easily by letting the

deviation point and the occurrence of the crucial [f–F] di)erence coincide in %nal position. In

this way it was possible to construct test stimuli straightforwardly from existing English words

by replacing their %nal consonant with [f] and [F] (and [p, t, k] for the unrelated condition)

in order to form a pseudoword.

The test set. I decided on 20 stimulus pairs per priming condition.$is was a compromise

between statistical power (which would increase with larger sets) and experimental feasibility

(I did not want to overburden my subjects with a test task that was too long). Because I also

wanted each of the stimuli to be usable in all three priming conditions, 60 triplets were needed,

one each with %nal [f], %nal [F] and %nal [p,t or k]. All 60 triplets are listed in A.1.

Which of the 60 test stimulus types was used in which priming condition was determined
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randomly, as was the order in which the pair occurred. For example, one subject might get the

stimulus type [fr6C] – where the ‘C’ stands for the %nal consonant – in a identical priming

relationship; this subject would hear [fr6f] twice. For another subject [fr6C] might occur as

a related pair; this subject would get [fr6f] followed further down the list by [fr6F], or vice

versa. Yet another subject might hear [fr6f] and [fr6p]; for this subject [fr6C] would thus be

used in the unrelated condition.

Every subject within the same training groupwas testedwith a di)erent set of test stimuli, i.e.

a di)erent permutation of the 60 test types over the three priming relationships. Across groups,

however, subjects were matched: one of the subject in the phonemic group did thus get the

same test set as one of the subjects in theallophonic group.2$e reason for the randomisation

was to ensure that any di)erence between conditions can indeed be attributed to the factor

priming relationship and not to any idiosyncrasies of the stimuli chosen: across all subjects such

idiosyncrasies are expected to cancel out.$e reason for matching subjects across groups was

likewise to make sure that any di)erence between groups was dependent on the factor training

group alone and not caused by di)erence between the stimulus sets.

Monosyllables and disyllables. Test stimuli were both mono- and disyllabic. $e motiva-

tion for using these two types was to make it less likely for subjects to anticipate the end of a

stimulus, and consequently the moment at which to press the response button. If all stimuli

were either monosyllabic or disyllabic, anticipation might shorten the average response time

and reduce its range, with the consequence of also reducing the size of any potential di)erence

between priming conditions or training groups. Because both reaction time and amount of

priming may be di)erent for mono- and disyllables, it was made sure that priming relation-

ships had an equal distribution of syllable types. $e identical, related and unrelated

condition thus each had 10monosyllabic and 10 disyllabic stimulus pairs.

At some point I also envisaged the possibility that a comparison of monosyllabic with disyl-

labic test stimuli may serve as an additional test of the di)erent predictions of the direct- and

mediated-access models. $e four training stimuli are all disyllabic. It might be conceivable,

although not very likely, that for the phonemic group some generalisation to other disyllabic

words is possible even on a direct-access account. A direct-access model might thus predict a

small di)erence between the phonemic and allophonic group as regards their performance

in the related condition. But in this case, we expect this di)erence to disappear, or at least

reduce, with monosyllabic stimuli – because no monosyllables were used in the training.

2Note that the distribution of the test and %ller stimuli over the whole stimulus list was also randomised within
the training group and matched across groups; see §7.4.2.
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Such a comparison would only be valid if we can exclude other explanations for why such a

di)erence between mono- and disyllabic stimuli should occur. One very important such con-

found is the competitor environment of the pseudoword: pseudowords in a large competitor

set may be rejected quicker than pseudowords in a small competitor set (see §6.2). To make

sure that di)erences in the competitor environment cannot have a confounding e)ect, mono-

and disyllabic stimuli were matched with regard to their competitor environment.

Competitor environments. In addition, the monosyllabic and disyllabic test stimuli were

matched with regard to their competitor environment. Test stimuli were chosen by search-

ing the CELEX lexical database of English (version 2.5, Baayen et al., 1995) for words that –

in addition to meeting the structural requirements described in the previous sections – had

a lexical frequency of over 50 per million in either the 17.9 million words COBUILD corpus

(CobMln) or the 1.3million words subset of spoken data (CobSMln). Pseudowords were then

generated from these words by changing the %nal consonant to [f], [F] and one of [p, t, k]

– none of which could be a word. $e database was then searched for other potential com-

petitors of the test pseudoword that may be generated from the pseudoword by changing the

%nal consonant, and the competitor with the highest frequency was chosen as a measure of

the competitor environment.$is way of assessing the competitor environment is based on a

Cohort-style de%nition of the competitor set, and it acknowledges the fact that the strongest

competitor dominates the competition process (see §6.2).
Appendix A.1 lists all test stimuli selected in this way.$e last column contains the closest

competitor word and its lexical frequency per million. Note that this frequency is the average

of the CobMln (all words in the COBUILD corpus) and CobSMln (spoken words only) values,

so that it may be lower than the 50 occurrences per million speci%ed as the selection criterion.3

An informal inspection of the sets of mono- and disyllabic test stimuli suggests that their fre-

quency distributions are comparable. Both sets contain one word of very high frequency (from

and about), about half a dozen words with a frequency above 200, another half-dozen with a

frequency above 100, and the rest below 100.

$e comparability of the two sets was established formally with a two-sample test. Because

the frequency distributions of the competitor environments of the the two stimulus sets are

non-normal, a distribution-free test was chosen: theWilcoxon rank sum test, also know as the

Mann-Whitney test. Sincemonosyllabic stimuli in general havemore competitors, particularly

if we consider that they may also have to compete against polysyllabic candidates. If potential
3$e subset of spoken words should be a better indicator of speech than the whole corpus; but a larger corpus will
be more representative, because the larger the sample the closer will it resemble the population. I thought that
taking the average of both values may be a good compromise between both considerations.
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polysyllabic competitors are also considered, it is not always obvious which is the strongest

competitor of a monosyllabic item. When a polysyllabic competitor had a higher frequency

than the closest monosyllabic competitor, both estimates were used in the test, resulting in a

low and high estimate of the overall competitor frequency of the monosyllabic test stimuli.

$e Wilcoxon rank sum test indicated that the competitor frequencies of the two sets did

not di)er signi%cantly, neither with the high estimates for the monosyllabic stimuli (W=447.5,

p=.98) nor the low estimates (W=498, p=.48).$us the null hypothesis that both the competi-

tor environment of both mono- and disyllabic stimuli are the same cannot be rejected, and we

may conclude that the two sets are comparable.

7.4.2 Filler items

All 60 test pairs (or 120 stimuli) used in an experiment were pseudowords. In order to have

a balanced set of words and pseudowords required for a lexical decision task, at least another

120 %ller stimuli were required, which all have to be words. In addition, 40 occurrences of the

training stimuli were added to the list (which subjects had to regard as words).$eir purpose

was to ensure that the training had an e)ect on the repetition priming task. Without their

inclusion, subjects might possibly perform the priming task as if they had never taken part in

the training, despite the occurrence of stimuli containing the same novel speech sound [F].

$e regular occurrence of the training items should make it more likely that the training had

an e)ect in the repetition priming task.

Filler stimuli were selected to ensure that stimulus sets were balanced with regard to their

major structural and distributional properties. Half the test stimuli are monosyllabic and half

of them disyllabic; so are the %llers. Test stimuli end in [f], [F] and [p, t, k]; so do the %llers, in

equal proportions.4 Finally, some of the occurrences of test stimuli are repetitions, or should

at least be perceived as repetitions; an equal amount of repetitions of %ller words was therefore

included. Balancing these properties across words and pseudoword required an overall set of

360 stimuli: 120 test stimuli and 240 %llers.

Of the 120 test stimuli, 100 ended in either a labiodental or a bilabial fricative, and 20 (of

the unrelated pairs) in a stop consonant. To match words and pseudowords in this respect

as well – and since all 40 training words end in fricatives – 60 of the %ller words all ended in

[f].$e rest of the %llers had a %nal stop consonant.$e ratio of stimuli with %nal fricatives to

stimuli with %nal stops was thus 100 to 80 for both words and pseudowords. Some subsequent

4$ere is an exception to this, due to the introduction of phonememonitoring as an additional task to increase the
di)erence in facilitation between the two control conditions identical and unrelated. See §7.4.5 for further
details.
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alteration was required to accommodate the phoneme monitoring task. 20 of the words and

20 of the pseudowords were rerecorded with an alveolar fricative /s/ added to the end of the

stimulus; this /s/ was the segment that subjects were asked to monitor.

7.4.3 Stimulus lists

Asmentioned in §7.4.1, test stimuli were randomisedwith regard to which priming relationship

they belong to.$e distribution of test and %ller stimuli over the 34 di)erent stimulus lists (one

for each subject in each training group) was also decided randomly.$e placement of test and

%ller stimuli over the whole list of 360 stimuli was thus randomised and di)ered within each

training group; but there was one subject in the phonemic group and one in the allophonic

group who received the same list of stimuli.

Primes preceded the corresponding probes by 8, 10, 12, or 14 list positions; in other words,

there are 7, 9, 11, or 13 intervening stimuli between each pair.$ese distances where modelled

on the study by Pallier et al. (2001) and, in a set of pilot studies, proved more e)ective in gen-

erating facilitation than did larger distances. $e list position of the test stimuli and repeated

%ller words, as well as the internal ordering of pairs (i.e. which member of a pair is used as the

prime and which as the probe) were determined randomly. $e rest of the %ller stimuli were

likewise randomly distributed over the list. Training items are treated di)erently in that their

position were %xed across all stimulus lists.$ey were spaced fairly regularly over the list, again

with distances of 8, 10, 12 and 14 positions between pairs.

$e stimulus lists were generated by a Perl script in the following way (see Appendix B.1).

First, an empty list was created. $en, the training stimuli was placed at %xed places in the

list. Next, from the total set of 60 test pairs, 20 pairs (10monosyllabic and 10 disyllabic) were

chosen at random for each of the three priming relationships.$e 20 pairs from the related

condition were randomly ordered and distributed over the list, with prime-probe distances of

8, 10, 12 and 14 (5 pairs for each distance).$e same was then done with the identical and

unrelated stimuli, in that order. Finally, the repeated words (also with distances of 8, 10, 12

and 14) were placed in the list, followed by all other %ller stimuli.$e script produced text %les

with the names of the stimuli in the appropriate order, which could then be read into E-Prime

at runtime to determine the order in which stimuli occur in the experimental session.

Within training groups, each subject received a di)erent list, i.e. a di)erent permutation

of the 360 stimuli. Across groups, however, subjects were paired up, so that one subject each

from the phonemic and the allophonic group were tested on the same list. Randomisation

of stimuli across priming condition, stimulus position and subjects should ensure that, in the

long run, stimulus-speci%c properties have no e)ect on reaction times and priming. Matching
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of lists across groups, on the other hand, is intended to there is no di)erence between the two

training groups apart from the di)erence in training conditions.

7.4.4 Recording and editing of the stimuli

Recordings of all the priming stimuli were made in the recording study of the Department of

Linguistics and English Language, as described in §7.2.$e speaker was the author.
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Figure 7.4: Priming stimuli. Spectrograms of the priming triplet [S@Uf], [S@UF] and [S@Uk] (bottom).
Time in milliseconds on the x-axis, and frequency in kilohertz on the y-axis.

Filler stimuli were excised from the recordings and used without any further editing. $e

test stimuli were recorded as triplets (one each with %nal [f], [F] and the stop consonant, as

listed in Appendix A.1). In all the stimuli ending in [f] and [F], the %nal fricative portion was

then replaced by the fricatives that were used in the training task; there was thus only one token

of [f] and [F] that occurred in all test stimuli. Figure 7.4 presents spectrograms of an example
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triplet: [S@Uf–S@UF–S@Uk].

One consequence of the way test stimuli were built was that there are some acoustic di)er-

ences between the priming pairs even before the %nal consonant, and also di)erences in their

duration; both of this can be seen in Figure 7.4. Unlike in the training, where minimal pairs

were acoustically identical, apart from the di)erence in place of articulation of their %nal frica-

tive, priming pairs were not identical. Priming stimuli were constructed in this way because

what is arguably of relevance in word recognition is not acoustic identity but a more abstract,

phonological identity: what is being recognised are not word tokens but word types. Even a

direct-access model has to acknowledge this – and ought to be able to account for it – because

in the actual production of speech no two productions of the same word are absolutely identi-

cal. Priming should occur despite these acoustic di)erences, and that is indeed what previous

studies have found.5

7.4.5 Procedure

Participants performed a lexical decision task on all 360 stimuli, a+er having performed a short

practice session on 22 stimuli. $ey were asked to indicate whether they thought they had

heard a word or not by pressing buttons on a response box. In addition they had to perform

a phoneme monitoring task on the %ller items.$e reason for introducing this additional task

was as follows.

Givenwhat other studies had found (Pallier et al., 2001, McLennan et al., 2003), I was aiming

for a di)erence of about 80ms between the identical and unrelated conditions. In the %rst

pilot of the repetition-priming taskwithout any training (andwith a sample size of 10 subjects),

the di)erence between the two means was only 33ms: 91ms of priming in the identical and

58ms in the unrelated condition. For the identical condition, the result is of the expected

magnitude; however, 58ms is a rather large value for a condition that ismeant to be prototypical

for the absence of priming.

I suspected that this fairly large amount of priming even in the unrelated condition is

an artefact of the stimulus-%nal position of the crucial di)erence. In Pallier et al. (2001) and

McLennan et al. (2003), for instance, the crucial di)erence between primes and probes was

in stimulus-medial position. It might be that in my experiment subjects made their decision

before they had heard the whole stimulus. And since all prime-probe pairs were identical until

the very last segment, this behaviour may have resulted in a relatively high amount of priming

for all pairs, regardless of priming condition.

5It is common practice in repetition priming studies to record primes and probes individually, so that there are
naturally occurring di)erences between them (see e.g. Pallier et al., 2001, McLennan et al., 2003).
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To encourage subjects to wait a bit longer before giving their responses, phonememonitoring

was introduced as a secondary task. Subjects’ task was to spot all stimuli that ended in [s], of

which there were 40. Since subjects were instructed to give the phoneme-monitoring response

before making the lexical decision, I hoped that phoneme monitoring would induce them to

pay more attention to the ending of stimuli, thereby reducing the priming e)ect in the unre-

lated condition.$e introduction of the additional phoneme monitoring task seems to have

served its purpose; in a further pilot experiment (with 10 di)erent subjects) the di)erence be-

tween the two control conditions was increased to 83ms: 116ms in the identical and 33ms

in the unrelated condition. $e latter is still relatively large, but the di)erence was of the

expected magnitude.

$e repetition priming test proceeded in the following way. Participants were %rst given

a demonstration of the lexical decision and phoneme monitoring procedure, before doing a

practice set of 22 lexical decisions. $ey would then do the test task in which they had to

perform lexical decisions on the full set of 360 stimuli.$is took about 20minutes to perform.

$e script could not be stopped by the participants, to ensure that time between pairs was the

same for all subjects.$ey were informed of this, as well as the duration of the task.$e stimuli

used in the practice block were taken from the set of %ller stimuli, except for two training

stimuli; most importantly, no test stimuli were used in the practice set.

$e procedure used in the repetition-priming task di)ered slightly between the %rst experi-

mental series (run in February 2006) and the other two (run inMay and July of the same year).6

$e di)erence was con%ned to the phoneme-monitoring procedure.$e basic lexical-decision

task was the same in all three set: stimuli were presented sequentially, and subjects had to de-

cide whether they had heard a word or not by pressing two buttons on a response box. $ey

were also always instructed to treat the training stimuli as words.

In the %rst series all responses were button presses on a serial response box. Subjects used

their dominant hand to perform lexical decisions and the other hand for phonememonitoring.

To proceed to the next auditory stimulus, subjects had to press the middle button (out of %ve)

with the index %nger of their dominant hand.$ey would then let their %nger rest on that but-

ton until they were ready to make the decision, which was made by pressing the button imme-

diately to the le+ of the middle one to register a word response, and the button immediately to

the right for a nonword response.$e phonememonitoring response was given by pressing ei-

ther of the outermost button on the response box with their non-dominant hand; right-handed

subjects would thus press the far le+ button, and le+-handed subjects the far right button for a

monitoring response. Participants were instructed to press this button, if they heard a stimulus

6See §7.1 for a description of the three series of experiments.
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that ended with the sound /s/, and to give their monitoring response before the lexical decision

response. Overall, they had 4 seconds to respond from stimulus onset.

Phoneme-monitoring responses were only required for 40 of the 360 stimuli; most of the

time, therefore, participants had to do a straightforward lexical-decision task. Moreover, no

monitoring had to be performed on the 120 test stimuli. But the need for subjects to press

di)erent buttons with the same $nger is not an ideal procedure, as the movements between

buttons introduces some additional variation. To reduce this potential source of variation, a

di)erent monitoring response was introduced in the second and third series of experiments.

In these two series, participants had to give their phoneme-monitoring responses orally: a

microphone was attached to each response box, and participants would indicate stimuli with

a %nal /s/ by producing a lingual click sound. $is particular response was chosen because

the microphones proved very sensitive to click sounds even at relatively low amplitude; click

sounds are also easy to produce.7 Because the monitoring response was nowmade orally, sub-

jects could use both hands for the lexical decision task. Accordingly, they were instructed to

press the far le+ button with the index %nger of their le+ hand to give a word response, and the

far right button with the index %nger of their right hand to give an nonword response. Sub-

jects could thus leave their %ngers resting on the same button at all time, as there is no need to

move between buttons; this was hoped to reduce trial-to-trial variation. Participants were again

told to treat training stimuli as words, and to make the phoneme-monitoring response prior

to making the lexical decision. Responses had again be given within 4 seconds from stimulus

onset.

7.5 The phonetic categorisation task

$e phonetic categorisation task also served as a test of the predictions made by direct- and

mediated-accessmodels.$eir predictions will be presented in §8.2.

7.5.1 Materials

$e continua used in the AXB task were the following:

a) position
old p@"kif–p@"kiF

new "fel@t–"Fel@t
b) vowel

old p@"kif–p@"kiF

new sAf–sAF

$e old continuumwas derived from the training pair [p@"kif–p@"kiF].$e two new continua

were based on pairs which also span the [f–F] contrast but which subjects had not heard before.
7I also considered using pedals for the monitoring responses; but none were readily available.
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In the position continuum, the [f–F] contrast occurred in stimulus-initial position. In the vowel

continuum, the [f–F] contrast occurred in the same position as in the training but in a di)erent

vocalic context and in a monosyllabic instead of a disyllabic stimulus.

All three continua were constructed in the same way, illustrated here with the old contin-

uum. $e source of the continuum was the two stimuli [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF] from the train-

ing task. Remember that these stimuli were constructed so as to have the same duration. $e

method used to produce the continuum was adapted from Repp (1981a). $e sounds of the

continuum were created as weighted sample-by-sample summations of the amplitude values

of the original stimuli.$is operation was performed on Praat matrix %les of the source sounds

with the help Perl script; the script is reproduced in Appendix B.3.

$is is how the old continuum was produced. A Praat matrix object of a sampled sound

is essentially a list of the normalised amplitude values at each sampling point.8 In order to

generate stimuli intermediate between [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF] on the basis of Praat matrix %les,

we have to add all the amplitude values in di)erent proportions (e.g. 80% [p@"kif] and 20%

[p@"kiF]]), write them to a new matrix %le, and convert this matrix %le back to a sound %le. A

ten-step continuum was produced in this way, i.e. eleven sound %les, the %rst and last of which

were identical to the original %les, and the other 9 were sample-by-sample combinations of

these original %les, with the proportions 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4, 5:5, 4:6, 3:7, 2:8, 1:9. Waveforms of

the eleven stimuli produced for the [p@"kif–p@"kiF] continuum are shown in Figure 7.5.

Further illustrations of the categorisation stimuli can be found in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 ear-

lier in this chapter. $e %rst shows spectrogrammes of the two training stimuli [p@"kif] and

[p[@"kiF], which also form the endpoints of the old continuum illustrated in Figure 7.5. Fig-

ure 7.3 presents spectra of the two %nal fricatives [f] and [F]. As can be seen there, the di)er-

ence between %nal [f] and [F] is both a di)erence of overall amplitude – with [f] being higher

in amplitude than [F] – and of frequency distribution – with [F] having less of its energy in the

higher frequencies. Figure 7.2 also shows that this di)erence in the %nal fricative is the only

di)erence between the stimuli.

$e eleven sound %les were then assembled into triplets for use in the categorisation task.

$is was an AXB task.$e %rst (A) and last (B) signal of each triplet were always the two end

points of the continuum – [p@"kif] and [p@"kiF] in case of the old continuum – and themiddle
8More speci%cally “a Matrix object represents a function z(x, y) on the domain [xmin, xmax] ◊ [ymin, ymax].
$e domain has been sampled in the x and y directions with constant sampling intervals (dx and dy) along
each direction.$e samples are thus z[iy][ix], ix = 1 . . . nx, iy = 1 . . . ny .$e samples represent the function
values z(x1 +(ix≠1)dx, y1 +(iy ≠1)dy). [. . . ] If the matrix represents a sampled signal of 1 second duration
with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, it has the following attributes: xmin = 0.0; xmax = 1.0; nx = 10000;
dx = 1.0 ◊ 10≠4; x1 = 0.5 ◊ 10≠4; ymin = 1; ymax = 1; ny = 1; dy = 1; y1 = 1.” (Boersma and
Weenink, 2006) Wemay say, somewhat simplistically, that x stands for the individual samples and y represents
the amplitude value of sample x.
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Figure 7.5:$e old continuum. Waveforms corresponding to the 11 sounds of the p@"kif–p@"kiF con-
tinuum. Note how the %nal fricative portion of the signal changes from the top le+ (original [p@"kif]
stimulus) to the bottom right (original [p@"kiF] stimulus).$e earlier parts of the stimuli are identical.

signal was any of the 11 sounds of the continuum (including the end points). 500ms of silence

separated the A from the X and the X from the B. Because both end points could occur as the

%rst or the last signal – AXB as well as BXA triplets were used, in other words – 22 triplets were

generated for each continuum.

$e new continua were produced in the same way. First the two end points had to be

recorded and edited, i.e. ["fel@t], ["Fel@t] and [sAf], [sAF]. As for the old continuum, each

member of a pair had the same duration (i.e. the same number of samples) and was identical

apart from the fricative segment. $e two new continua and the corresponding stimuli were

produced as described for the old continuum.

7.5.2 Procedure

$e standard categorisation or identi%cation task has been described in §6.3. Subjects are given
a set of phonetic labels (generally just two), and are asked to categorise the sounds of an acous-

tic continuumwith these labels.With a [f–F] continuum, where one end is a non-native speech

sound, a direct categorisation of stimuli was not possible. A categorical AXB or AXB identi$-

cation task can be used in cases like this (see e.g. Best et al., 1981, Polka and Bohn, 1996).

We have already encountered the AXB task as a discrimination task: the A and B are the

two sounds to be discriminated, and the X is identical with either A or B; subjects then have to

indicate whether themiddle signal of each stimulus is identical with the %rst or the last signal. If
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the AXB task is used as a categorisation task, A and B are the two end points of the continuum,

andX can be any sound along the continuum (including the end points). Subjects have to judge

whether X ismore similar to A or to B.$ey are thus in fact performing a similarity judgement,

but because the comparison is made with the end points of the continuum, their responses can

be interpreted as a categorisation of X as belonging to either A or B.

Each subject made a total of 88 judgements per continuum. As described in the previous

section, there were 22 di)erent stimuli for each continuum: one for the 11 di)erent sounds of

the continuum presented in the order AXB (i.e. [f]-endpoint %rst) and BXA (i.e. [F]-endpoint

%rst). All 22 stimuli were presented 4 times in random order (4◊22= 88). Since each subjects

was tested on both the old and one of the new continuum, each subjects did a total of 176

categorisation trials (2◊88). $e trials were presented as 4 blocks of 44 trial each. $e old

continuum was presented %rst, in blocks 1 and 2, followed by the new continuum in blocks 3

and 4.

In each trial, an AXB triplet would be presented to the subject over headphones.$ey then

had to decide whether the middle sound was more like the %rst or last sound, by pressing the

le+most (for ‘%rst’) or rightmost (for ‘last’) button on the %ve-button response box. As with the

lexical decision task used in the repetition priming test, subjects were instructed to respond as

fast and accurately as possible. But unlike in the former task, they were given plenty of time to

respond (up to 10 seconds from stimulus onset).$e reason for this was that ourmain response

variable in the categorisation task is the actual categorisation response and not the reaction

time; and a more leisurely pace, which gives subjects time to make their judgements, should

reduce erroneous responses.9 Subjects could choose for themselves how long they wanted to

rest between blocks; resting times were generally short, never more than about a minute.

7.6 Statistical analyses

I have decided to use mixed-e)ects modelling in order to deal with the repeated observations

(on subjects and stimuli) inmy data. In this section I will brie1y outline why.$e use of mixed-

e)ects models over more conventional techniques, particularly the use of by-subject and by-

item ANOVAs, has the following advantages.10

9Note that we cannot tell from our data whether a response was given in error or not. But an erroneous response
would be one which the subject would have corrected, had they had the opportunity to do so. And it seems
likely that subjects make more such errors when they have to perform under pressure.

10A concise introduction to mixed-e)ects models is provided by Faraway (2006, ch. 8); Maxwell and Delaney
(2004, chs. 15& 16) is a less technical introduction; Baayen et al. (submitted) discusses the use of mixed-e)ects
modelling in psycholinguistics; and Snijders and Bosker (1999) is a book-length introduction from amultilevel
perspective.
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Mixed-e"ects models address the problems identi!ed by Clark (1973). As researchers

who study languages experimentally, we want to make assertions about a speci%c language

or even about languages in general. In our experiments however, we only look at a sample of

speakers and a sample of linguistic materials. If we want to generalise to the whole population

of speakers and to all possible linguistic materials of the same type, we have to regard both the

subjects and the language materials as a random factors.$e failure to do the second has been

called the ‘language-as-%xed-e)ects fallacy’ in Clark’s seminal (1973) article.

$e solution that Clark proposed was to use quasi F-ratios (F’), or if this is not possible, to

compute minF’ (the minimum value of F’) as an approximation of F’. $is advice was opti-

mal at the time, but statistics has moved on since then and techniques such as mixed-e)ects

models have become available and computationally feasible. Mixed-e)ects models allow the

inclusion of both %xed and random e)ects in the same statistical model. $rough this possi-

bility to include random factors for both subjects and items in themodel, mixed-e)ectsmodels

can provide a general solution to the ‘language-as-%xed-e)ects fallacy’.

Mixed-e"ects models are a better solution than the alternatives. In spite of Clark’s rec-

ommendations, the most common method currently in use is to compute separate by-subject

and by-item analyses.$is procedure is clearly not optimal. If the two analyses disagree we do

not know what to conclude. But even if the by-subject and by-item analyses are both signi%-

cant, we cannot be sure that a joint analysis would also come out signi%cant, as shown by Clark

(1973, pp. 341–347).

Clark’s solution – quasi-F tests – is better than separate by-items and by-subject analyses. Its

drawbacks are that each experimental design requires its own analytic solution, and minF’ as

an estimate of F’ can be a too conservative.11 Mixed-e)ects modelling has the advantage that

because it relies on maximum-likelihood estimation it is much more widely applicable than

the quasi-F test proposed by Clark.12

Raaijmakers et al. (1999) have suggested that in cases where the stimulus sets are carefully

matched and counterbalanced, there is no need to include items as an additional random factor

and that, therefore, analyses with subjects as the only random factor can be performed. While

Raaijmakers et al. may have a case, their argument only applies to some experimental designs

(as they themselves point out) and cannot be used as a universal analysis strategy.Mixed-e)ects

models have the advantage that they are more general. And as Baayen (2004) and Baayen et al.
11$ough Raaijmakers et al. (1999) claim, referring to simulation studies by Davenport and Dickinson (1973) and

Forster and Dickinson (1976), that both F’ andminF’ are not unduly conservative.
12Although it has to be said thatmaximum-likelihood estimation, because it is non-analytic, depends on numerical

estimation algorithms, which have only recently become generally available and are still being developed (see
e.g. Pinheiro and Bates, 2000, Bates and Sarkar, 2007).
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(submitted) have shown with simulation studies, even in a case where a simple subject analysis

could be regarded as appropriate, a mixed-e)ect analysis has the higher statistical power. More

generally, the simulations by Baayen (2004) and Baayen et al. (submitted) suggest that mixed-

e)ects models perform at least as good as the alternatives, both in terms of maintaining the

nominal –-level and statistical power.

Mixed-e"ects models can accommodate unbalanced data. An important advantage of

mixed-e)ects models is that they are robust with respect to missing data.$is is a consequence

of the use of maximum-likelihood estimation instead of ANOVA or least-squares estimation

(see Faraway, 2006, pp.154–158). $is was probably the most important reason for choosing

mixed-e)ects models, as there were missing responses in my experiment.

Finally, I will brie1y describe howmixed-e)ects models are used, and how I will apply them to

my data. For a comprehensive description mixed-e)ects modelling see Faraway (2006, ch. 8)

and the literature cited earlier.

Corresponding to the F-test used to test for main e)ects and interactions with ANOVAs,

there is the likelihood ratio test with mixed-e)ects models. $is is performed by %tting two

models to the data, one with and one without the factor we want to test for, and then perform

a likelihood ratio test to see whether the addition of the factor increases the %t of the model

signi%cantly.$e likelihood ratio test has an approximate ‰2 distribution. But because the ‰2

distribution is only an approximation, it is recommended to use parametric bootstrap estima-

tion when the outcome is equivocal, so as to obtain more accurate p-values (Faraway, 2006,

pp. 158–161). For pairwise comparisons of levels within a factor a t-test could be performed;

but this is not advisable, as explained by Baayen et al. (submitted). I have followed their advice

and use con%dence intervals based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (mcmc) sampling instead.

Both the training task (see Chapter 9) and the phonetic categorisation task (see Chapter 11)

produced non-normal responses, in the form of proportions of correct identi%cations (training

task) and proportions of /f/-responses (phonetic categorisation task). $e appropriate model

in this case is a generalised linear model with a logistic (also called logit) link function and a

binomial error distribution – a logistic model in other words.13 $emodels I used weremixed-

e)ects variants of the corresponding generalised linear models.

$e data analysis andmodel %tting was done using the statistical so+wareR (RDevelopment
13Instead of the logit link function, a probit or a complementary log-log link could have been used.$e di)erence

between these choices is, in general, negligible if we remain within the range of the data; di)erences only appear
when we extrapolate to values beyond the data set (Faraway, 2006, 36–38). I have chosen a logit link function
because it is mathematically simpler and easier to interpret than the other two. $e logit link function is η =
log(µ/(1 ≠ µ)), where η represents the response variable in the linear model, and µ the actual mean response.
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Core Team, 2006) and its mixed-e)ects modelling packagelme4 (Bates and Sarkar, 2007).$e

random factors included were subjects and items, except for the training task. In the training,

the di)erent items constituted the two training groups and were thus not included as an ad-

ditional random factor in the model. Details of the analyses are given in the relevant results

chapters (Chapters 9 to 11).
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In this chapter, I present what I think are the predictions that direct- andmediated-accessmod-

els make regarding the test tasks.$e experimental design has been described in Chapter 5 and

the individual tasks in Chapter 7. Note that there are no predictions about the training task,

as it is an integral part of the overall design.$e purpose of the training is to generate the dif-

ference between training groups on which the predictions for the two test tasks depend. $is

is why there are no separate predictions for the training task.$e data of the training task will

nonetheless be analysed in Chapter 9, in order to see whether the training has been successful.

8.1 The repetition priming task

Mediated-accessmodels assume that if listeners have acquired newwords that contain the non-

native phoneme /F/, they necessarily have developed segmental representations for the non-

native phoneme.When the same listeners then process otherwords that contain the new sound,

we can expect them to use these newly developed prelexical representations.Direct-accessmod-

els assume that no prelexical representations exist, and that words are acquiredwhole. Listeners

will therefore not have developed segmental representations for the non-native phoneme /F/.

Figure 8.1 shows what, given these fundamental assumptions, the two types of models predict

with regard to the repetition priming task.

Mediated-accessmodels predict that participants in the phonemic training group will treat

stimulus pairs in the related priming condition – which are identical except that one has [F]

where the other has [f] – as di)erent, because they have separate segmental representations for

the two sounds; participants in the allophonic training group should treat them as identi-

cal, because they only have one segmental representation for both [f] and [F].$is means that

the phonemic group should produce as little priming in the related condition as they do in

the unrelated condition, and the allophonic group as much priming as in the identical

condition.$ese predictions are illustrated on the le+-hand side of Figure 8.1: the two broken
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Figure 8.1: Repetition priming task: idealised predictions of mediated-access models (le+) and direct-
accessmodels (right). See running text for further explanation.

ellipses highlight the conditions where the two training groups are predicted to produce iden-

tical amounts of priming; the solid ellipse highlights the resulting between-group di)erence.

$e predictions of direct-accessmodels are shown on the right-hand side of the same %gure.

Because neither of the training groups has acquired new segmental representations, and since

none of the stimuli in the repetition priming task have been encountered in the training task,

there should be no di)erences between the two training groups in their priming behaviour.

Moreover, direct-access models predict the amount of priming to depend on the overall sim-

ilarity between stimuli. $e amount of priming expected in the related condition should

therefore be somewhere between that for the identical and unrelated conditions, since the

fricative [F] is more like the fricative [f] than the stop consonants [p, t, k] are.

$e predictions of direct- and mediated-access models di)er in two important respects, as

highlighted by the ellipses in Figure 8.1. Mediated-access models but not direct-access mod-

els predict there to be a between-group di)erences in the related condition, and conse-

quently also a training group ◊ priming relationship interaction. And within each training

group,mediated-accessmodels predict that two conditions should produce an identical amount

of priming: the unrelated and related conditions for the phonemic training group, and the

related and identical condition for the allophonic training groups. Note that the predic-

tions for the unrelated and identical conditions, the two control conditions, are the same.

$e within-group predictions of identical amounts of priming are problematic. First, pre-

dicting identical performances is always a little problematic as no two groups will behave ex-

actly identically. More importantly, the predictions of mediated-access models in Figure 8.1

are based on the assumption that category membership, i.e. whether two speech sound belong
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Figure 8.2: Revised predictions:mediated-access (le+) and direct-accessmodels (right). See running text
for further explanation.

to the same or di)erent segmental representations, fully determines repetition priming. $is

may not be the case; even on a mediated-access account, the amount of priming may depend

not only on the category membership but also on the similarity of segments. For the allo-

phonic group this would mean that even though [f] and [F] are treated as members of the

same category /f/, because they are physically di)erent, the related condition will produce

less priming than the identical condition, where primes and probes are not only phonolog-

ically but also physically identical. For the phonemic group, because fricatives are more like

each other than fricatives and stops are, there may be more priming in the related condition

than in the unrelated one. $is outcome, where priming depends on both category mem-

bership and similarity, is illustrated in Figure 8.2. Notice that the priming conditions are no

longer identical within the training groups; but there is still a between-group di)erence in the

related priming condition, indicated again by the ellipsis. $e predictions the direct-access

models make remain unchanged.

We can conclude thatmediated-accessmodels make two predictions we have to test.$e %rst

is that there will be a training group ◊ priming condition interaction. If there is, we then need to

check whether the allophonic group produces more priming in the related condition than

the phonemic group. If there is an interaction, but it is the phonemic group that produces

more priming, or if the di)erence occurs not in the related condition but in one of the other

two, thenmediated-accessmodels are not supported.
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8.2 The phonetic categorisation task

$e phonemic training group has been trained to distinguish /tIn"def/ from /tIn"deF/ and

/p@"kif/ from /p@"kiF/. When performing a categorisation task on a [p@"kif–p@"kiF] continuum

(i.e. the old continuum), they should respond in a more categorical manner than the allo-

phonic group – both direct- andmediated-accessmodels agree on this. For the new continua

the predictions of the models disagree; but before we consider these predictions, I need to say

what I mean by a performance beingmore categorical.

8.2.1 De!ning categoriality

Idealised categorical and continuous performances are shown in Figure 8.3.

a) categorical b) continuous

1

0

f !

1

0

f !

Figure 8.3: Ideal categorical and continuous responses in a categorical AXB task.$e x-axis represents
the continuum (f–F in this case) and the y-axis the proportion of ‘F’ responses. See text for discussion.

$e le+-hand graph shows an ideal categorical response curve. All stimuli along the [f–F] are

categorised as either being an /f/ or a /F/, and there are no ambiguities. Actual categorisation

experiments tend not to produce such a clear-cut categorisation function (see the earlier ex-

ample in Figure 6.1).$ere are two reasons for this.$e %rst is simply that performance in an

experimental task is seldom perfect: subjects make errors. But errors alone cannot explain why

in Figure 6.1 a), the category boundary is not more like the ideal case in Figure 8.3, however;

if you go back to Figure 6.1 on page 109, you will see that there are two sounds about which

subjects are entirely unsure, and two more for which there is some uncertainty. $is suggest

that, even in a highly categorical case such as vot, categories are not completely discontinuous,

and that we cannot expect categorisation performance to be as perfect as in Figure 8.3 a).

$e right-hand graph shows an ideal continuous response for the categorical AXB task.$e

main feature is that, because subjects have no categories for the two speech sounds on which

the continuum is based (f–F, in the example), their response ought to be linear and show no
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category boundary. Whether this is indeed the case is di*cult to say, as categorisation tasks

have in general only been used with cross-category and not within-category continua. It de-

pends on the assumption that phonetic similarity is perceived in a linear fashion; and this may

not be the case, as the outcome of my phonetic categorisation task suggests, where even the al-

lophonic group produced an S-shaped categorisation function (see Figure 11.2 on page 166).

$is outcome could be due to the categorical AXB task, whichmay encourage a nonlinear cate-

gorisation response. In this task, subjects are always presented with the two reference points A

and B against which they have to judge the middle sound X: sounds closer to these end points

should therefore be categorised more consistently. We can expect this to result in a quite steep

categorisation function, as illustrated in Figure 8.3 b); but it may also encourage a nonlinear

behaviour.1

$e consequences of all this is that the illustrations of categorical and continuous perfor-

mances in Figure 8.3 should not be taken too literally.$e main point is that a categorisation

function ismore categorical if it is more clearly discontinuous or S-shaped than the categorisa-

tion function we are comparing it with.

Finally, I should brie1y mention how categoriality was measured, or rather how the two

training groups were compared. Remember that I analysed the phonetic categorisation data

by %tting a mixed-e)ects logistic regressionmodel (§7.6). If logistic regression curves are %tted
individually for each subject, we can take the intercept and slope of these curves as our response

features and compare the two training groups with regard to their average intercept and slope.

$e meaning of the slope feature should be obvious: a steeper slope indicates a more cat-

egorical performance (see again Figure 8.3). Whether we should also expect a di)erence in

the intercept is less clear. Even subjects with no category boundaries – i.e. my allophonic

group – may reach a proportion of 1 and 0 for the end points of the continuum, because if the

X is one of the end points, it will be identical to either A or B. But if there is a di)erence with

regard to the intercept, we expect a more categorical performance to have a higher intercept

than a more continuous one.$is has also been illustrated in Figure 8.3, where the continu-

ous categorisation function does not quite reach 0 and 1 at either end (see also Figure 8.4 and

Figure 8.5).

8.2.2 Predictions

As already mentioned, both direct- and mediated-access models make the same prediction

about the old continuum. If subjects have successfully completed the training sessions and

1Many acoustic parameters are perceived on a nonlinear scale. Intensity and the fundamental frequency f0, for
instance, are both perceived on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 8.4: Idealised predictions for the old continuum. Both direct- andmediated-accessmodels pre-
dict that the phonemic group will perform the task more categorically than the allophonic group.

can reliably identify the four training stimuli, the phonemic group should perform the cate-

gorical AXB task in a more categorical manner than the allophonic group, because they are

being tested on one of the minimal pairs that they have been trained on.

However, the two types of models di)er with regard to the new continuum – both the po-

sition and the vowel new continuum. $e test continua ["fel@t–"Fel@t] and [sAf–sAF] are very

di)erent from /tIn"def/, /tIn"deF/, /p@"kif/ and /p@"kiF/, the four training stimuli of the phone-

mic group. And since on a direct-access account all that is acquired are whole words, the four

a) direct lexical access b) mediated lexical access
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Figure 8.5: Idealised predictions of direct- and mediated-accessmodels regarding the categorical AXB
task with the new continua.
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words learnt by the phonemic group should not have any e)ect on the processing of the new

test continua. $e consequence of this is that direct-access models predict that the phonemic

group will be no more categorical than the allophonic group with the two new continua.

On the mediated-access account, if subjects in the phonemic training group have acquired

a new segmental representation for the non-native phoneme /F/ – as they need to have if they

can successfully distinguish the four training stimuli – they should in principle be able to use

this new segmental representation in a novel phonetic context. In other words, subjects in the

phonemic training group should be able to apply their segmental representation for /F/ to the

test continua ["fel@t–"Fel@t] and [sAf–sAF].$ey should thus process these continua in a more

categorical manner than the allophonic training group.2

2Notice that as with the repetition priming task, the predictions of mediated-accessmodels are not absolute pre-
dictions; what is predicted is a di)erence between the two training groups.





9 / Training results

$is chapter presents the training data, %rst for all subjects (§9.1), and then separately for the

subjects that received the position and vowel new continua in the phonetic categorisation task

(§9.2).$emain conclusionwill be that the training task has been successful inmaking subjects

in both training groups acquire their novel words.

9.1 The full data set

$e purpose of this analysis of the training data is to see whether subjects successfully acquired

the words they had been taught. A second point is to assess if, at the end of the training, both

groups were equally pro%cient.
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Figure 9.1: Performance in the %rst training session for the two training groups and the participants
who did not continue to the second session.$e x-axis shows the eight training blocks, and the y-axis
the proportion of correct identi%cations. ($e numbers of trials were di)erent for the two groups.)
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Figure 9.1 shows the performance of the individual participants in the %rst training session,

for both training groups, and also for the participants who did not continue to the second

training session. Participants in the allophonic group found the task quite easy and generally

reached a success rate of 80% or overwithin a few training blocks. Participants in the phonemic

group were learning more slowly overall, but they reached a similar success rate by about the

6th block.

$e third panel (on the far right) shows the participants who did not continue to the second

training session. $e obvious outlier with a very high performance is the one subject from

the allophonic group who did not return to the second training session. All the others are

participants who did notmeet the criterion of inclusion; they are all from the phonemic group.

$e criterion of inclusion was a success rate of at least 80% in one of the training blocks for all

four stimuli simultaneously. Figure 9.1 shows the overall success rate, i.e. the mean of the four

words. But even in this form it can be seen that, with the occasional exception, the performance

of participants in the third panel stayed well below the required 80%mark. Overall, there is a

clear upward trend even for these subjects.

Figure 9.2 shows the performance for the two groups over both training sessions, averaged

over subjects.
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Again the much quicker improvement of the allophonic group in the %rst session is obvious;

but it is equally apparent that the gap closes in the last three blocks of the %rst session. Partic-

ipants’ performance at the beginning of the second session was only slightly below that at the
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end of the %rst session, which is evidence for the retention of the newly acquired words be-

tween sessions. In fact, no subject performed worse in the second session than in the %rst, not

even those whose performance in the %rst session was already very high. It also seems that by

the second half of the second training session the di)erence between the groups has virtually

disappeared.

To verify this impression, a two-sample test comparing the performance of the training

groups in the last four training blocks was carried out. $e statistical model was a logistic

regression model, i.e. a generalised linear model with a logistic link function and a binomial

error distribution.$e response variablewas the proportion of correct responses, and the factor

group was the only explanatory variable. Since each subject provides more than one observa-

tion, and observations are thus correlated, a random subject term was added to the model. A

second reason for using a mixed-e)ect model is that the design is unbalanced, as the allo-

phonic group produced more responses than the phonemic group.$e model containing the

factor group was compared to a null model (without the factor group) using a likelihood ratio

test.$e models were %tted to the data using lme4’s Laplace approximation algorithm (Bates

and Sarkar, 2007). References for mixed-e)ects models are given in §7.6.

$e test statistics of the likelihood ratio test was X2
1 = 1.25, p = 0.26. We may therefore

regard the performance of the two training groups in the last four blocks of the second training

session as equivalent. To get an idea of the size of this (non-signi%cant) di)erence, the percent-

ages of correct responses were 98.4% for the allophonic and 97.7% for the phonemic group.

In absolute terms, a di)erence of 0.7%would correspond to 0.67 trials for the phonemic group

(for whom four practice blocks contained 96 trials) and 1.12 trials for the allophonic group

(for whom four practice blocks contained 160 trials).$is means that on average a subject in

the phonemic group made about one error more in the last four blocks than a subject in the

allophonic group.

9.2 Separate analyses for the two acoustic continua

Two di)erent sets of continua were used in the phonetic categorisation task, with half the par-

ticipants receiving the position and half the vowel continuum (see §5.3 and §7.3). To %nd

out whether, among subjects who got the same categorisation continua, the performance of

the two training groups was also equivalent, the test was performed again on the two halves.

Figure 9.3 shows the performance of the two groups, separately for each of the categorisation

continua.

$e same likelihood ratio test as with the whole data set was carried out on the split data. For
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a) position continuum b) vowel continuum
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Figure 9.3: Performance of the allophonic and phonemic training group for the position continua
(a) and the vowel continua (b). Again, the x-axis shows the eight training blocks, the y-axis the pro-
portion of correct identi%cations, and the le+ panel the %rst and the right panel the second training
session.

the position continuum the test statistics is X2
1 = 3.05, p = 0.08. And the corresponding

mean values are 98.5% for the allophonic and 97.5% for the phonemic training group, or a

di)erence of 1%. For the vowel continuum, the test statistics is X2
1 = 0.01, p = 0.9. And the

mean values are 98.3% and 97.8%, respectively, or a di)erence of 0.5%.

$e di)erence between groups thus seems to be slightly larger for the position continuum

than it is for the vowel continuum; the di)erence in block 5 is a likely cause of this di)erence.

But in both cases the null hypothesis of no di)erence between training groups cannot be re-

jected.$e split data sets thus mirror the full data in that the performance of the two training

groups in the last four blocks of the training can be regarded as equivalent.
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In this chapter on the outcome of the repetition priming test, I will %rst look at the raw reaction

time data in order to screen it for incorrect responses and outliers (§10.1).$en I will analyse

the priming data (§10.2), which has been generated by subtracting reaction times to the prime

stimulus from reaction times to the corresponding probe stimulus. I will %rst perform a sim-

ple anova and then, a+er further inspection of the data, a more sophisticated mixed-e)ects

analysis.$e outcome will be that the repetition priming data is more consistent with the pre-

dictions of direct-accessmodels than with those ofmediated-accessmodels. I will then perform

some additional analyses to address certain problems arising from the main analysis (§10.3).
My main conclusion will be that it is likely that the repetition priming task has not worked in

the way expected, and that therefore its result have to be interpreted with some caution.

10.1 Reaction time data

During the repetition priming task several variables were recorded.$e most important is the

main response variable, subjects’ reaction time (rt) in each lexical decision trial. In addition,

I also recorded the correctness of the lexical decision and phoneme monitoring responses, as

well as the rts of themonitoring responses. Information that served to identify the explanatory

variables and potential covariates were also logged for each trial: stimulus type (test stimuli,

%ller stimuli, training stimuli, etc.), the priming relationship of the test stimuli (unrelated,

related, identical), the identity of the stimulus (as listed in Appendix A), stimulus duration

in milliseconds, the distance between prime and probe (in terms of the number of intervening

stimuli), and %nally the training group (allophonic, phonemic) that the subject belonged to.

Reaction time was measured from three di)erent points: stimulus onset, stimulus o)set,

and what I call the alignment point. $is point was intended to identify where the acoustic

information that made it possible to distinguish [f] from [F] and from the stop consonants [p,

t, k] became available, and was set at the end of the preceding vowel. It is well known that the
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vowel-consonant transition already contains information about the identify of the consonant,

but the acoustic signal generally lacks a clear marker of the start of this transition.$e end of

the vowel, on the other hand, is generally well de%ned by the disappearance of higher formants

in the spectrogram. Note that all of the analyses reported in this section and in §10.2 are based
on the rtmeasurements from the alignment point.$e choice of measurement point was not

vital to the analysis, however.

Before the reaction time data was transformed into priming data – by subtracting the rt to

the probe from the rt to the prime – the raw reaction time data was inspected and screened

for outliers.
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Figure 10.1: Histogram of the reaction time data with a normal curve overlaid. rts from the lexi-
cal decision task (measured from the alignment point) are on the x-axis; and the y-axis represents the
probability density (i.e. all values sum to 1). $e overlaid normal curve has the same mean (1078ms)
and standard deviation (538ms) as the data.

Figure 10.1 shows the overall distribution of reaction times (measured from the alignment

point). As we would expect for reaction timemeasures, the distribution is non-normal. Specif-

ically it is positively skewed, in that the right tail of the distribution (high rt values) is consid-

erably heavier than the le+ tail (small rt values). In addition, the distribution is also somewhat

leptokurtic, i.e. more peaked than we would expect for normally distributed data.$e reason

for both the skewness and kurtosis is that reaction times are bounded at the lower end: there

is a minimum reaction time, but no absolute maximum.

Figure 10.2 shows the same data in the form of box-and-whiskers plots (or boxplots for

short) for individual subjects. Boxplots provide a rich representation of the location and spread

of a variable.$e black horizontal lines give the median, the boxes the interquartile range (i.e.
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the middle 50% of the distribution), the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range

from the end of the box, and observations beyond the whiskers are identi%ed as outliers (here

shown as circles). Figure 10.2 indicates that there is considerable between-subjects variation.

Median rt values vary between 662ms and 1625ms.$ere as is also considerable variation in

the spread of the data: the interquartile range varies between 328ms and 946ms, and the total

range between 1323ms and 3989ms.
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Figure 10.2: Boxplots of the reaction time data for all subjects in both training groups.$e box repre-
sents the interquartile range, the whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range from the end of the
boxes, and outliers are identi%ed by small circles. Notice that there is considerable variation between
subjects.

With tasks that generate reaction time data, such as lexical decision, it is common to exclude

both incorrect responses and outliers. For the purpose of further analysis I prepared three

data sets. $e %rst was a full data set, where all observations were retained. $e second was a

corrected data set, where only correct lexical decision responses were retained.$e third was a

screened (and corrected) data set, where both incorrect lexical decision responses and outliers

were excluded. Outliers were identi%ed and excluded in a two step procedure.

In the %rst step, all responses with reaction times lower than 200milliseconds were removed

(measured from the alignment point).$is follows from what I have said above about reaction

times having a lower bound.$e cut-o) point of 200ms was chosen because reaction times in

decision tasks where subjects have to decide between two responses are typically longer than

200ms (see Luce, 1959, pp. ). It thus seems sensible to assume that a response that is given

earlier than 200ms a+er the alignment point is likely to result from a decision process that was

started earlier.$ese responses were therefore excluded.

$e second step involved the identi%cation of outliers on the basis of the boxplots: only data
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points within the whiskers of the boxplots were retained. $e interquartile range from which

the whiskers are derived is ameasure of spreadwhich seemsmore appropriate for the detection

of outliers than the standard deviation, since it does not force normality onto the data, unlike

the standard deviation. Outliers were identi%ed individually for each subject, because subjects

di)ered widely both with regard to the location and the spread of their reaction times, as can be

seen in Figure 10.2. Because of this variation it arguably made more sense to identify outliers

for each subject separately, since a common criterion would have excluded almost all responses

from one subject and none from another.$ere still is a place for also using a universal cut-o)

point, if there is a good reason for it – as there is for the lower bound of 200ms.

From the three rt data sets (full, corrected and screened) corresponding priming data sets

were created by subtracting rt values for the probe from values for the corresponding prime.

A Perl script was created for this purpose (reproduced in B.2).$e three priming data sets thus

created form the basis of all subsequent analyses. $e analysis of the priming data in §10.2
focuses on the screened set, i.e. the one where both incorrect responses and outliers have been

removed.

Of a total of 4080 possible priming responses (68 subjects, and 60 priming pairs each), the

full data set contains all 4008 responses actually made. In the remaining 72 trials, or 1.8% of all

trials, subjects did not give a response in the 4 seconds available. For the corrected data set an

additional 414 responses, or 10.1%, were excluded because subjects made an incorrect lexical

decision to either the prime or the probe stimuli, so that this set contains 3594 responses.$e

screened data set contains 3367 responses, re1ecting the removal of an additional 227 responses

as outliers.

$e distribution of non-responses and excluded responses across the explanatory variables

training group and priming relationship are as follows for the three sets (the marginals give

the row and column totals):

a) full data set

unrelated related identical
allophonic 9 5 10 24
phonemic 20 9 19 48

29 14 29 72

b) corrected data set

unrelated related identical
allophonic 92 68 72 232
phonemic 110 64 80 254

202 132 152 486
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c) screened data set

unrelated related identical
allophonic 131 121 114 366
phonemic 139 94 114 347

270 215 228 713

Fisher’s Exact Test indicates that the cells in all three contingency tables do not di)er signi%-

cantly from each other (full: p = 1, corrected: p = 0.56 and screened: p = 0.21).

10.2 Priming data: main analysis

As I have explained in §8.1, direct- and mediated-access models make di)erent predictions

about the repetition priming task: only mediated-access models predict that there will be a

training group◊priming relationship interaction; and that this interaction should be due to the

allophonic group producing more priming in the related condition than the phonemic

group. To test this prediction we need to %t a model that contains the factors training group (2

levels: allophonic and phonemic) and priming relationship (3 levels: unrelated, related

and identical) and their interaction.

In the following, I will %rst perform a standard by-subjects and by-items anova (§10.2.1).
$en I will carry out a more sophisticated analysis by %rst checking whether the data conforms

to the assumptions of linear models, and deciding which covariates to include in the model

(§10.2.2); and then by %tting an appropriate mixed-e)ects model and perform the necessary

hypothesis tests (§10.2.3).

10.2.1 Prelude: analysis of variance

$e anova, like all subsequent analyses, was performed on the screened reaction time data, i.e.

the data set where erroneous lexical decision responses and outliers had been removed. Before

reporting the anova it is worth comparing means and medians. Figure 10.3 shows both a set

of parallel boxplots (le+) an interaction plot of the priming data by training group and priming

relationship (right).

$e boxplots show that there is a slight decrease in the spread of the priming response as we

move from the unrelated to the related and the identical priming condition, particularly

for the allophonic training group.$e notches on the boxes suggest that for the allophonic

group, but probably not for the phonemic group, the identical and related condition are

signi%cantly di)erent from the unrelated condition.1

1$e width of the notches are approximate 95% con%dence intervals for the median. $e notches are computed
as ±1.58IQR/

√
n, where IQR is the interquartile range, and n the sample size (R Development Core Team,

2006, see entry on boxplot.stats; see also McGill et al., 1978). If the notches of two plots do not overlap,
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a) boxplots by condition and group b) interaction plot
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Figure 10.3: Boxplots and interaction plot of the screened priming data; both plots compare the two
training groups at the three levels of the priming relationship. $e boxplots show the usual median, in-
terquartile range, and whiskers (1.5 times the interquartile range from the edge of the box); the outliers
are not shown; the notches correspond to approximate 95% con%dence intervals for the medians. $e
interaction plot gives means and standard errors.

Judging from the interaction plot, it appears that the interaction between the two explana-

tory variables predicted by themediated-accessmodel did not occur.$is impression was con-

%rmed by an anova with group as a between-subjects and within-items variable, and prim-

ing as a within-subjects and within-items variable. Priming relationship is the only variable

that is signi%cant in both the by-subjects (F1 = 6.41, p = 0.002) and by-items analysis

(F2 = 7.52, p < 0.001). Training group is not signi%cant in either analysis (F1 = 0.37,

p = 0.55; F2 = 0.01, p = 0.92), and neither is the interaction (F1 = 0.10, p = 0.91;

F2 = 0.07, p = 0.93).

Pairwise comparisons between the levels of the factor priming relationship (related vs. un-

related, identical vs. unrelated and identical vs. related) were not carried out, be-

cause they do not distinguish between the two models. And pairwise comparisons of the cells

of the group◊priming interaction are not warranted, because the interaction was clearly not

signi%cant.

the medians of the levels compared can be assumed to be di)erent at the 5% level of signi%cance.$e notches
thus provide a visual pairwise comparison.
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10.2.2 Initial data analysis

We will %rst check the distributional assumptions of linear models, and then consider covari-

ates for inclusion in the model.

Distributional assumptions

Consider %rst the histogram on the le+-hand side of Figure 10.4. When we compare the em-

pirical distribution with the overlaid normal curve, it is evident that the distribution of the

priming data is not completely normal. Unlike for the reaction time data, there is no evidence

of a skew, but the distribution is noticeably leptokurtic, i.e. it is more peaked and has heavier

tails than a normal distribution.

a) histogram b) quantile-quantile plot
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Figure 10.4: Histogram and quantile-quantile (q-q) plot of the priming data. In the histogram the x-
axis shows the amount of priming (i.e. prime rt minus probe rt), and the y-axis gives the probability
density (i.e. all values sum to 1); the overlaid normal curve has the same mean (79ms) and standard
deviation (497ms) as the data.$e q-q plot compares the distribution of the priming data (y-axis) with
that of a normal distribution (x-axis); the points are the data points plotted against their corresponding
theoretical quantiles, the solid line joins the %rst and third quartiles, and the broken line describes the
95% con%dence envelope around the solid line.

$e heavy tails show upmore clearly in the quantile-quantile (q-q) plot on the right-hand side

of Figure 10.4. In a q-q plot, the quantiles of an empirical distribution are plotted against the

quantiles of a reference distribution, a normal distribution in the present case. If the empirical

distribution has the same shape as the reference distribution, all points will be on a straight line

with a slope of 1.$e S-shape we see in Figure 10.4 indicates that the tails of the priming data

are farther away from the centre than they would be if the distribution were normal. Should
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we be worried by this departure from normality?

Least-squares estimation is generally claimed to be relatively robust against departures from

normality – unless some of its other assumptions are also violated, in particular the assumption

of constant variance.2 Constant variance is no problem in the present case (see Figure 10.3

again). But it appears that leptokurtosis is the most problematic departure from normality.$e

reason for this is that with heavy-tailed distributions least-squares estimation is no longer the

most e*cientmethod of estimation (Fox, 1997, p. 116, see also Faraway, 2005, 59f.). Alternative

methods of estimation include several forms of robust estimation, resampling methods, or the

use of theoretical distributions other than the normal.3 Linear mixed-e)ects models do not

use least-squares but maximum-likelihood estimation; but the above argument should extend

to maximum-likelihood estimation, because it makes distributional assumptions which, in the

case of linear mixed-e)ects models, is normality.

None of the alternative methods just mentioned are readily available for mixed-e)ects mod-

els, at the time of writing. I thus decided to instead use the exclusion of outliers as a heuristic

strategy. A heavy-tailed distribution can be regarded as distribution with many outliers, and

when we exclude these outliers the distribution will become more normal. In the case of rep-

etition priming, we could argue that priming e)ects as large as 1000ms or more should be

regarded as outliers.$ey are too extreme to re1ect the process of word recognition, given that

on average priming rarely exceeds 100ms.Much larger values are likely to be due to somemal-

function or disruption of the process – such as a particularly slow reaction to the prime – even

if this kind of malfunction may be relatively common.

A precise cut-o) point cannot be established on substantive grounds, and any choice would

have to be arbitrary to a certain extent. I therefore used the same method of outlier identi%ca-

tion as I used on the raw reaction time data: all observations were discarded which were more

than 1.5 times the interquartile range from either end of the interquartile range. In addition, I

also kept the original data set for comparison.$is is what I meant by saying that the exclusion

of outliers was a heuristic strategy: if both sets produce equivalent results we can have more

trust in them than if we had only considered the original, leptokurtic data set.

Figure 10.5 shows an interaction plot of both the original priming data (on the le+, repeated

2$e main assumptions of least-squares estimation are linearity (the expected value of the dependent variable
is a linear function of the independent variable), independence (observations are sampled independently) and
constant variance (the error variance does not depend on the values of the independent variables). $e im-
portant Gauss-Markov theorem, which demonstrates that the least-squares estimator is the most e*cient of
all linear unbiased estimators, follows from these three assumptions. (An e*cient estimator has less variance
than a less e*cient estimator.) If the data are also normally distributed, least-squares estimators are the most
e*cient among all estimators. See e.g. Fox (1997, pp. 112–118) or Faraway (2005, 13–16).

3See e.g. weFaraway (2005, 59f.). With regard to the use of other types of distribution, Rouder et al. (2005) have
suggested using Weibull distributions to model reaction time data.
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a) original priming data b) normalised priming data
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Figure 10.5: Interaction plots: mean priming for the two training groups at the three levels of priming
relationship. Le+-hand plot: priming data previous to exclusion of outliers; right-hand plot: the same
data a+er exclusion of outliers.$e error bars give standard errors.

from Figure 10.3) and the new ‘normalised’ data (on the right). $e interaction plot for the

normalised data set seems to con%rm that the interaction e)ect predicted by the mediated-

accessmodel – signi%cantly more facilitation for the allophonic group in the related con-

dition – is not supported. It also indicates however, that there may be a group di)erence in

the identical condition.$is outcome was not predicted by either model and would be dif-

%cult to interpret, because comparable outcomes in the two control conditions (unrelated

and identical) was an essential assumptions when designing the repetition priming task.

Covariates

In our case, the main purpose of including covariates was to reduce the residual variance in

the model and thus to make the subsequent hypothesis tests more powerful. $e two types

of word recognition models make no predictions about these covariates; no signi%cance test

were therefore carried out on the covariates, apart from goodness-of-%t tests to help us decide

whether a covariate should be included in the model.

$e following covariates were considered for inclusion:4

1) position: the point within a test list where an observation was made, or more precisely
the position where the prime stimulus occurred;

4Note that the set of potential covariates was chosen before the experiments were run, so that their values could
be recorded during the experiments.
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2) distance: the distance between prime and probe (8,10,12 or 14 steps);

3) prime duration: the duration in milliseconds of the prime stimulus;

4) probe duration: the duration in milliseconds of the probe stimulus;

5) monitoring: the proportion of correct monitoring responses made by the subject.

A covariate was included in the model if its inclusion improved the %t of the model by p = 0.1.

$is relatively lenient (but common) criterion was chosen because, when in doubt, it is better

to include a covariate than to leave it out; even marginally improving the %t of the overall

model will result in a more powerful test of the experimental hypotheses. Goodness-of-%t was

established by the usual likelihood ratio test statistics.

Position (X2
1 = 17.4, p < 0.001), probe duration (X2

1 = 18.3, p < 0.001) and its square

(X2
1 = 3.25, p < 0.008) clearly increased the %t. $e square of the position was a borderline

case (X2
1 = 2.74, p < 0.098), but a parametric bootstrap with 1000 simulations suggested that

p = 0.068 is a more precise p-value, and that the square of position should also be included in

themodel.5 Prime durationwas also signi%cance, but it adds nothing to the %t of amodel where

probe duration is already included; and since probe duration accounted for more variation than

prime duration, it was the former that was included as a covariate. None of the other variable

resulted in an improvement of the %t.

Figure 10.6 presents scatterplots of priming against position (le+) and probe duration (right).

$e broken lines are least-squares regression lines. $e negative slope for position indicates

that the amount of priming diminishes as subjects progress through the task, and the positive

slope for probe duration that longer stimuli produce more priming. $e solid lines are lowess

non-parametric regression lines.6 $ey indicate that the e)ects are non-linear, and probably

quadratic.

$e e)ect of position seems to level o) at about position 250: a+er that point the amount

priming no longer diminishes. If we assume that the reduction in priming is an e)ect of prac-

tice – which is supported by the fact that rts also decrease over the course of the priming

experiment – the levelling-o) could mean that subjects have reached their peak performance

at this point. It could alsomean that the e)ect of practice is counteracted by an e)ect of fatigue.

In any case, the nonlinearity of the positional e)ect suggests that we should also include the

square of position in the model.
5Note that the likelihood ratio test statistics used to compare mixed-e)ects models only has an approximate ‰2

distribution, and that a parametric bootstrap (which simulates the responses under the null hypothesis) is rec-
ommended in critical cases (Faraway, 2005, pp. 158).)

6A lowess non-parametric regression line is a local regression line: for each data point, observations closer to it
are given more weight than observations that are farther away. $e result is a non-parametric regression line.
Depending on how the weights are skewed towards the centre, lowess lines can be relatively smooth, as in
Figure 10.6, or more discontinuous.
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Figure 10.6: Scatterplots of the response variable (priming in milliseconds) against position (le+) and
probe duration (right); with marginal boxplots, least-squares (broken) and lowess non-parametric re-
gression lines (solid). Notice that the range of the y-axis has been truncated so as to focus on the middle
50% of the priming distribution. See running text for discussion.

$e e)ect of probe duration seems to increasemore or less steadily from a slope of about zero

at low durations until it reaches a uniform slop of about 0.37 a+er a probe duration of 900ms;

from that point onward each increase of the probe duration of 10ms leads to an increase in

priming of 3.7ms. It is hardly surprising that priming increases with stimulus duration: the

longer the probe, the more time there is to respond early, and the more facilitation we expect.

$e zero slope with short stimuli suggests that there exists a baseline of priming of about 50ms.

$e upwards bend at a probe duration of 900ms may have to do with the di)erence between

mono- and disyllabic stimuli. It may be that the tripartite shape of the non-parametric regres-

sion line is due to this di)erence: all stimuli shorter than 609ms are monosyllabic (the mean

duration of monosyllables is 654ms); between 609 and 997ms we %nd both mono- and disyl-

labic stimuli; and above 997ms all stimuli are disyllabic (the mean duration of disyllables is

897ms); these points roughly correspond to the bends in the scatterplot. $is could be taken

to mean that stimulus duration only has an e)ect on priming when stimuli are disyllabic but

not when they are monosyllabic, as the line is horizontal for the purely monosyllabic stimuli.

Whatever the reason for the bends in the lowess regression line, it suggests that both probe

duration and the square of probe duration should be included as covariates in the model.
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10.2.3 Model diagnostics and hypothesis testing

A+er the inclusion of covariates, the model contained %xed factors for training group, priming

relationship, their interaction, position and the square of position, and probe duration and the

square of probe duration; in addition to the random factors for subject and item.

a) before removal of outliers b) a$er removal of outliers

●
●
●
●
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Figure 10.7: Quantile-quantile (q-q) plots of the priming data before (le+) and a+er (right) the removal
of outliers. $e solid line joins the %rst and third quartiles, and the broken line give a 95% con%dence
envelope around it.

Figure 10.7 presents q-q plots of the residuals.$e one on the le+, plots the residuals of the

model %tted to the original data against a normal distribution, and the right-hand %gure the

residuals of the same model %tted to the normalised data. $e %rst q-q plot has very similar

shape to the q-q plot of the response variable, as given in Figure 10.4.$is is to be expected;

the distribution of the residuals of a model would only be very di)erent from the distribution

of the response variable, if one of the explanatory variables included in the model accounted

for most of the outliers.$e second q-q plot indicates that the distribution of the residuals of

the normalised data set is much closer to normal – which was the purpose of the exclusion of

outliers. $ere is still some departure from normality in the tails of the distribution, but the

departure is considerably smaller than it is in the original data set.

Hypothesis tests were carried out on both data sets in the following order: (i) the training

group◊priming relationship interaction, (ii) themain e)ects for training group, and (iii) priming

relationship.$e outcomes of the tests were as follows:

1) $e training group◊priming interaction was not signi%cant, neither with the normalised
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data set (X2
2 = 2.89, p = 0.24) nor with the original data set (X2

2 = 0.31, p = 0.86).

2) $e factor training group was also not signi%cant, neither with the normalised (X2
1 =

0.85, p = 0.36) nor with the original data set (X2
1 = 0.46, p = 0.5).

3) $e factor priming relationship was signi%cant with both sets: X2
2 = 7.35, p = 0.025

with the normalised and X2
2 = 10.2, p = 0.0063 with the original set.

While there were small di)erences between the two data sets, the outcome is very clear (and

consistent with the earlier anova): there is no evidence for the important training group◊
priming interaction predicted by mediated-access models, but a robust e)ect of priming rela-

tionship.

Even though the interaction was not signi%cant, because mediated-access models predict a

group di)erence in the related condition, a pairwise comparison of the two training groups

in the related condition was carried out using the mcmc method mentioned in §7.6. $is

di)erence was clearly not signi%cant, neither with the normalised (p = 0.66) nor the original

data set (p = 0.65). In addition, I also carried out a pairwise comparison of the training groups

in the identical condition (with the normalised data set only, where a di)erence seems pos-

sible). $is di)erence was also not signi%cant (p = 0.10); and even if it had been, because

this comparison was not planned but was suggested by the data, the outcome would have to be

treated with caution.

10.3 Some additional analyses

As we have just concluded, there was no evidence for a training group◊priming relationship

interaction that was caused by a between-group di)erence in the related condition.$is out-

come of the repetition priming test is consistent with the predictions of direct-accessmodels but

notwith the predictions ofmediated-accessmodels. But direct-accessmodels are only supported

by a null result; and it is of course possible that the non-occurrence of an e)ect has another

reason than the one assumed. In this brief section, I want to consider the question whether

there is any evidence which should make us cautious to interpret the null result for the training

group◊priming condition interaction as support for themediated-accessmodel.$is issue will

be taken up again in more detail in Chapter 12.

First, the normalised data set (see Figure 10.5 again) suggests that there could a di)erence

in the identical condition.$is di)erence is not signi%cant at the .05 level; but with p = 0.10

it has a quite low probability of having occurred by chance, and with size of 33ms it would be

quite a large di)erence. If this di)erence in the identical condition were genuine, it would
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violate one of the basic assumptions of the experiment, namely that the identical condition

can serve as a control which de%nes the ceiling for facilitation. $e problem would be that

because the two groups have di)erent ceilings, the values for the related condition can no

longer be compared across the two training groups.

A second problem regards the de%nition of facilitation.$e standard assumptions is that the

repetition of a stimulus facilitates the processing of this stimulus, which makes reaction times

to probe stimuli faster than reaction times to prime stimuli. But a similar di)erence between

primes and probes could, in principle, also occur if a participant was for some reason not faster

with the probe but slower with the prime. In particular, if one of the training groups were

in general slower at processing prime stimuli, this would show up in the data as increased

facilitation compared to the other group. We should thus compare groups with regard to their

processing of prime and probe stimuli.

To make such a comparison possible, we can make use of the fact that both groups had an

almost identical performance in the unrelated condition; the unrelated condition can thus

serve as a baseline for the comparison. If we subtract rts in the unrelated condition from rts

in the other conditions, we get the followingmeans for the prime and probe stimuli (a negative

value now indicates faster performance):

Primes identical related
allophonic ≠38 ≠21
phonemic ≠32 14

Probes identical related
allophonic ≠105 ≠74
phonemic ≠60 ≠26

Note that primes in the identical condition – which were simply repeated as probes – were

processed faster than primes in the unrelated condition.$e reason for this could be that all

primes in the identical condition ended in the labiodental fricative [f], while primes in the

unrelated condition ended in either [f] or one of the stop consonants [p, t, k]. Given that

stimuli ending in [f] were the most common, such an overall faster performance could just be

a result of subjects getting used to them.

In the related condition, however, the allophonic group but not the phonemic group

was somewhat faster in processing the prime stimuli, again compared to the unrelated con-

dition. When looking at the reaction times to the probe stimuli we %nd a similar picture: sub-

jects in the allophonic training group were faster at processing the stimuli than subjects in

the phonemic group. $e reason for this may be that in the training the phonemic group

has learnt to pay more attention to the subtle di)erences between [f] and [F], and that this

increased attention now slows down their processing, particularly in the related condition

where stimuli that end in [f] and [F] occur.
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10.4 Conclusions

$emain conclusion from the repetition priming test is that there is no training group◊priming

relationship interaction, and also no di)erence between training groups in the related prim-

ing condition.$is outcome contradicts the predictions ofmediated-accessmodels and is con-

sistent with direct-accessmodels.

However, there are some doubts about whether these result can be taken at face value; partly

because there was some suggestion of a group di)erence in the identical control condition,

and partly because subjects in the phonemic group may have performed the test task in a

di)erentmanner from subjects in theallophonic group.$ese issueswill be discussed further

in Chapter 12.





11 / Phonetic categorisation results

In this chapter, I will present the outcome of the phonetic categorisation task. A+er a qual-

itative analysis in §11.1, I will %t a logistic regression model to the data (§11.2.1), and then

perform a response feature analysis of the slope and intercept of the logistic regression model

(§11.2.2). $e main conclusion will be that one of the two new continua (the vowel contin-

uum) provides support formediated-accessmodels.$e consequences of this outcome will be

further discussed in Chapter 12.

a) position continuum b) vowel continuum
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Figure 11.1: Categorisation functions for the position and vowel continua. $e x-axis shows the
11 sounds of the continuum and the y-axis the proportion of /f/-responses. $e continua were
[p@"kif–p@"kiF] for both old continua, and ["fel@t–"Fel@t] (le+) and [sAf–sAF] (right) for the new con-
tinua.
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11.1 Qualitative analysis

$e categorisation functions for the position and vowel continuum are shown in Figure 11.1.

Compare these with the predictions that direct- and mediated-access models make about the

new continua in Figure 11.2 (repeated from Figure 8.5).

a) direct lexical access b) mediated lexical access

1

0

f !

phonemic

allophonic
1

0

f !

phonemic

allophonic

Figure 11.2: Idealised predictions ofmediated- and direct-accessmodels regarding the new continuum.
Compare this to the results in Figure 11.1.

$e old continua present clear evidence that the phonemic group performed in a more

categorical manner than the allophonic group.$e categorisation functions of both groups

are fairly categorical, but the function of the phonemic group is more categorical than that

of the allophonic group: it is more extreme at either end and has a steeper category bound-

ary. For the vowel new continuum (right-hand graph), we %nd that both functions are much

less categorical than for the other continua; but there is a clear di)erence between the train-

ing groups, with the phonemic function again being more categorical than the allophonic

function. For the position new continuum (le+-hand graph), there is no di)erence between the

category boundaries or slopes of the two functions. However, we %nd a slight between-groups

di)erence towards the end points of the continuum; but this di)erence goes in the opposite

direction from that predicted by themediated-accessmodel: it is the allophonic function that

seems the more categorical.

$e visual inspection of the categorisation function thus suggests that the mediated-access

model is correct for the vowel continuum, and the direct-accessmodel for the position contin-

uum. Before verifying this impression quantitatively, I brie1y consider what could have caused

the vowel continuum to produce a less categorical performance overall than the position con-

tinuum. One possibility is that it is due to the di)erence in the number of syllables. $e posi-

tion continuum was also disyllabic like all the training stimuli, while the vowel continuum was
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monosyllabic. We would then have to say that a change in numbers of syllables results in an

overall reduction of categoriality, but that keeping the position of the [f–F] contrast constant

between training and test results in a categoriality di)erence between the two training groups.

11.2 Quantitative analyses

11.2.1 A logistic model

$ere are two explanatory variables: the training group, and the steps of the continuum. First,

I want to argue that novelty (i.e. old vs. new) needs not be treated as additional variables, be-

cause the predictions that the two models make for the di)erent continua can be regarded as

independent. For the old continuum, bothmodels make the same prediction: that the phone-

mic group is more categorical than allophonic group. For the new continuum, on the other

hand, only themediated-accessmodel predicts a group di)erence. Nevertheless, because the

analysis shows that the two continua behaved di)erently, I will perform an analysis with novelty

included at the very end of this chapter (see p. 170).

As a %rst attempt to test the predictions of the models, we can look for a group◊step interac-

tion.$e main e)ects are irrelevant. A main e)ect of stepwould mean that there is a di)erence

in the proportion of /f/-responses between the steps of the continuum.We expect this e)ect to

be signi%cant, as it would only be non-signi%cant if the identi%cation curves where approxi-

mately horizontal. Amain e)ect of group – which wemight think to be relevant – would not be

a good indicator of a di)erences in categoriality. We would get a main e)ect of group if the cat-

egory boundaries of the two groups were in a di)erent place, or if the categorisation function

of one of the groups were closer to either of the extremes (say closer to 1) throughout most of

the continuum. But if the di)erence is only with regard to categoriality and nothing else, there

will be nomain e)ect of group, because what the more categorical function is closer to 1 at the

le+ end it will be closer to 0 at the right end.

It is thus only a group◊step interaction that, in a %rst approximation, can be used as a test

of a di)erences in categoriality between the training groups. Note however, that this is a rather

poor approximation of the concept of categoriality, because many kinds of di)erences between

the shape of the two curves would result in a signi%cant interaction e)ect. A response feature

analysis is more appropriate, as we shall see in §11.2.2.
$e response variable is binary: /f/ or /F/. $e appropriate model is a logistic regression

model, i.e. a generalised linear model with a logit (or logistic) link function and a binomial

distribution.1 $e explanatory variables were group, as a categorical variable, and step, as con-

1As I have mentioned before (§9.1), other link functions such as a probit link would also be appropriate. I have
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tinuous variable.$e within-subject correlation was taken into account with a random factor

for subject. As the response variable we could either have used all the binary responses or the

proportions that we have already computed for the categorisation functions. I chose the second

option, because it was easier to compute.$e test performed was the usual likelihood ratio test;

and the estimation method used was lme4’s Laplace estimation algorithm (Bates and Sarkar,

2007).

All interactions were highly signi%cant, for both old continua (position: X2
1 = 224, p <

0.001; vowel:X2
1 = 627, p < 0.001), and bothnew continua (position:X2

1 = 77.1, p < 0.001;

vowel: X2
1 = 328, p < 0.001). What this outcome mainly suggests it that simply testing for

an interaction is not speci%c enough if we want to assess categoriality. So let us turn to a more

meaningful response feature analysis.

11.2.2 Response feature analysis

To perform this analysis, a regression line, a categorisation function in other words, was %tted

separately for each subject. $e intercepts and slopes of these regression lines could then be

used as the new response variables.$e intercept is a measure of how closely the categorisation

function approaches 1 at the /f/-end of the continuum. It can thus be taken as a measure of

categoriality: a higher intercept indicates a more categorical performance.$e slope represents

the steepness of the function, and is a particularly meaningful indicator of categoriality (see

§8.2.1): the more negative the slope, the more categorical the performance.

$e model %tted to subjects’ responses was a logistic regression model as before, but this

time with step as the only explanatory variable. $e factor group and the random e)ect for

subjects are obviously not meaningful, as group is a between-subjects variable, and as there is

no between-subjects variation in the data of an individual subject.

Let us look at the intercepts %rst. Boxplots2 of the intercepts, transformed back from log-

arithmic odds to proportions, are presented in Figure 11.3. $e e)ect of the training is very

obvious for the old continuum. $e phonemic training group, with both the position and

vowel continuum, has a median close to 1 and a very narrow interquartile range; the allo-

phonic training group has a lower median intercept and also shows more spread. With the

new continua there is more spread overall – which is to be expected as there was no train-

ing for these continua. But for the vowel continuum, the phonemic group has again a higher

intercept.

chosen the logistic function for its mathematical simplicity and ease of interpretation.
2$ese plots show the median (heavy line), and give an indication of the spread of the data: box = interquartile
range; whiskers = 1.5 times the interquartile range from the edge of the box; circles = outliers).
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Figure 11.3: Boxplots of the intercepts of the %tted categorisation functions. $e two plots on the le+
are for the position continuum and the two on the right for the vowel continuum.$e y-axis represents
the intercept of the %tted categorisation functions as a proportion of /f/-responses.

Since proportional data is non-normal – as can be seen from the boxplots – I decided to per-

form a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test (also known as a Mann-Whitney test) on the

intercept data.$e null hypothesis was that there is no di)erence between training groups.$e

test was carried out one-sided, because the predetermined alternative hypothesis was that the

phonemic group is more categorical (and therefore produces higher intercepts) than the al-

lophonic group.$e di)erence for the old continuum for both the position (p = 0.016) and

vowel (p < 0.001) test groups is signi%cant, as is the di)erence for the vowel new continuum

(p = 0.008). For the position new continuum, the di)erence is not signi%cant (p = 0.884).

It is obvious from both the boxplots and from Figure 11.1 that with the position continuum,

it was the allophonic training group which has a slightly higher intercept. To test for this

possibility I reversed the test; but the reverse di)erence was also not signi%cant (p = 0.123).

$e interpretation of the slope is straightforward: the steeper the slope (i.e. themore negative

its value) the more categorical the categorisation function.$e boxplots in Figure 11.4 show

that the median slope of the phonemic group is steeper than that of the allophonic group,

again with the exception of the position new continuum. Note that in this case the direction of

the y-axis is reversed so that steeper slopes are higher up on the axis, and the representation is

in log odds.

I again carried out a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test. $e old continuum is again dif-

ferent fort both test groups (position: p = 0.037; vowel: p < 0.001). $e same is the case for

the vowel new continuum (p = 0.009), but not for the position new continuum (p = 0.909).

If we again reverse the direction of test for the position continuum, it remains non-signi%cant

(p = 0.097).
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I have argued earlier that the old and new continua should be regarded as independent

experiments and that novelty need therefore not be included as an explanatory variable. $is

argument still holds in principle; but because the results were di)erent for the two types of con-

tinua – a group di)erence for the vowel but not the position new continuum – it is worthwhile

to perform a three-way anova with the factors novelty (within subjects) continuum (between

subjects) and group (between subjects) in order to judge whether the di)erence between the

two continua was reliable. Because of the non-normality of the distribution of both the inter-

cepts and slopes, the coe*cients of the least-squares anovamodel were compared with those

of a robust model based on M-estimation (Faraway, 2005, pp. 98–101).

For the intercepts, the three-way interaction was not signi%cant (F (1, 128) = 0.06, p =

0.81) but all of the two-way interactions were (novelty◊continuum: F (1, 128) = 9.98, p =

0.002; novelty◊group: F (1, 128) = 13.79, p < 0.001; continuum◊group: F (1, 128) = 7.38,

p = 0.008).$e pattern was the same for the slopes (three-way interaction: F (1, 128) = 0.10,

p = 0.75; novelty◊continuum: F (1, 128) = 9.37, p = 0.003; novelty◊group: F (1, 128) =

10.87, p = 0.001; continuum◊group: F (1, 128) = 10.25, p = 0.002). Most important for

our purpose is the novelty◊continuum interaction, which demonstrates that the di)erence be-

tween the continua which we have found is a reliable di)erence. $e robust model produced

comparable coe*cients, suggesting that we can trust the outcome of the least-squares anova.

11.2.3 Conclusions

$e analysis has demonstrated that with the old continuum – the continuum known from

the training – the phonemic group has indeed performed in a more categorical manner; as
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predicted by both types of word recognition models. $is is an indication that the phonetic

categorisation task behaved as we expected it to.

$e results for the twonew continua indicate that the di)erence between groups can transfer

to stimuli not encountered in the training, as predicted bymediated-accessmodels; but only in

the case where the position of the crucial phonetic contrast remains the same as in the training.

A three-way anova showed that the di)erence between the two types of continua is reliable. I

will interpret and further discuss this outcome in §12.3.





Part III

Discussion and conclusions
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$is last part contains a discussion of the results of my experimental study in Chapter 12, both

on their own terms and in light of other %ndings.$is followed in Chapter13 by a summary of

the major %ndings of this thesis, and the conclusions that can be drawn from them.





12 / Discussion of the experimental results

In this discussion chapter I will begin by reviewing the results of the experiment (§12.1). I
will then try to resolve the apparent con1ict between the outcome of the repetition priming

and phonetic categorisation test (§12.2), concluding that the repetition priming task may not

have worked as planned and that we should therefore base our conclusions mainly on the pho-

netic categorisation test.$en, I will interpret the outcome of the phonetic categorisation task

(§12.3) and compare my conclusion with the %ndings of other, similar studies (§12.4). My

main conclusion will be that mediated-access models are better supported by the evidence. In

addition, a comparison of the two di)erent acoustic continua suggests that the prelexical rep-

resentations used for auditory word recognition are likely to be position-speci$c segmental rep-

resentations – either in the form of position-speci%c allophones, the preferred interpretation,

or positionally restricted phonemes – and de%nitely not larger sublexical units such as syllables

or syllable codas. I will conclude the chapter by making suggestions for further experiments

(§12.5).

12.1 Review of the experiments

$e experiment had two parts: a training phase and a test phase. In the two sessions of the train-

ing phase subjects were taught to distinguish two minimal pairs. For the phonemic training

group, these pairs spanned the /f–F/ contrast; for the allophonic group the training contrast

was /f–T/, and [f] and [F] were presented as free variants of the phoneme /f/. Two test were

then performed on these two groups; test for which direct- and mediated-accessmodels make

di)erent predictions.

In the repetition priming test, subjects had to make lexical decisions on auditory stimuli.

Stimuli that are repeated are generally processed faster than stimuli which occur for the %rst

time.$is kind of facilitation was observed in my experiment too. Probes that were repetitions

of earlier occurrences (the identical condition) were processed faster than probes that had
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primes which di)ered by one phoneme (the unrelated condition); for example, [n@Uf] was

responded to faster when subjects had heard [n@Uf] before than when they had heard [n@Uk].

$is outcome is entirely consistent with the literature, and was predicted by both models of

word recognition. It was with regard to the related priming condition – where stimuli ending

in [f] were paired with stimuli ending in [F] – that direct- and mediated-access models made

di)erent predictions. Mediated-access models predict that the phonemic group should treat

[n@UF] as di)erent from [n@Uf], and that there should consequently be no facilitation. $e

allophonic group, on the other hand, should treat [n@Uf] and [n@UF] as identical, since for

themboth stimuli contain the samephoneme /f/; we thus expect a similar amount of facilitation

for the related condition as for genuine repetitions in the identical condition.Direct-access

models predict no such interaction of the variables priming relationship and training group:

the two training groups should produce a comparable amount of facilitation in the related

priming condition.

$e repetition priming task did not result in the interaction predicted by mediated-access

models. Subjects in the phonemic training groupdid not performanydi)erentlywithrelated

prime-probe pairs than subjects in the allophonic training group. $is is consistent with

direct-access models. However, there is also some indication that the experiment has not

worked quite as expected (see §10.3).$is will be further discussed in §12.2 below.

In the phonetic categorisation test, subjects had to categorise stimuli of two [f–F] continua:

one which was based on a training pair [p@"kif–p@"kiF], and an entirely new one which subjects

had never heard before (either the position continuum ["fel@t–"Fel@t], or the vowel continuum

[sAf–sAF]).Mediated-accessmodels predict that, because subjects in the phonemic group have

acquired sublexical representations for [F] during the training, they can use these representa-

tions in the categorisation task, and this will lead to a more categorical performance with both

the old and the new continuum, compared to the performance of the allophonic group.

Direct-accessmodels also predict a more categorical performance of the phonemic group with

the old continuum, but they do not predict a transfer of this more categorical behaviour to

the new continuum.

$e results of the test support themediated-access account of word recognition: the more

categorical performance of the phonemic group can indeed transfer to a completely novel con-

tinuum. $ere appear to be strong constraints on when a transfer to a novel continuum will

occur.$e phonemic group performedmore categorically when the stimulus-%nal position of

the [f–F] contrast of the training was retained in the test (the [sAf–sAF] continuum), but not

when the same contrast occurred in initial position (the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum). A straight-

forward explanation of this di)erence would be to claim what is acquired in the training is not
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a new phonemic representation for the sound /F/, but a position-speci$c allophonic represen-

tation. What subjects have acquired in the training is a representation for [F] in syllable- or

word-%nal position, that cannot be used to process words where [F] occurs in initial position.

$is interpretation of the data will be further discussed in §12.3.
For the moment, the main conclusion is the realisation that the outcome of the two tests

are in con1ict. Repetition priming appears consistent with direct-access models, while pho-

netic categorisation seems to favour mediated-access models. How can this apparent con1ict

be resolved?

12.2 Ways of resolving the con#ict between the tasks

$ere are two ways in which con1icting outcomes that result from di)erent test tasks may

be resolved. $e %rst may be called a substantive resolution; it consists in suggesting that one

of the tests used is more appropriate or reliable than the other. $e response variable of psy-

cholinguistic experiments are behaviourmeasures (unless we are doing brain imaging), andwe

use them to test theories about unobservable cognitive functions or processes. Consequently,

there is always a gap between an experimental result and its substantive interpretation. Some

experiments re1ect cognitive functions more directly than others.$e claim in our case would

be that repetition priming is a better test for the existence of prelexical representations than

phonetic categorisation.

$e second solution would be to remember that statistical hypothesis tests are asymmetric.

$ere is a di)erence between data that is consistent with a predicted e)ect (as is the case for the

phonetic categorisation test) and data that is consistent with the absence of a predicted e)ect

(as is the case for the repetition priming data). I call this the statistical solution.

A third possibility I should brie1y mention would be to claim that the con1ict need not be

resolved.$is wouldmean that the two test tasks together provided evidence that lexical access

can be both direct and mediated. My experiment would then speak for a hybrid account, that

would acknowledge a prelexical level of processing but also allow this level to be bypassed. In

this case, we would still have to conclude, however, that the two test tasks are di)erent; and the

issue whether one may provide a more accurate picture of what is going on in auditory word

recognition still needs to be addressed.

12.2.1 Substantive resolution

Repetition priming is an online task, while phonetic categorisation clearly is not. $e term

‘online’ is used to refer to tasks that measure a cognitive process as that process is unfolding
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or, more generally, a task that engages the process that we study.$e lexical decision task used

in repetition priming is an online task with regard to word recognition: in order to accept

a stimulus as a word or reject it as a nonword, subjects have to engage in word recognition.

Reaction times can thus be taken to re1ect the di*culty that any given type of trial poses to

the subject.

Phonetic categorisation is not a task that engages word recognition. Judging which phonetic

category a given sound belongs to or, in the case of the AXB-task used in my experiment,

judging the similarity of that sound to two other sounds, can be done without the necessity to

access lexical representations. In addition, the main response variable of a phonetic categorisa-

tion task is not reaction time, but the judgement that the subject makes.$is is characteristic of

metalinguistic tasks. Repetition priming thus seems to re1ect the process of word recognition

more directly than phonetic categorisation.1

In addition to the disadvantage that phonetic categorisation is not an online task with re-

spect to auditory word recognition, one could argue that phonetic categorisation creates the

very representations we are trying to test for.$e argument is as follows. Because in my pho-

netic categorisation task I only vary one segment – from a clear [f] to a clear [F] – subjects may

form an ad hoc representation for that segment as they perform the task. So rather than pro-

viding evidence for the acquisition of segmental representations in the training, the phonetic

categorisation task may create these representations.

It is hard to say whether segmental representations can be formed ‘on the 1y’, as suggested

by this argument. But even if we accept it, the di)erence between the two training groups still

needs to be explained. No matter what the drawbacks of the phonetic categorisation task are,

this di)erence between the training groups can only be due to di)erences in training – unless

wewant tomake the highly unlikely claim that the di)erence is simply due to variation between

subjects. Even if segmental representations are generated by the phonetic categorisation task,

we have to explain why we %nd more evidence for the existence of segmental representations

for the phonemic group than we do for the allophonic group.

12.2.2 Statistical resolution

Null hypothesis signi%cance tests are asymmetrical, as we all know. What the p-value of the

test statistics tells us is the probability of the observed data assuming that the null hypothesis is

true. A low p-value means that the data is unlikely to have occurred under the null hypothesis;
1Notice that, strictly speaking, both tasks aremetalinguistic: the lexical decision task also requires subjects tomake
linguistic judgements.$e crucial di)erences, however, are that (i) the response variable is not the judgement
itself but the time it takes to perform the task, and (ii) that lexical decision requires word recognition while
phonetic categorisation does not.
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and this is normally taken as evidence in favour of the alternative hypothesis. A failure to reject

the null hypothesis can, however, not been taken as evidence in favour of the null hypothesis.

$is asymmetry is problematic for my experiment, because in both my experimental tests

it was the mediated-access model that predicted an e)ect – a more categorical performance

in the phonetic categorisation task, and a training group◊priming relationship interaction in

the repetition priming task – and the direct-access model merely denied the e)ect. From the

point of view of signi%cance testing, the direct-access model thus merely states the null hy-

pothesis.$e consequence is that we can say that the phonetic categorisation task supports the

mediated-access model, because the e)ect it predicted is unlikely to have occurred under the

null hypothesis; but we should be reluctant to say that the repetition priming task supports the

direct-accessmodel, because in this case we merely failed to reject the null hypothesis.

Fortunately, we have a means of assessing how well the direct-access model is supported

by the repetition priming data: point and interval estimates. Consider the boxplots for the

repetition priming data in Figure12.1. $ese are the same as in Figure 10.3, but ‘zoomed

in’ on the boxes and without the whiskers. $is highlights the notches of the boxplots, which

represent approximate 95% con%dence intervals for the median.2

a) screened priming data b) normalised priming data
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Figure 12.1: Boxplots of the screenedpriming data (le+), and interaction plot of the normalised priming
data (a+er removal of outliers). Both plots compare the two training groups at the three levels of the
priming relationship. $e boxplots only show the median (horizontal line) and the interquartile range
(the box); the notches represent approximate 95% con%dence intervals for the median.$e interaction
plot shows means and standard errors.

2$e notches are given by ±1.58IQR/
√

n, where IQR is the interquartile range, and n the sample size (R De-
velopment Core Team, 2006, see entry on boxplot.stats). Boxplots with notches have been proposed by
McGill et al. (1978).
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$e 95% con%dence intervals are quite large – between 40 and 61ms – but not unusually

so; Pallier et al. (2001) present con%dence intervals (for means) of about 30 to 80ms. It is

evident though that the two groups hardly di)er in the related condition; the twomedians are

86ms (allophonic) and 80ms (phonemic).$e failure to%nd evidence supportingmediated-

accessmodels does thus not appear to be a problem of lack of statistical power; even withmuch

smaller con%dence intervals would this di)erence of only 6ms fail to be signi%cant. We may

conclude that there is no training group di)erence in the related priming condition. So at least

in this respect, the repetition priming data can be said to support direct-access models. But,

as discussed in §10.3, there are reasons to suspect that the repetition priming experiment did

not work as expected, and that the results may therefore not provide evidence relevant to the

research question.$ere are two major problems.

First, it appears that there could be a between-group di)erence in the identical condi-

tion.$is is very clear in the normalised data set (see the interaction plot in Figure 12.1), but

it is also evident in the non-normalised data if comparing medians (see the boxplots in Fig-

ure 12.1). $is di)erence is not signi%cant at the 5%- level, but with p = .10 it is unlikely

enough to arouse suspicion. If there is indeed a di)erence between the training groups in the

identical condition, then one of the fundamental assumptions of the repetition priming test

would be violated. In addition we would require an explanation why the training may have

caused such a group di)erence.

A possible explanationwould be that the training has taught subjects in the phonemic group

to pay more attention to the small di)erences between [f] and [F], and that this results in

less priming in the identical condition.$is is very speculative, and it does also not explain

why the same does not apply to the related condition (see again the interaction plot in Fig-

ure 12.1). Further support comes from an analysis that compared reaction times to primes and

probes separately. We found that the phonemic group responded more slowly to both primes

and probes in the related condition (and to some extend also in the identical condition)

than the allophonic group. $is would also seem to suggest that the phonemic group was

slowed down by their paying more attention to small di)erences.

Whatever the explanation of these di)erences, they make it di*cult to interpret the repe-

tition priming data, and this in turn hampers the direct comparison of the groups in the re-

lated condition. In the end, it is probably best to withhold judgement, and to conclude that

the repetition priming test was not conclusive.
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12.3 Interpretation of the phonetic categorisation data

If we accept that the repetition priming test was inconclusive, we have to focus on the phonetic

categorisation test, and ask what it can tell us about the role of sublexical representations in

auditory word recognition.

We have seen that the more categorical performance of the phonemic group with the old

[p@"kif–p@"kiF] continuum transferred to one of the two new continua: the [sAf–sAF] contin-

uum, where the word-%nal position of the [f–F] contrast was maintained but a di)erent vowel

preceded it. In the case of the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum, where the position changed to word-

initial, the phonemic training group did perform nomore categorically than the allophonic

group. Can we conclude from this that subjects in the phonemic group have acquired prelex-

ical segmental representations for [F] while subjects in the allophonic group have not – as

predicted by a mediated-access model?

$e acquisition of prelexical segmental representation would explain the outcome. But as

with all behavioural experiments performed to gain insight into cognitive functions, there is a

gap between theory and data, and several possibilities how that gap may be bridged.$ere are

at least four issues we need to consider:

1) $e extension or size of the category acquired: is it a segment, or could it be some other
unit?

2) $e abstractness of the category: is it a phonological category, or maybe a less abstract
representation?

3) $e locus of the category: is it a pre- or a postlexical representation?

4) $e strength of the inference from phonetic categorisation to cognitive categories.

12.3.1 Are the new representations segments?

$e new [sAf–sAF] continuum has only one thing in common with the training stimuli and

consequently the [p@"kif–p@"kiF] continuum: its %nal segment. $e more categorical perfor-

mance of the phonemic group can be explained by assuming that, in the training, subjects

in the phonemic group have acquired a new representation for the segment [F], which en-

abled them to keep [sAf] distinct from [sAF] in the phonetic categorisation task. Subjects in

the allophonic group, however, did not; thus their less categorical performance.

If the phonemic group acquired a new segmental representation, why could they not use it

with the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum, and perform in a more categorical manner too?$is could
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be because in the training the fricatives [f] and [F] appeared in the rhyme of the syllable, but

in the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum in syllable onset.$is raises the question whether rhymes and

not segments have been acquired. Position (rhyme vs. onset) indeed seems to be crucial, but

the units acquired cannot be rhymes because the rhymes used in the training were [if], [iF]

and [ef], [eF], and the rhymes used in the phonetic categorisation task were [Af] and [AF].$e

acquisition of whole rhymes thus cannot explain the data for the [sAf–sAF] continuum.

In both the training and the phonetic categorisation materials, the %nal segment was also

the syllable coda (i.e. the rhyme minus its nucleus), which makes it conceivable that subjects

in the phonemic group have acquired codas and not segments. $e segment is, however, a

simpler unit than the coda, as codas depend on syllable rhymes and onsets.$us by the prin-

ciple of parsimony, we have to conclude that what has been acquired were segments and not

codas – unless we uncovered additional evidence that could not be explained by segmental

representations but required the acquisition of syllabic constituents.3

12.3.2 Are the new representations phonemic?

If the newly acquired representations are segments, the default assumption – again following

from the principle of parsimony – is that they are phonemes.$e concept of phoneme expresses

the intuition that a speech sound is the same, i.e. belongs to the same category, regardless of

where in a word or syllable and in what segmental context it occurs.

$e %nding that the phonemic group performsmore categorical with the [sAf–sAF] contin-

uum but not the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum may be taken to mean that the segments acquired

in the training task are not phonemes. Had the phonemic group acquired phonemes, the ar-

gument goes, the di)erence in position between the training (where the contrast occurred in

word- or syllable-%nal position) and the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum (word- or syllable-initial

position) should not matter, and there should be a di)erence between training groups for this

continuum too.

$emost important conclusion to be drawn from this failure of the training to have an e)ect

on the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum is that positional information somehow has to be included in

the mental representation of the segment. $is can be achieved straightforwardly by assum-

ing that the representations acquired are positional allophones, which may be represented by

either [F]coda or [F]wordfinal, where the subscript speci%es in what position the sound was
3I have not discussed features because features are generally thought of not as units that have extension but as prop-
erties of segments: distinctive features distinguish phonemes. $e feature ±voice, for example, distinguishes
voiced phonemes from unvoiced phonemes (e.g. /p/ from /b/); and it can be realised by the acoustic cues voice
onset time, stop closure duration, stop closure voicing, duration of the preceding vowel, etc. Nonetheless, a
featural account would be possible, as long as we made sure that the features are associated with segmental
representations and not any larger units.
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encountered and acquired. Such position-speci%c representations would explain why gener-

alisation from the training pair [p@"kif–p@"kiF] to the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] test continuum did not

occur in the experiment.

$ere is an alternative interpretation, however; namely that the representations acquired are

positionally restricted but nonetheless phonemic representations: /F/coda instead of [F]coda, in

other words.$is interpretation is made possible by the fact that many languages have speech

sounds which are strongly restricted with regard to their syllabic position, but which are still

best regarded as phonemes. Examples from English are /N/ and /h/: the former only occurs

in syllable rhymes and the latter only in syllable onsets. $e main reason why they are not

regarded as conditional allophones of the same phoneme – unlike clear and dark /l/ ([l] and

[ë]), which also occur in complementary distribution – is that /N/ and /h/ are very di)erent

sounds: /N/ is a nasal with a velar place of articulation and /h/ a glottal fricative, whereas [ë]

di)ers from [l] only in having a secondary articulation.

$e issuewhether phonemic representationswith an optional positional restrictions, /F/coda,

or positional allophones, [F]coda, have been acquired in the training is clear enough from a

phonological point of view, but it is not obvious whether this di)erence is amenable to psy-

cholinguistic testing. In order to test whether a contrast transfers to positions in which it was

not encountered in the training, its distribution in the training obviously needs to be restricted

to a limited number of positions. If the training contrast does not transfer – as was the case in

the present study – the phonological issue of phoneme vs. allophone is unanswerable. Only if

a transfer does occur can we give an unambiguous answer, because in this case we know that

there is no positional restriction and that the speech sound has, therefore, been acquired as a

phoneme. I address this problem again in §12.5 when discussing additional experiments.

12.3.3 Are the new representations prelexical?

We have learnt so far that the representations which the phonemic group has acquired in the

training are likely to be segmental representations, and that they need to be less abstract than

phonemes. In all likelihood, they are positional allophones.$e next question is whether they

are also prelexical representations.

$e phonetic categorisation task itself does not tell us anything about the locus where the

categories are acquired. Because phonetic categorisation is ametalinguistic taskwhich does not

depend on word recognition, we cannot say whether any of the categories it provides evidence

for are prelexical or postlexical. In my experiment, however, the phonetic categorisation task

has been performed a+er two training sessions, and the training task did required subjects to

recognise words. I would like to argue that if the acquisition of words caused the acquisition of
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segmental representations, these segmental representations are prelexical, i.e. they have been

formed because they are required for auditory word recognition.

While I think that this argument is valid in principle, it is weakened by the nature and num-

ber of the training stimuli.$e training task arguably requires subjects to recognise newwords;

but the training stimuli were just two minimal pairs. Because of the small number of training

stimuli and because they were minimal pairs, subjects attention was likely to have been drawn

to the stimulus-%nal contrast.4 As a result of this, we cannot exclude the possibility that the

representations acquired are postlexical and not prelexical.

$ere are thus arguments both ways.$e fact that the training required subjects to recognise

words suggests that the sublexical representations thereby generated should be prelexical.$e

fact that the training involved only a small set of words that were, moreover, minimal pairs

makes it possible that only postlexical representations have been acquired. In consequence, we

cannot make any %rm conclusion about the locus of the sublexical representations acquired.

Evidence from similar studies (particularly McQueen et al., 2006; see §12.4) make a prelexical

locus seem more likely, however.

12.3.4 The phonetic categorisation task as evidence for categories

$e %nal question I want to address is how good the evidence fromphonetic categorisation is as

demonstration of existence of mental categories. Take a look again at the idealised predictions

of mediated-access models and the actual outcome of the phonetic categorisation task (both

repeated in Figure 12.2).

It is obvious that the experimental results are nowhere near as clear-cut as the idealised pre-

dictions. In the case of the old continuum, even the responses of the allophonic training

group appear quite categorical.$e reason for this might be (i) that subjects already had a cat-

egory for the [f]-end of the continuum; and (ii) that exposure to the end points of a continuum,

even if they are presented as the same phoneme, can result in a categorical performance with an

AXB task. It is equally obvious, however, that there is a di)erence in the degree of categoriality

between the two training groups (and that it is a signi%cant di)erence we have seen in §11.2).
$e same is true for the new continuum: the phonemic group responded in a more categori-

cal way than the allophonic group. With this continuum, the categorisation function of the

allophonic group is distinctly continuous; but that of the phonemic group, while noticeably

more S-shaped, is far from an ideal categorical response.

$at experimental evidence is gradient and relative is not unusual. In our case, it is the di)er-

4Note, however, that participants were in general unable to put into words what the di)erence was between min-
imal pairs; most seemed to think that the di)erence was durational.
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a) mediated-access predictions b) experimental outcome
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Figure 12.2: Ideal and reality. Idealised predictions of direct-accessmodels (le+) and experimental out-
come for old (p@"kif–p@"kiF) and new (sAf–sAF) continua (right). See running text for discussion.

ence between the training groups that counts, and not some absolute measure of categoriality.

But it would be a good thing if the evidence for or against cognitive categories were itself more

categorical. We might ask whether the di)erence between having a segmental representation

for the sound [F] and not having one, should not be larger than a small (although clear and

consistent) increase in categoriality. A test which provided an absolute measure of the exis-

tence of phonological categories would be welcome; but as far as I know, there is none avail-

able.$e Haskins conception of categorical perception (see §6.3) which de%ned it in terms of

a predictive relationship between a phonetic categorisation and discrimination task, could be

regarded as an attempt to provide an absolute test for phonological categories. But as we have

seen, categorical perception cannot be used in this way, because the link between categorisa-

tion and discrimination is tenuous, and because not every phonological category is perceived

categorically in the Haskins sense.

Short of a better test for the existence of segmental categories, and bearing in mind that the

subjects in my experiments underwent only little training, it bears repeating that the results

of the AXB task have been quite clear. We can therefore say that the phonetic categorisation

test provides relatively good evidence that the phonemic training group has indeed acquired

a new representation for [F], while the allophonic group has not. $is is consistent with

mediated-accessmodels.
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12.4 Comparison with other studies

$e results of my experimental study, particularly the phonetic categorisation task, suggest

that sublexical representations are used for auditory word recognition. $ese representations

are likely to be segmental, and need to be less abstract than phonemes: probably some form of

positional allophones. In addition there is some evidence that these representations are prelex-

ical, in the sense of being required for auditory word recognition; though we cannot make any

strong claims about their locus. In this section I will compare my %ndings with those of other

studies.

12.4.1 Prelexical representations

We have seen in Chapter 4 (§4.3 and §4.4) that there are two studies that have presented strong
evidence for a prelexical locus of sublexical representations: Pallier et al. (2001) and McQueen

et al. (2006).

Pallier et al. (2001) found that Spanish-dominant Catalan-Spanish bilinguals produced an

equal amount of facilitation in a repetition priming task with Catalanminimal pairs (e.g. /osos/

‘bear’ vs. /Osos/ ‘bones’) as they did with identical pairs; Catalan-dominant bilinguals, on the

other hand, show no priming with Catalan minimal pairs. We can conclude from this that

Catalan minimal pairs are treated as homophones by Spanish-dominant bilinguals.

A mediated-access model with prelexical segmental representations can account for these

%ndings, if we assume that the Spanish-dominant bilinguals use their Spanish prelexical rep-

resentations to process Catalan words, while the Catalan-dominant bilinguals have separate

prelexical representations for the phonemes that are speci%c to Catalan. A direct-accessmodel,

which claims that listeners store only whole words, has no easy way of accounting for the cate-

gorical di)erence in the performance of the two groups. It is not obvious, however, whether we

can draw conclusions to other populations, such as less pro%cient bilinguals, bilinguals speak-

ing di)erent languages, or monolingual speakers.

McQueen et al. (2006) found that a lexical bias acquired for a fricative that is ambiguous

between [f] and [s] generalises to words that have never before been encountered with the

ambiguous fricative. In a cross-modal priming task, auditory stimuli containing the ambiguous

fricative facilitated the processing of corresponding visual stimuli containing letter ‘f ’ only for

subjects who had previously learnt to treat the ambiguous fricative as an /f/, but not for those

who had acquired an /s/-bias. $e locus of this bias is likely to be prelexical, because it has a

direct in1uence on lexical decisions, and because it transfers to new stimuli that only have the

ambiguous fricative in common with the training stimuli.
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$e results of my phonetic categorisation task do not provide indisputable evidence for

the existence of prelexical representations; but they are clearly consistent withmediated-access

models. In addition, the results are consistent withMcQueen et al.’s (2006) %ndings in as much

as both studies show that lexical learning canhave an in1uence on sublexical processing.Unfor-

tunately in my case, the repetition priming test, which could have provided stronger evidence

for the prelexical locus of the process, did not work as expected.

12.4.2 Segmental representations

$e studies by Pallier et al. (2001) and McQueen et al. (2006) are generally consistent with my

%nding that the prelexical representations are segmental. Segment-sized prelexical representa-

tions can account for the Spanish-dominant bilinguals’ treatment of Catalan minimal pairs as

homophones, as well asMcQueen et al.’s %nding that the lexical bias acquired for an ambiguous

fricative extends to novel stimuli that contain the same ambiguous fricative.

Direct evidence in support of the segment has been presented by Eisner and McQueen

(2005).$ey used the same perceptual learning paradigm as McQueen et al. (2006), but with

phonetic categorisation as their test task.$ey studied the e)ect that a change of speaker iden-

tity has in the perceptual learning paradigm. $e lexical bias acquired in the training – i.e.

whether a subject regards the ambiguous fricative as an /s/ or /f/ – resulted in a boundary shi+

in the phonetic categorisation task when the fricatives used in the training and the test were

produced by the same speaker; when they came from di)erent speakers, there was no bound-

ary shi+ in the phonetic categorisation task. Whether or not the speaker of some other part of

the stimulus changed, had no e)ect on the phonetic categorisation performance.

$ese %ndings agree with the results of my phonetic categorisation test with the [sAf–sAF]

new continuum. As long as the segment used in the training – the ambiguous fricative in

Eisner andMcQueen’s study and the /f–F/ contrast in my study – recurs in the test task, we get

an e)ect; the immediate context of the segment is allowed to change.$is suggests that, in both

studies, the training was constrained to segmental representations. In the perceptual learning

paradigm, the segment is where the adjustment seems to take place, and in my experiment, it

is where the learning occurs.

12.4.3 Position-speci!c representations

Pallier et al.’s (2001) study does not allow us to distinguish phonemes frommore concrete rep-

resentations, such as position-speci%c allophone. Priming between e.g. /osos/ and /Osos/ shows

that Spanish-dominant bilinguals treat the Catalan sounds [o] and [O] as being identical.$is
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means that they have only one representation for both [o] and [O], but whether this represen-

tation is position-speci%c or not we cannot say.

All studies that have used the perceptual learning paradigm with the ambiguous fricative

sound (at least all the ones reported so far: Norris et al., 2003, Eisner and McQueen, 2005,

McQueen et al., 2006) have presented it in the same stimulus-%nal position in both the training

and the test.$ese studies do also not allow us to address the issue of whether representations

are position-speci%c.

McQueen and Mitterer (2005) used ambiguous vowels, and presented the vowels in the

training phase as the nuclei of the %nal syllable of polysyllabic words, and in the test phase in

[V+] continua, where the V stands for the ambiguous vowels.$ey did %nd the usual boundary

shi+ in the phonetic categorisation test. Note that in this experiment, the numbers of syllables

changed between training and test, and the consonants that followed the ambiguous vowels.

$is is thus comparable to my [sAf–sAF] continuum. McQueen and Mitterer did not study

a case where the position of the ambiguous vowel changes between training and test (corre-

sponding to my ["fel@t–"Fel@t] continuum). $ere is thus again no way of telling whether the

representations where the adjustment takes place are position-speci%c representations.

A series of experiments that found results comparable to mine was reported by Dahan and

Mead (2006). Dahan andMead extended a perceptual learning experimentwith noise-vocoded

speech by Davis et al. (2005). Noise-vocoded speech is created by dividing a speech signal into

frequency bands, extracting a smoothed amplitude envelope for each band, and applying this

envelope to white noise; thereby creating a signal which retainsmost of the temporal character-

istics of the original speech signal but loses most of its spectral characteristics.5 Noise-vocoded

speech is unintelligible at %rst, but Davis et al. (2005) showed that subjects can quickly adapt

to it, particularly if they are presented with the same sentences produced in clear and distorted

speech.

Dahan andMead (2006) used noise-vocoded speech to see how %ne-grained the adjustment

to this type of speech is. In one of their experiments they presented subjects with CVC stim-

uli both distorted and in the clear. $e %rst and second consonant came from a small set: [f]

and [d] in initial position and [m] and [t] in %nal position. Subjects were later tested on their

identi%cation of consonants in distorted stimuli. Two of the consonants occurred in the same

position as in the training, e.g. ‘fan’ [fan] and ‘nut’ [n2t]; the two other consonants occurred

in a di)erent position, e.g. ‘mall’ [mOl] and ‘loud’ [laUd]; a third set of test words contained

consonants not encountered in the training phase. Dahan and Mead showed that only if the

consonants from the training were presented in the same syllabic position was their identi%ca-

5See http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/≥matt.davis/vocode/ for an example.
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tion signi%cantly better than the identi%cation of consonants that have not been heard in the

training; when the position changed between training and test, subjects’ performance was no

better than with the new consonants. $ese %ndings are consistent with our conclusion that

segmental representations are position-speci%c; but because Dahan and Mead (2006) do not

introduce new speech sounds, the further issue of whether the representations are positional

allophones or positionally restricted phonemes is not touched by it.

Additional evidence that prelexical representations, if they exist, are likely to be position-

speci%c has been reported by Ganong et al. (2001).$ey used a form priming paradigm with

several test tasks, and compared prime-target pairs with di)erent kinds of overlap; for example,

/bæt/ could be primed by itself, or by /but/ (di)erent vowel), or by /tæb/ (the same phonemes

in the reverse order), etc. Ganong et al. used these prime-target pairs to compare three types of

representations: phonemes, position-speci$c representations (which keep track of their position

in the syllable), and context-sensitive representations (which not only keep track of their posi-

tion but also of the neighbouring representations). How many overlapping segments there are

depends onwhich type of representation is used: in the case of /tæb/ and /bæt/, three phonemes

are shared, but only one position-speci%c representations (the /æ/), and no context-sensitive

representation. If the amount of priming depends on the amount of shared segmental repre-

sentations, then these di)erent representations make di)erent predictions about how much

/tæb/ primes /bæt/.$e pattern of priming that Ganong et al. (2001) found was most consis-

tent with the predictions of position-speci%c representations.

Neither Dahan and Mead’s (2006) study nor Ganong et al.’s (2001) study directly compared

direct- and mediated-access models; but their %ndings are consistent with my %nding that the

representations acquired in the training task have to be position-speci%c.

12.5 Prospects

In this %nal section, I will consider ways to extend and improve the existing experimental

paradigm.

12.5.1 Expanding phonetic categorisation

$e phonetic categorisation test can be easily modi%ed by using di)erent types of continua.

$ere is the additional advantage that if an experiment is run with phonetic categorisation as

the only test task, we will have greater freedom to make modi%cations to the training task (see

the next section).

In the current experiment, the following stimuli have been used (for the phonemic training
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group):

Training pairs [p@"kif–p@"kiF] [tIn"def–tIn"deF]

Test continua ["fel@t–"Fel@t] [sAf–sAF]

Between training and test there was thus a change in position ("fel@t–"Fel@t), or immediate

segmental context and numbers of syllables (sAf–sAF).$ese variable allow for further modi-

%cations.

First, we have seen that a change of the vocalic context from front vowel in the training to

back vowel in the test does not block the use of the newly acquired sublexical category. We

would expect this to hold for all vowels.$is can be tested e.g. by using a rounded vowel in the

test, for example the continuum [sOf–sOF].

We have also learnt that the e)ect of the training is position-speci%c; but we could not de-

termined whether the domain is the word or the syllable. $is could be discovered by using

two sets of continua with word-medial stimuli, e.g. the following:

Training pairs [p@"kif–p@"kiF] [tIn"def–tIn"deF]

Test continua [mif"ten–miF"ten] [mi"fen–mi"Fen]

If it is position within the word that matters both continua should be treated alike. Given that

the training in %nal position did not transfer to initial position, we would expect it not to

transfer to medial position either; but whatever will happen, it ought to a)ect both continua

equally. If it is syllabic position that matters, we would expect a training group di)erence for

the [mif"ten–miF"ten] but not for the [mi"fen–mi"Fen], because in the %rst continuum has the

crucial [f–F] contrast in the same syllable-%nal position as in the training, while in the second

continuum the contrast is in syllable-initial position.

In a similar way we could test for whether subjects acquire segments or rather features in

the training. Take for example the following training pairs and test continua:

Training pairs [p@"kif–p@"kiF] [tIn"def–tIn"deF]

Test continua [p@"kif–p@"kiF] [p@"kiM–p@"kim]

($e symbol [M] stands for a labiodental nasal.) If an abstract place feature is acquired in the

training, the more categorical performance of the phonemic training group should transfer to

the nasal continuum. Such a transfer seems rather unlikely, and I would expect this experiment

to come out in favour of segments.

Extending the phonetic categorisation task does, unfortunately, not help us to directly dis-

tinguishing between positional allophones and positionally restricted phonemes (as discussed

in §12.3); introducing a contrast with a positional restriction always allows both interpreta-

tions. Solace may be found in numbers, however. If several di)erent phonetic categorisation
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tasks are carried out to test whether the training contrast transfers to di)erent positions, and

we never %nd such a transfer occurring, it would suggest that all segmental representations are

indeed position-speci%c and thus best described as positional allophones. If transfer to a new

position occurs for some sounds but not for others, it would, on the other hand, favour posi-

tionally restricted phonemes.$is strategy requires the use of additional training contrasts, so

that enough independent tests are possible. Which brings us to the next topic.

12.5.2 Changes to the training task

$e training task can also be modi%ed in many ways. An obvious modi%cation is the use of a

larger set of training stimuli. Depending on how large the set is, this modi%cation may require

additional training sessions.

$e use of more training stimuli would also allow us to introduce more variation into the

training task. $e training contrast could occur in more segmental contexts, or in di)erent

positions (e.g. syllable-initially as well as syllable-%nally). In the current experiment, there was

only one token each of [f] and [F] that was used in all training stimuli. $e training stimuli

could come from di)erent speakers, or an acoustic continuum could be used, with both pro-

totypical [f]’s and [F]’s and more ambiguous tokens.

It is a natural assumption that variation in the data encourages abstraction; introducingmore

variation into the training task may therefore produce stronger evidence for mediated-access

models. On the other hand, too much variation may make it harder to abstract the recurring

features of a stimulus type, so that subjects may resort to storing lexical traces of all encoun-

ters. In this case we would expect the predictions of direct-access models to be con%rmed. In

short, the systematic introduction of variation into the training task would allow us to study

the condition in which prelexical segmental representations are being formed.

As alreadymentioned, if we focus on phonetic categorisation as our only test task then chan-

ges to the training task become easier to implement.$e reason is that the repetition priming

task places high demands on the selection of stimuli, and these demands have rami%cations

for the training task too. For example, the reason why the [f–F] contrast occurred in %nal po-

sition in the training was that it had to occur stimulus-%nally in the repetition priming task

(see §7.4). Likewise, the training stimuli were introduced as unusual English words used in

Sri Lanka, because English words were needed for the lexical decision task (see §7.3.1). $e

phonetic categorisation task is much more 1exible, especially if a categorical AXB task is used.

Almost any continuum can be used with an AXB task, and consequently phonetic categorisa-

tion puts few restrictions on the training task.

One important consequence of this increased 1exibility is that the combination of train-
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ing procedure and phonetic categorisation task can very easily be extended to languages other

than English. It is not necessary to select a new set of stimuli, nor to re-record them. And even

if we want to have language-speci%c stimuli, their construction is straightforward: all that is

required are minimal pairs that allow the construction of acoustic continua. $is is a distinct

advantage of this method over the perceptual learning paradigm of Norris et al. (2003), Eisner

and McQueen (2005), McQueen and Mitterer (2005), McQueen et al. (2006). $eir training

task requires the construction of an ambiguous sound which is perceived as halfway between

two phonemes, by the native speakers of the language studied; and this sound also needs to

occur in a fairly large set of words. $e stimuli used with Dutch subjects in the studies cited

above cannot, therefore, be used with other languages; completely new stimulus sets would

have to be selected and recorded. $e disadvantage of my experiment – if used only with a

phonetic categorisation test – is of course that we cannot be certain about the locus of the rep-

resentations acquired. But it is a very useful paradigm if our goal is to determine how abstract

or concrete segmental representations have to be, and what type of information they contain.

12.5.3 Making repetition priming work better

While a combination of training task and the phonetic categorisation task would be useful, it is

still worthwhile to consider if we can improve the repetition priming task.$e main problem

with the current design seems to be that the phonemic training group performed a training

task that was harder than that of the allophonic group: the phonemic group had to distin-

guish words with a non-native contrast, whereas the allophonic group was given a native

contrast with some unusual within-category variation. $is di)erence in training might have

disposed the phonemic group to pay more attention to phonetic detail, as we have seen, and

this heightened awareness could have caused a performance whichmade it impossible to com-

pare the two groups.

If this interpretation is correct, the key to making repetition priming work as a test task

would be to try and make the training tasks more equal. One way this could be achieved is

by turning the variable priming relationship into a within-subjects variable. $is would mean

%nding a second phonetic contrast; the [f–F] contrast could then be presented to one training

group as a phonemic contrast and as a allophonic contrast to the other group, and vice versa

for the second contrast; in this way both groups would get some hard and some easy minimal

pairs.

Whether this would have the desired e)ect of making both groups pay equal attention to

detail is hard to predict.$ere could still be a di)erence on individual items, with each group

paying more attention to the items of their phonemic group. Apart from this general problem,
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it is also di*cult to %nd a suitable second contrast. $e [f–F] contrast had several desirable

properties.$e %rst is that one of the pair is an English phoneme.$is is necessary in order to

present the contrast as an allophonic one.$e second is that the di)erence between [f] and [F]

is small but noticeable. Had the di)erence been too obvious, it might be hard to convince the

allophonic group that the two sounds are really the same phoneme; had the di)erence been

too small, it might have been impossible for the phonemic group to distinguish their minimal

pairs. It is obviously di*cult to %nd a second contrast that satis%es all these criteria. A [S–ç]

or [S–ù] contrast might be feasible. $e postalveolar fricative [S] is the native sound; and the

palatal or retro1ex fricatives may have the desired properties of being similar to [S] while being

noticeably di)erent.

12.5.4 Alternative tests

One of the main disadvantage of my choice of test tasks is that for both the phonetic cate-

gorisation and the repetition priming task it is the mediated-access model that predicted and

e)ect that the direct-accessmodel predicted not to occur. If we could be sure that the repetition

priming task has worked as expected, this would not have been that much of a problem. But

because we have reasons to doubt this, it is hard to say whether the repetition priming task

really contradicts the outcome of the phonetic categorisation task, or whether this apparent

contradiction is just due to a failure of the task (as I have in e)ect argued in §12.2).
$is issue could be resolved if we had a task for which it was the direct-access model that

predicted an e)ect that the mediated-accessmodel denied. Finding such a task is di*cult, be-

cause only themediated-accessmodel predicts a categorical di)erence between the two training

groups. But maybe we can use the fact that according to the direct-accessmodel, the amount of

priming should depend on the overall similarity between words.$is prediction may be tested

by introducing additional di)erences between primes and probes.

In the current repetition priming task I have used related primes such as [1Of] for probes

such as [1OF]. For these themediated- but not the direct-accessmodel predicts a di)erence be-

tween the allophonic and phonemic training groups. If we introduced a further di)erence

and used [tlOf] as a prime for [1OF], we could ask how much further reduction in priming the

additional mismatch would cause. Direct-access models would predict a similar reduction for

both training groups, since it is overall di)erence that matters.Mediated-accessmodels would

only predict a reduction for the allophonic group, because for the phonemic group priming

should already be close to zero with [1Of] as a prime.$ese predictions obviously assume that

the basic repetition priming paradigm is working properly. $is means that the changes pro-

posed here cannot be used a an alternative to the current paradigm, but rather as an addition
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to it.$e main priority should therefore be to try andmake the existing repetition priming test

work better.

12.5.5 Conclusions

We may conclude this short section about how to extend and improve the existing experi-

mental paradigms by noting that there are two options. $e %rst is to focus on the phonetic

categorisation test. $is would simplify the experiment considerably, and could still provide

important information about the size and abstractness of the sublexical representations used.

It would not provide clear evidence, however, about whether these representations are prelex-

ical. To do this, we need to try and improve the repetition priming test, %rst by making the

training task for the two groups more comparable. If this manipulation proves successful, we

may then want to introduce additional variation into the repetition priming test.
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$is short %nal chapter is a summary of the major conclusions that can be drawn from this

thesis.

In order to classify auditory word recognition models with respect to their levels of process-

ing and the types of representation used at each level, I proposed four descriptive dimensions.

$e abstract/concrete dimension concerns the complexity of the representations used, and it

was de%ned in terms of the numbers of unrelated variables required to de%ne a representation

of a given type, and the number of values that these variables can take; it is a continuous dimen-

sion.$e exemplar/summary dimension has to dowith the relationship between representation

types (e.g. words) and their tokens or exemplars; this was de%ned as a binary dimension, with

exemplar representations constantly accepting new exemplars and summary representations

being unitary and closed.$e structured/unstructured dimension is also binary; structured rep-

resentations are decomposable into smaller parts, while unstructured representation are not.

$e prelexical dimension represents the questionwhether there are levels of processing –which

were de%ned as processing stages where units of a certain size and abstractness are recognised

– previous to the lexical level and required for word recognition; this is a discrete dimension

and it was treated as a binary one, with segments as the only prelexical recognition units.

$e three binary dimensions exemplar/summary, structured/unstructured and prelexical al-

low for 24 combinations, only six of which make theoretical sense. $e main criterion was

that representations at the di)erent levels have to be commensurate for a model type to be

functional. Of the six remaining types, two would require a hybrid model with mixed repre-

sentations and two access routes to the lexicon.$e four non-hybrid types are:

Summary direct-access model: there are no prelexical representations; lexical representations
are summary and not structured, and they have to be concrete.

Exemplar direct-access model: there are no prelexical representations; lexical representations
are exemplar and not structured, and they have to be concrete.
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Summary mediated-access model: lexical representations are summary and structured, and
can be abstract; prelexical representations are summary and have to be concrete.

Exemplar mediated-access model: lexical representations are summary and structured, and
can be abstract; prelexical representations are exemplar and have to be concrete.

$e abstract/concrete dimensions also reduces to a binary dimension due to the requirement

of representations to be commensurate. Representations either have to be concrete enough to

be compared with the acoustic/auditory input or they can be as abstract as the representations

at the next-lower level allow. If, for example, phonemes are recognised at a prelexical level of

processing, lexical representations can be speci%ed straightforwardly as strings of phonemes.

$e following four questions allow us to distinguish experimentally between these theoret-

ically feasible model types:

1) Is there a prelexical level of processing?

2) Are lexical/prelexical representations exemplar or summary?

3) Are lexical representations structured?

4) Are lexical representations concrete or abstract?

$e %rst question is the most central, and therefore also the one most deserving to be studied.

To address question 2we already need to knowwhether word recognition is direct ormediated.

Questions 3 and 4 do not really allow us to distinguish direct- from mediated-access models,

because lexical representations can show signs of being structured or abstract for other rea-

sons than that word recognition is mediated by a prelexical level of processing. Only the %rst

question thus directly compares direct- andmediated-accessmodels.

In a survey of experimental studies that have addressed the question whether there is a

prelexical level of processing, we found two studies that have reported evidence supporting

mediated-accessmodels: McQueen et al. (2006), with their lexical learning paradigm, and Pal-

lier et al. (2001), using a repetition priming study with a Spanish-Catalan bilingual population.

Some studies have presented evidence suggesting that, in some circumstances at least, lexical

access may be direct (Marslen-Wilson and Warren, 1994, McLennan et al., 2003, Connine,

2004).

My own experiment also produced seemingly con1icting results.$e outcome of the repeti-

tion priming test task was more consistent with direct-accessmodels: the training group◊prim-

ing relationship interaction thatmediated-accessmodels predict was not observed. But the rep-

etition priming task also produced some unexpected patterns – particularly a potential dif-
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ference between the training groups in one of the control priming conditions – which should

make us cautious about drawing %rm conclusions from the repetition priming task.

$e phonetic categorisation task produced results consistent with direct-accessmodels.$e

di)erent training procedures of the two training groups showed up not only in amore categori-

cal performance of the phonemic training group with the [p@"kif–p@"kiF] continuum (familiar

from the training), but also in a more categorical performance with the [sAf–sAF] new con-

tinuum. As well as being consistent with mediate-access models, this result also suggest that

the sublexical units used in such a model are more likely to be segments than larger units.$e

additional %nding that the more categorical performance of the phonemic training group did

not transfer to the ["fel@t–"Fel@t] new continuum further suggests that these segments should

be positional allophones, or at least have to contain some information regarding the syllabic

position in which they have been acquired. Because the phonetic categorisation task is not an

online task, we could not draw any %rm conclusion as to whether the representations acquired

in the training task truly have a prelexical as opposed to a postlexical locus.

A comparison with other studies, particularly McQueen et al. (2006), makes a prelexical

locus seemmore likely.$e conclusion that the prelexical representations are segments is sup-

ported by Eisner and McQueen (2005). None of the previous studies that looked at the issue

of prelexical representations for auditory word recognition addressed the issue of how spe-

ci%c these representations are; but other studies (Ganong et al., 2001, Dahan and Mead, 2006)

have presented results which are consistent with my conclusion that the representations used

contain positional information.
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A / Stimuli for the repetition priming task

A.1 Test stimuli

A.1.1 Monosyllabic pseudowords (n=30)

$e number a+er each stimulus gives its duration in ms. $e lexical frequency for the com-
petitors listed in the last column is the average of CELEX’s CobMln and CobSMln values.

Code f stimulus F stimulus stop stimulus competitors
T01 fr6f 602 fr6F 481 fr6p 662 from (3540)
T02 n@Uf 736 n@UF 515 n@Uk 495 know (681), knows (130)
T03 kUf 480 kUF 429 kUp 420 could (391)
T04 g@Uf 570 g@UF 478 g@Uk 501 go (366), goes (224)
T05 h@Uf 544 h@UF 545 h@Ut 682 whole (303)
T06 waIlf 492 waIlF 601 waIlp 609 while (295), wilde (49)
T07 maInf 690 maInF 607 maInk 621 mind (288)
T08 paUnf 729 paUnF 631 paUnk 603 pounds (209), pound (56)
T09 lUf 549 lUF 471 lUp 433 look (168)
T10 graUnf 748 graUnP 652 graUnk 590 ground (117)
T11 k@Ulf 650 k@UlF 593 k@Ulk 585 cold (116), coal (69)
T12 pl2f 483 pl2F 507 pl2t 660 plus (113)
T13 s2f 642 s2F 626 s2t 718 son (110), sun (106), [su)er (9), subtle (21)]
T14 flOf 771 flOF 924 flOk 779 1oor (104)
T15 frAnf 906 frAnF 997 frAnt 785 France (102)
T16 bænf 663 bænf 611 bænt 618 bank (99), [banter (1), Bantu (2)]
T17 S@Uf 728 S@UF 744 S@Uk 773 show (97), shown (85), [chau)eur (3)]
T18 tUf 479 tUF 493 tUp 536 took (89)
T19 nOIf 759 nOIF 611 nOIp 617 noise (71)
T20 saInf 872 saInF 765 saInk 720 sign (67), signs (32)
T21 Amf 726 AmF 827 Amp 538 arms (65), arm (63)
T22 læf 566 læF 538 læt 572 lack (61), [Latin (31)]
T23 hOf 665 hOF 720 hOp 565 horse (59)
T24 drOf 704 drOF 650 drOk 682 drawn (53)
T25 r6f 584 r6F 565 r6p 563 rock (51)
T26 st6f 711 st6F 640 st6t 793 stock (44)
T27 twaIf 658 twaIF 674 twaIp 679 twice (44)
T28 Ãuf 668 ÃuF 717 Ãut 651 June (43)
T29 brOf 720 brOF 591 brOp 657 brought (39)
T30 kæmf 699 kæmF 713 kæmk 658 camp (36)
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A.1.2 Disyllabic pseudowords (n=30)

$e number a+er each stimulus gives its duration in ms. $e lexical frequency for the com-
petitors listed in the last column is the average of CELEX’s CobMln and CobSMln values.

Code f stimulus F stimulus stop stimulus competitors
T31 @"baUf 788 @"baUF 648 @"baUk 662 about (2952)
T32 p@"hæf 674 p@"hæF 609 p@"hæt 837 perhaps (632)
T33 bI"fOf 923 bI"fOF 1003 bI"fOt 918 before (516)
T34 wI"DaUf 929 wI"DaUF 842 wI"DaUk 903 without (449)
T35 t@"wOf 976 t@"wOF 834 t@"wOp 896 towards (212), toward (40)
T36 "De@fOf 1094 "De@fOF 1056 "De@fOk 1031 therefore (234)
T37 "s2mw2f 907 "s2mw2F 1011 "s2mw2k 951 someone (189)
T38 @"l6f 726 @"l6F 704 @"l6k 753 along (173)
T39 rI"z2lf 918 rI"z2lF 1016 rI"z2lp 932 result (138)
T40 @"l@Uf 888 @"l@UF 857 @"l@Ut 820 alone (122)
T41 s@"pOf 1065 s@"pOF 1010 s@"pOk 804 support (110)
T42 aUt"saIf 1007 aUt"saIF 987 aUt"saIp 877 outside (107)
T43 @"pAf 923 @"pAF 978 @"pAp 775 apart (104)
T44 @"kaUnf 965 @"kaUnF 1020 @"kaUnk 751 account (97)
T45 "s@UvI@f 974 "s@UvI@F 1017 "s@UvI@p 927 Soviet (97)
T46 bI"j6nf 915 bI"j6nF 876 bI"j6nk 778 beyond (95)
T47 "jusfUf 879 "jusfUF 989 "jusfUt 925 useful (91)
T48 In"saIf 937 In"saIF 860 In"saIk 903 inside (84)
T49 rI"pOf 986 rI"pOF 963 rI"pOk 823 report (82)
T50 Tru"aUf 931 Tru"aUF 852 Tru"aUp 895 throughout (78)
T51 "trænspOf 1190 "trænspOF 1114 "trænspOp 987 transport (72)
T52 "k6ntæf 892 "k6ntæF 864 "k6ntæp 961 contact (67)
T53 t@"naIf 793 t@"naIF 851 t@"naIk 705 tonight (67)
T54 dI"zaIf 830 dI"zaIF 931 dI"zaIt 833 design (54)
T55 @"tæf 727 @"tæF 720 @"tæt 807 attack (53)
T56 "fUtbOf 989 "fUtbOF 823 "fUtbOt 945 football (52)
T57 bI"gæf 756 bI"gæF 677 bI"gæp 711 began (50)
T58 bI"saIf 937 bI"saIF 969 bI"sAIk 748 beside (50)
T59 "bedrUf 733 "bedrUF 730 "bedrUt 793 bedroom (35)
T60 "InpUf 900 "InpUF 796 "InpUp 908 input (30)
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A.2 Filler items

A.2.1 Monosyllabic pseudowords (n=30)

Code stimulus
FN01 Op 707
FN02 bOIt 669
FN03 klæt 862
FN04 dOt 726
FN05 dæp 564
FN06 dr6k 770
FN07 glAt 711
FN08 gæk 740
FN09 gl6p 532
FN10 haUk 687
FN11 fOp 927
FN12 praIt 748
FN13 sOk 763
FN14 jut 831
FN15 saIp 975

Code stimulus
FN16 ænk 642
FN17 b@Uk 704
FN18 sk6p 671
FN19 skr2k 871
FN20 SUp 669
FN21 sl6k 952
FN22 smæt 744
FN23 truk 763
FN24 splæk 774
FN25 saUnk 870
FN26 fr6p 665
FN27 Træk 1049
FN28 kl@Ut 729
FN29 wUt 651
FN30 glAp 664

A.2.2 Disyllabic pseudowords (n=30)

Code stimulus
FN31 "æd2lk 737
FN32 "bækdr6t 934
FN33 bI"k6t 861
FN34 "OfUp 900
FN35 "djulæt 991
FN36 "bedr6p 892
FN37 en"træt 1128
FN38 "fOt6k 1084
FN39 @"m2t 964
FN40 "gUmdr6k 907
FN41 In"2k 803
FN42 rI"kOp 879
FN43 "laIÙIk 1143
FN44 "mIlks6t 1066
FN45 "aUtkr6k 1003

Code stimulus
FN46 "s2mtaIk 932
FN47 s@"p@Ut 1214
FN48 "st6pgæk 862
FN49 "tik2t 1003
FN50 "wInd@uk 1023
FN51 @d"mIp 832
FN52 @"brOk 1071
FN53 "kætg2p 775
FN54 "kAl@Up 910
FN55 "ÙekUt 912
FN56 "Ing6p 734
FN57 "l6kn2p 1167
FN58 "mæsk6p 1030
FN59 "deIbUt 752
FN60 @"l6p 643

A.2.3 Repeated monsyllabic words (n=20)

Code f stimulus
W01 blu) 476
W02 cough 477
W03 snu) 841
W04 dwarf 746
W05 %fe 723
W06 ga) 495
W07 golf 517
W08 graph 725
W09 half 590
W10 hoof 631

Code non-f stimulus
W11 blot 650
W12 brook 583
W13 cat 555
W14 dart 795
W15 group 550
W16 1oat 710
W17 halt 654
W18 pike 664
W19 point 726
W20 swap 679
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A.2.4 Repeated disyllabic words (n=20)

Code f stimulus
W21 aloof 775
W22 behalf 707
W23 carafe 892
W24 take-o) 866
W25 dandru) 860
W26 enough 829
W27 sunroof 1011
W28 foolproof 1181
W29 gira)e 912
W30 %shwife 1134

Code non-f stimulus
W31 amok 724
W32 outlook 845
W33 impart 991
W34 discount 965
W35 make-up 798
W36 boycott 449
W37 o)shoot 977
W38 playwright 909
W39 tightrope 851
W40 report 990

A.2.5 Non-repeated monosyllabic words (n=30)

Code f stimulus
FW01 cu) 566
FW02 spoof 684
FW03 sta) 806
FW04 laugh 589
FW05 knife 647
FW06 to) 587
FW07 rough 598
FW08 trough 644
FW09 roof 513
FW10 wharf 477

Code non-f stimulus
FW11 honk 773
FW12 slope 1105
FW13 joint 800
FW14 lap 894
FW15 mask 973
FW16 type 635
FW17 nook 898
FW18 naught 995
FW19 scout 803
FW20 trot 580
FW21 ark 965
FW22 block 585
FW23 boat 812
FW24 cap 833
FW25 drop 579
FW26 1ute 982
FW27 grope 594
FW28 look 555
FW29 oak 595
FW30 slight 945
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A.2.6 Non-repeated disyllabic words (n=30)

Code f stimulus
FW31 handcu) 918
FW32 rebu) 763
FW33 reproof 906
FW34 ri)ra) 712
FW35 seraph 761
FW36 dyestu) 1066
FW37 show-o) 828
FW38 soundproof 1116
FW39 housewive 1004
FW40 tip-o) 665

Code non-f stimulus
FW41 devout 825
FW42 mistook 784
FW43 padlock 1255
FW44 bagpipe 1074
FW45 chestnut 1062
FW46 compote 937
FW47 dilute 1045
FW48 unhook 864
FW49 airport 877
FW50 hold-up 1226
FW51 acute 905
FW52 banknote 1085
FW53 claptrap 871
FW54 drawback 1331
FW55 exploit 1459
FW56 fortnight 1128
FW57 grown-up 763
FW58 postmark 1369
FW59 seaport 1423
FW60 turnpike 1309

A.2.7 Replacement stimuli for monitoring task

Code pseudoword stimulus
FN01 Ops 790
FN03 klæts 807
FN06 dr6ks 750
FN08 gæks 768
FN11 fOps 1024
FN15 saIps 1111
FN17 b@Uks 706
FN21 sl6ks 921
FN27 Træks 1017
FN28 kl@Uts 761
FN33 bI"k6ts 896
FN36 "bedr6ps 881
FN39 @"m2ts 971
FN43 "laItSIks 1157
FN45 "aUtr6ks 1066
FN47 s@"p@Uts 1043
FN49 "tik2ts 1004
FN52 @"brOks 1019
FN56 "l6kn2ps 788
FN58 "mæsk6ps 1205

Code word stimulus
FW12 slopes 946
FW14 laps 817
FW15 masks 907
FW17 nooks 807
FW18 naughts 853
FW21 arks 741
FW23 boats 812
FW24 caps 840
FW26 1utes 909
FW28 looks 910
FW43 padlocks 968
FW44 bagpipes 1098
FW45 chestnuts 1072
FW50 hold-ups 1067
FW52 banknotes 1120
FW54 drawbacks 1211
FW55 exploits 1273
FW58 postmarks 1329
FW59 seaports 1386
FW60 turnpikes 1362





B / Perl scripts

B.1 Script to generate the stimulus lists

#!/usr/bin/perl

# stim_list_monitoring
#
# Creates a stimulus list for the repetition priming task
#########################################################

# Subroutines
#

# PLACE must be passed a list of stimuli.
# It places the stimuli randomly into the empty fields
# of @stim_list.
# 1 is added because of the e-prime header line.
#
sub place ($$$) {

my $type = pop @_;
my $resp = pop @_;
my @list = shuffle(@_);
foreach (@list) {

my @fields = split(/:/);
my $pos = 1 + int rand 360;
while ($stim_list[$pos]) {

$pos = 1 + int rand 360;
}
$stim_list[$pos] = ”$pos\t1\t\tTestProc\t$fields[0]\t$resp\t$type
\tNULL\t$fields[1]\t$fields[2]\t$fields[3]”;

}
}

# PLACE_PAIRS must be passed a list of stimuli pairs and a number.
# It places the stimuli randomly into the empty fields of
# @stim_list, the distance between pairs determined by the number.
# 1 is added because of the e-prime header line.
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#
sub place_pairs ($$$$) {

my $type = pop @_;
my $resp = pop @_;
my $dist = pop @_;
my @list = @_;
foreach (@list) {

my @fields = split(/:/);
my $pos1 = 1 + int rand 360-$dist;
my $pos2 = $pos1+$dist;
while ($stim_list[$pos1] || $stim_list[$pos2]) {

$pos1 = 1 + int rand 360-$dist;
$pos2 = $pos1+$dist;

}
my $r = int rand 2;
if ($r == 0) {

$stim_list[$pos1] = ”$pos1\t1\t\tTestProc\t$fields[0]\t$resp\t
$type\t$dist\t$fields[1]\t$fields[2]\t$fields[3]”;

$stim_list[$pos2] = ”$pos2\t1\t\tTestProc\t$fields[4]\t$resp\t
$type\t$dist\t$fields[5]\t$fields[6]\t$fields[7]”;
} else {

$stim_list[$pos1] = ”$pos1\t1\t\tTestProc\t$fields[4]\t$resp\t
$type\t$dist\t$fields[5]\t$fields[6]\t$fields[7]”;

$stim_list[$pos2] = ”$pos2\t1\t\tTestProc\t$fields[0]\
$resp\t$type\t$dist\t$fields[1]\t$fields[2]\t$fields[3]”;
}

}
}

# PLACE_PAIR_LIST takes care of stimuli lists containing pairs.
# It must be passed a list containing pairs and it places the
# stimuli at distances of 8, 10, 12 and 14 fields in @stim_list
# using the subroutine PLACE_PAIRS.
#
sub place_pair_list ($$$) {

my $type = pop @_;
my $resp = pop @_;
my @shuff = shuffle(@_);
my $n = @shuff/4;
my @list8 = @shuff[0..$n-1]; $dist8 = 8;
my @list10 = @shuff[$n..2*$n-1]; $dist10 = 10;
my @list12 = @shuff[2*$n..3*$n-1]; $dist12 = 12;
my @list14 = @shuff[3*$n..4*$n-1]; $dist14 = 14;
&place_pairs(@list8, $dist8, $resp, $type);
&place_pairs(@list10, $dist10, $resp, $type);
&place_pairs(@list12, $dist12, $resp, $type);
&place_pairs(@list14, $dist14, $resp, $type);

}

# PLACE_TEST_LIST places the stimuli from the test list, making
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# sure that the right stimuli are paired up for the 3 categories
# IDENTICAL, RELATED and UNRELATED. It uses the subroutine
# PLACE_PAIR_LIST to do this.
#
sub place_test_list ($$$) {

my $type = pop @_;
my $resp = pop @_;
my @shuff = shuffle(@_);
my $n = @shuff/3;
my @identical;
my @related;
my @unrelated;
foreach (@shuff[0..$n-1]) {

my @fields = split(/:/);
push(@identical,”$fields[0]:$fields[1]:$fields[2]:$fields[3]:
$fields[0]:$fields[1]:$fields[2]:$fields[3]”);
}
foreach (@shuff[$n..2*$n-1]) {
my @fields = split(/:/);
push(@related,”$fields[0]:$fields[1]:$fields[2]:$fields[3]:
$fields[4]:$fields[5]:$fields[6]:$fields[7]”);

}
foreach ( @shuff[2*$n..3*$n-1]) {
my @fields = split(/:/);
push(@unrelated,”$fields[0]:$fields[1]:$fields[2]:$fields[3]:
$fields[8]:$fields[9]:$fields[10]:$fields[11]”);

}
&place_pair_list(@identical, $resp, $type);
&place_pair_list(@related, $resp, $type);
&place_pair_list(@unrelated, $resp, $type);

}

# Body of script
#
################################################################

use List::Util ’shuffle’;
srand;

# This block reads in all the files into corresponding arrays
open IN, ”input/test3” or die ”Cannot read input/test3: $!”;
chomp(@test = <IN>);
open IN, ”input/words_rep3” or die ”Cannot read input/words_rep3: $!”;
chomp(@words_rep = <IN>);
open IN, ”input/words3” or die ”Cannot read input/words3: $!”;
chomp(@words = <IN>);
open IN, ”input/nonwords3” or die ”Cannot read input/nonwords3: $!”;
chomp(@nonwords = <IN>);
close IN;

# choose number of stimulus lists to be generated
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for (1..80) {

# Creat empty list
@stim_list = ();

# Add e-prime header
$stim_list[0] = ”ID\tWeight\tNested\tProcedure\tStimulus\t
CorrectResp\tStimulusType\tDistance\tAlignmentPoint\tEndPoint
\tMonitoring”;

# Placement of learning stimuli (fixed place for all lists)
$stim_list[4] = ”4\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tlearn\t10\t558

\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[14] = ”14\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tlearn\t10

\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[19] = ”19\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tlearn\t10

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[29] = ”29\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tlearn\t10

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[34] = ”34\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[42] = ”42\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[50] = ”50\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[58] = ”58\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[68] = ”68\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[76] = ”76\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[85] = ”85\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[94] = ”94\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn\tNULL

\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[105] = ”105\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[113] = ”113\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[123] = ”123\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[131] = ”131\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[141] = ”141\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[150] = ”150\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;
$stim_list[158] = ”158\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;
$stim_list[169] = ”169\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn

\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;
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$stim_list[178] = ”178\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[186] = ”186\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[195] = ”195\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[206] = ”206\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[214] = ”214\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[224] = ”224\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[232] = ”232\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[243] = ”243\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[253] = ”253\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[261] = ”261\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[270] = ”270\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[278] = ”278\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[287] = ”287\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[298] = ”298\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[307] = ”307\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[315] = ”315\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[324] = ”324\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[334] = ”334\t1\t\tTestProc\tlf1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

$stim_list[345] = ”345\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp2.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t605\t854\t0”;

$stim_list[354] = ”354\t1\t\tTestProc\tlp1.wav\t1\tflearn
\tNULL\t558\t807\t0”;

# Placement of other stimuli
# 1 = word reponse; 5 = nonword response (SR Box!)

&place_test_list(@test,5,test);
&place_pair_list(@words_rep,1,word);
&place(@words,1,fword);
&place(@nonwords,5,fnon);

# Output to file
open OUT, ”>output/stimulus_list$_.txt”
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or die ”Cannot create output/stimulus_list$_.txt: $1”;
for ($i = 0; $i <= $#stim_list-1; $i++) {

print OUT ”$stim_list[$i]\n”;
}
for ($i = $#stim_list; $i <= $#stim_list+1; $i++) {

print OUT ”$stim_list[$i]”;
}
close OUT;

}

B.2 Script to transform reaction time to priming

#!/usr/bin/perl

# RT_difference5
#
# For procedure where presses and monitoring responses, but not
# releases, are logged.
# This computes RT-differences from the beginning, alignment point
# and end.
#

# check number of arguments
if (@ARGV != 1) {

die ”Usage: RT_difference FILENAME.\n”;
}

# Array for output
@output = ”Subject\tStimulusType\tPrimingRelationship\tStimulus
\tPrime\tProbe\tPrimePos\tDistance\tPrimeResp\tProbeResp
\tPress.RTdiff\tPress.RTdiff.aligned\tPress.RTdiff.end”;

# Get filename for output
$name = ”Priming$1” if ($ARGV[0] =~ /^RT(.*)/);

# Open filehandle and read content of file into an array
# (line by line)
open IN, ”$ARGV[0]”

or die ”Cannot read $ARGV[0]: $!”;
@input = <IN> while (<IN>);
close IN;

# Collection of data
for ($i = 0; $i <= $#input; $i++) {

my $line = $input[$i];
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# Check whether line is of right type
if ($line =~ /\t(test|word)\t/) {

my @fields1 = split(/\t/, $line);
my $probe = $input[$i+$fields1[4]]; # $probe = line of probe
# print ”$probe\n”;

# Store name of prime
if ($fields1[3] =~ /((t|w)[pf]?([0-9][0-9]?))\.wav/) {

my $stimulus = $1; # $stimulus contains name of prime
# print ”$stimulus\n”;

# Check whether probe stimulus corresponds to prime (and subjects
# are identical)

if ($probe =~ /(^$fields1[0].*\t$2[pf]?$3)/) {
my @fields2 = split(/\t/, $probe);

my $press_rt;
my $press_rt_aligned;
my $press_rt_end;

# Dealing with missing press RT data
if ($fields1[12] == ”NA” || $fields2[12] == ”NA” ||
$fields1[12] == ”NULL” || $fields2[12] == ”NULL”) {

$press_rt = ”NA”;
$press_rt_aligned = ”NA”;
$press_rt_end = ”NA”;

} else {

# Press RT data: rt = RT difference; rt_aligned = RT difference
# from alignment point; rt_end RT difference from end

$press_rt = $fields1[12] - $fields2[12];
$press_rt_aligned = $fields1[14] - $fields2[14];
$press_rt_end = $fields1[16] - $fields2[16];

}

# Code prime-probe relationship
my $priming;
if ($fields1[3] =~ /^(w|l|f)/) {

$priming = ”NA”;
} elsif ($fields1[3] eq $fields2[3]) {

$priming = ”identical”;
} elsif (($fields1[3] =~ /^tf/ && $fields2[3] =~ /^tp/) ||
($fields1[3] =~ /^tp/ && $fields2[3] =~ /^tf/)) {

$priming = ”related”;
} else {

$priming = ”unrelated”;
}
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# Type of test stimulus
my $type;
if ($fields1[3] =~ /t[a-z]?([0-9][0-9]?)\.wav/) {

$type = $1;
} else {

$type = ”NA”;
}

# Put all the information into the @output array
push (@output, ”$fields1[0]\t$fields1[2]\t$priming\t$type
\t$fields1[3]\t$fields2[3]\t$fields1[1]\t$fields1[4]\t$fields1[7]
\t$fields2[7]\t$press_rt\t$press_rt_aligned\t$press_rt_end”);

}
}

}
}

# Write to file
open OUT, ”>$name”

or die ”Cannot create file ’$name’: $!”;
foreach (@output) {

print OUT ”$_\n”;
}
close OUT;

B.3 Script to generate the acoustic continua

#!/usr/bin/perl

# continuum
#
# This script takes two Praat Matrix-files and creates a
# continuum by merging the two files sample by sample in
# different proportions.
# This is a command-line script that works similar to a
# Unix command.
# It takes three arguments: the number of steps in the
# continuum (prefixed by -), and the two files to be merged.
# NB: The script does not check whether the construction of
# the contrast makes sense; this is up to the user to determine.
#

if (@ARGV != 3) {
die ”Usage: -STEPS FILE1 FILE2\n(STEPS = number of steps in
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continuum; FILE1 & FILE2 = Praat Matrix-files).\n”;
}

# Compute distance from step number
if ($ARGV[0] =~ /-([0-9]+)/) {

$n_steps = $1;
}

if ($n_steps != 0) {
$distance = 1/($n_steps);

} else {
$distance = 0;

}

# Open filehandles for input files and read content into two
# arrays (line by line)
open IN_1, ”$ARGV[1]”

or die ”Cannot read $ARGV[1]: $!”;
while(<IN_1>) {

@list1 = <IN_1>;
}

close IN_1;

open IN_2, ”$ARGV[2]”
or die ”Cannot read $ARGV[2]: $!”;

while(<IN_2>) {
@list2 = <IN_2>;

}
close IN_2;

# Output file name (not used at the moment: see line 69)
if ($ARGV[1] =~ /^\w+\.Matrix$/ and $ARGV[2] =~ /^\w+\.Matrix$/) {

$name1 = $1 if ($ARGV[1] =~ /^(\w+)\.Matrix$/);
$name2 = $1 if ($ARGV[2] =~ /^(\w+)\.Matrix$/);
$name = ”${name1}_${name2}_$n_steps”;

} else {
$name = ”merged_$n_steps”
}

# Create array for head of output files (NB first line supplied
# because the first line of the input files fail to be read
@head = ”File Type = \”ooTextFile\”\n”;
foreach (2..15) {

@head[$_] = shift(@list1);
shift @list2;

}

# Create $n_steps number of files
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for ($i=0; $i <= $n_steps; $i++){
if ($i < 10) {

open OUT, ”>0${i}.Matrix”
or die ”Cannot create file ’$name_$i.Matrix’: $!”;

my @merged = @head;

# Process the input line by line
for ($j=0; $j< @list1; $j++){

my $text; my $number1; my $number2;
if ($list1[$j] =~ /(z \[[0-9+]\] \[[0-9]+\] = )(0|-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)
\W*$/) {

$text = $1; $number1 = $2; # split number from text
}
if ($list2[$j] =~ /(0|-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)\W*$/) {

$number2 = $1; # ditto
}
$new_number = ($number1 * (1 - $i*$distance)) + ($number2
* $i*$distance);
$text = ”\t” . $text . $new_number . ”\n”; # compute output number

push(@merged, $text);
}
print OUT @merged;
close OUT;

} else {
open OUT, ”>${i}.Matrix”

or die ”Cannot create file ’$name_$i.Matrix’: $!”;
my @merged = @head;

# Process the input line by line
for ($j=0; $j< @list1; $j++){

my $text; my $number1; my $number2;
if ($list1[$j] =~ /(z \[[0-9+]\] \[[0-9]+\] = )(0|-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)
\W*$/) {

$text = $1; $number1 = $2; # split number from text
}
if ($list2[$j] =~ /(0|-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)\W*$/) {

$number2 = $1; # ditto
}
$new_number = ($number1 * (1 - $i*$distance)) + ($number2
* $i*$distance);
$text = ”\t” . $text . $new_number . ”\n”; # compute output number
push(@merged, $text);

}
print OUT @merged;
close OUT;

}
}



C / The informed consent form

Informed Consent Form

Please read the following information carefully. You can also request a copy.

Experiment: Word learning
Experimenter:    Lukas Wiget
Affiliation: Linguistics and English Language, University of Edinburgh

Description

You are invited to participate in an experimental study that investigates the acquisition of new 
words. The experiment takes place over three sessions. There will be two training sessions, 
where you will learn four words that are used in a variety of English spoken in Sri Lanka to 
refer to local plants. In the third and final session, you will be tested on these and other words. 
Note that towards the end of the first session you will have to recognise the new words about 
80% of times in order to progress to the second session.

Risks and benefits

There are no known risks involved in the experiment. There are no benefits to participation 
beyond the remuneration that you will receive.

Time involvement and payment

Sessions 1 and 2 will take about 30 minutes each, session 3 will take about 50 minutes to com-
plete. You will receive £3 for the two shorter sessions and £5 for the third session, plus a bonus 
of £3 for completing the study. Payment will be made at the end of the third session.

Subject rights

Please understand that your participation is voluntary and that you have the right to withdraw 
your consent or discontinue participation at any time. Your privacy will be maintained in all 
published and written data resulting from the study.

If you agree with the conditions stated above and are willing to participate in the experi-
ment, please sign below. By signing the form you confirm that you meet the following condi-
tions:

• You are a native speaker of English.
• You are at least 18 years of age.
• You have no known hearing deficiencies.
• You have read the above consent form, understood it, and agree to it.
• You want to participate in the above-mentioned experiment.

Some additional questions:

• Do you speak any foreign languages? ___________________________________________

• Which dialect of English do you speak? _________________________________________

• Are you right- or left-handed? _____________

• Your age: __________

Name: 

__________________________________________________________________________________

Date: __________________     Signature: _______________________________________________
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